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Preface

The purpose of this handbook is to provide to practitioners who work with
children key information about young-child and family emotional health, so that they
can gain as much as possible from using the AIMS: Developmental Indicators of
Emotional Health. AIMS is a professionally constructed system of psychosocial prac
tices recommended for professional use with young children and their families. The
system consists of: 1) intake forms, including family information and a family con
cerns indicator; 2) multiple, developmentally-specific measures of child-parent-family
emotional health in the form of parent self-report questionnaires; 3) guidelines for
professionals' observations of parent-child interactions, and for general interviews of
parents and children; and 4) suggestions for focused interviews and brief psychoso
cial interventions. The system is appropriate for use by a broad spectrum of profes
sional providers, such as nurses, physicians, social workers, child care providers, and
early intervention professionals. The AIMS system is designed t9 facilitate
'
family-oriented, wellness and strength-focused assessment and intervention practices,
which are considered likely to promote positive emotional functioning in young
children and their families.
Chapter I of this handbook addresses the socio-cultural backdrop of health care
practices as they relate to the emotional health, or psychosocial needs and problems
of young children in the context of their families. The section briefly reviews the
history and current state of health care for young children, including early interven
tion services of all kinds. It also discusses the emergent fields of infant mental health
and social science research in infancy, and how these two fields have informed
clinical practice with young children and their families.
Chapter II looks at what professionals need to know about early childhood
emotional development and the psychology of parenthood and parent-child relation
ships in order to make the best use of the AIMS System of Practice. Key concepts,
assumptions, theory, and research findings pertinent to attachment, interaction,
emotional mastery and support are presented, explained, and applied to the
professional's task of assessing young children and families with empathy and in
sight.
Chapter III takes a close look at some basic professional skills needed to make
use of the AIMS guidelines for professional observations, focused interviews and
brief interventions. Skills needed for psychosocial assessments, relationship-building,
and parent-professional collaboration are also discussed. (Another AIMS publication,
a Training Manual for Health Professionals in Well-Child Care Settings, covers the
additional topical areas of; Emotional Development of Children 0-5, Clinical Assess
ment of Children 0-5, Observation Skills, Interview Skills, Therapeutic Communica
tion Skills, Attachment Problems/Failure to Thrive, Attention Deficit Disorder, Teen
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Pregnancy and Parenting, and Child Abuse). Of particular emphasis is the special
nature of the working alliance with families who care for young children.
Chapter IV returns the professional to issues of social change and policy, which
are so frequently encountered by people working to incorporate the AIMS methodol
ogy into their practices. Since early childhood services are constantly changing and
rapidly developing, it is imperative to consider the sociopolitical environment in
which any system of practice operates. This section discusses obstacles to use of the
AIMS System of Practice and challenges to enhanced psychosocial practices with
young children and their families. Positive and informative examples are offered,
such as illustrations of how Maine communities, agencies and professionals have
responded to emotional health needs and problems. Recommendations for
system-wide improvements are also presented.
We also offer a Word of Encouragement to users who may begin to experience
what many of our former trainees have encountered: pressures due to lack of time,
training, and/or confidence. We share our perspectives on the challenges and re
wards of enhanced psychosocial practices on behalf of our very youngest clients and
their families.
The Appendices include feedback on the AIMS: Developmental Indicators of
Emotional Health, a description of AIMS: System of Practice with samples of the
AIMS forms and guidelines. A list of Screening and Assessment Instruments which
were reviewed by Project AIMS prior to the development of the AIMS System, as well
as a listing of selected instruments addressing Early Social and Emotional Develop
ment including the AIMS System of Practice.
We hope this handbook will provide a rich backdrop that prepares professional
providers to use the AIMS System and maximizes their effectiveness and positive
impact on young children and their families. We additionally suspect that some
readers may wish to know about the history of Project AIMS and the context in
which the AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health was developed. We
therefore include the following brief discussion about the history of AIMS and its
purpose.

Project AIMS' History

and

Purpose

The 1st edition of this handbook was the result of five years of experience with
Project AIMS. This 2nd edition includes an additional six years of experience fine
tuning, editing and revising the AIMS System of Practice based on feedback from
professionals trained in the use of this methodology. W hat originally led to the idea
for this handbook was a series of discussions by the Project's Instrumentation Team,
who constructed the AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health. These
discussions led to the need for further explanation of such a system of practice
and the importance of including emotional health assessment in the care of young
children.
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The infant mental health field has grown tremendously since its beginning in the
early 1970's. Much more remains to be done to help all professionals and service
systems become attuned to the emotional health needs of young children and their
famil es. The work of Project AIMS, through the methodology of the AIMS System of
Practice, and through its many years of collaboration within and outside of Maine,
has, we hope, helped to move the infant mental health field forward.
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institutional resources and barriers, and the knowledge base and skills need by a
professional practitioner - is a massive challenge, indeed!
But, try we must, to distill our years of experience as staff members of Project
AIMS. Our goal was to strengthen the services available to families with infants,
toddlers, and young children, with particular regard to their emotional health needs.
As such, we geared our work towards multiple levels of effort: planning and col
laboration with community leaders; training; curriculum and materials development;
construction of an emotional health brief assessment system (The AIMS: Develop
mental Indicators of Emotional Health); writing and publishing; presenting at confer
ences and workshops. This book represents our attempt to document what we have
learned - certainly from books and articles, but mostly from people, those with
whom we collaborated, those whom we trained, those who taught us, and parents
and their young children to whom we intently listened.
There are many people to thank. First of all, the chapters' authors. jayne Marsh,
the most recent Project Director of Project AIMS and a Research Associate, surveyed
and assimilated the literature for the social and historical context of "psychosocial
practices in the health care field." We have learned that people can better grasp
where the AIMS System of Practice is heading, to the extent that they understand the
dilemmas and barriers present in current health care services. jayne also managed to
edit this 2nd Edition, supplementing the first with the Project's additional years of
knowledge gained through its work and ongoing review of the literature. Each
chapter was enriched with new content as well as format changes to enhance pre
sentation of the material. An additional chapter on the study of AIMS was also added
to this second edition, filling out the multiple years of experience and discovery in
the work of Project AIMS.
Debi Devine, Research Associate with Project AIMS, pulled together our literature
on the concepts of attachment, interaction, mastery and social support. Making these
concepts available and accessible to professionals has been one of the major lessons
we have learned from training. Debi's insights have continuously improved and
enlightened all of the training we have accomplished.
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John Hornstein, Research Associate and previously Administrative Project Direc
tor, faced a great challenge in describing what we learned from our collaborations
with community leaders and agencies. By incorporating a perspective of social
change, he illuminated the challenges faced by the many professionals we trained.
What we encountered over and over was this issue of social change; even when
people wanted to do more for their client-families, it was not easy to incorporate
new ideas or behaviors into ongoing practices. john has been and continues to be
an active leader in Maine's early intervention networks.
Jean Pinkham, Evelyn St. Pierre, and Terry Lapointe, each successive Administra
tive Assistant, did a tremendous job with typing, organization, and sundry details of
making a book happen. Anne Bernard designed the cover and produced the book
with her characteristic flair. Carol Boggis edited the manuscript for the 1st Edition;
her skills are highly valued, as are her ideas for presentation and clarity. Sally Brown
also helped with editing of the 1st Edition and made many helpful suggestions; Sally,
a former Research Associate with the Project was the backbone of our detail work
when it came to constructing the assessment system.

I couldn't feel comfortable with this Acknowledgment without also thanking
some special people in my life. I received my early training with a remarkable group
of people who worked for the Child Development Project in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in
the early 1970's: the late Selma Fraiberg and Vivian Shapiro, and Edna Adelson.
From them and from Linda Turner, a supervisor who followed them, I learned what
it means to commit one's self to clinical work on behalf of infants and young chil
dren. I learned a kind of attitude that is indelible, and I am truly grateful.
And I thank my husband, Roy, and children, Mara and Juliana, for bringing to my
life, in a most passionate and personal way, what it really feels like to be a mother of
a very young child in a family context. Without these joys and realities, how could
one ever merge head with heart, a process so essential to infant mental health work?
Our learning continues on and on.

Susan E. Partridge, L.C.S. W, Ph.D.

Finally, there was a tremendous amount of input from a variety of people who
have contributed their talent and knowledge to Project AIMS over its history. First,
the members of the Instrumentation Team: Anne Chaisson, Mike Cohen, Palmer
Curtis, Gladys Richardson, Stephanie Walstedt, and Ron Taglienti all took part in
"work teams" that helped review the literature, and established goals and major
points for each of the handbook's chapters. Their individual knowledge of Maine's
services to families with young children, their commitment to Project AIMS and the
cause and practice of infant mental health, and their skills are unsurpassed. One
couldn't wish for a better team.
Other team members on the original work group to construct the AIMS System of
Practice include jean judge, Betsy Squibb, Cathy Ayoub, jane Weil, who also was a
Research Associate with the Project and a key thinker, and Steve Bauer. Each of
these individuals shared their extensive knowledge, their wisdom generated from
years of work with young children and their families, and their personal philoso
phies. With the Project AIMS staff, they all helped to create a workable assessment
and intervention system, which we hope will generate better services to families with
young children.
Finally, I would like to thank the many- perhaps more than a 1,000- parents,
early intervention workers, and professionals from all disciplines who in one way or
another contributed. Special thanks are extended to professionals from Lewiston
(Eileen Fair and Laurie Bertulli), Notway (Sue Ellen Myers and Dolly Wetter),
Rockland (Alan Letourneau and Davene Fahy), and Ellsworth (Cynthia Donaldson,
Pearl Barto and Mary Veit), and all of whom represented our four community site
participants. All of these associates gave feedback on our training, responded to
articles or drafts of materials, asked questions, completed forms for pilot or field
testing and the like. Many remain nameless, but we are convinced that we learned a
great deal from them.
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Editor's Note: Second Edition
The purpose of completing a second edition of the AIMS publication: Strengthen
ing the Foundations of Emotional Health in Early Childhood: A Handbook for Practi
tioners, was to fill-out and supplement the content with additional literature review

and experience in training and use in the field of the AIMS System of Practice. We
have learned that the AIMS tool continues serving to guide and support professionals
who work with young children and their families toward strengthening emotional
development in early childhood.
Chapters 1 4 of the Handbook have been added to greatly through current
literature review and additional experience gained in the field. Chapter 5 was added
as a new chapter to help clarify the validity and reliability of the AIMS tool through
summarizing and reporting the further study done subsequent to the first Edition of
the Handbook. This chapter helps provide answers to questions surrounding the
tool's validity, reliability and usability. This information had frequently been re
quested by professionals in the field and was a needed addition to the Handbook.
-

The AIMS System of Practice continues to be used across the country in practice
and teaching settings where work is done to benefit young children and their fami
lies. The purpose of it's use remains: to better understand the child in the context of
the family; to identify strengths as well as risks and concerns; to establish a relation
ship/partnership with families; and to enhance dialogue toward strengthening and
supporting emotional development in early childhood through timely assessment and
appropriate interventions.
The AIMS System of Practice continues to be available through the National Child
Welfare Resource Center (1-800-HELP KID) at the Edmund S. Muskie School, Child
and Family Institute, University of Southern Maine, in Portland, Maine. The staff of
AIMS continue to provide training, workshops and conference presentations on AIMS
as well as on other areas related to strengthening the foundations emotional health
in early childhood.
AIMS has been included in a book published by Brookes titled; Failure to Tbrive
and Pediatric Undernutrition: A Transdisciplinary Approach (Kessler & Dawson,
1999), as Appendix E. AIMS is additionally included in a resource publication by the
US Dept of Health Systems Research; Proceedings at the New England Grantees
conference, Healthy Child Care New England (2000).
AIMS continues to play an integral part in moving the field of Infant Mental
Health practice to the forefront for providers who engage with young children and
their families across the country. As goes the children, so goes the nation. W here are
we headed? We may learn from the Masai Tribes in Africa who place a high priority
on the well being of children, evident in their customary greeting, How are the
children? The traditional answer to this question is; Tbe children are well, meaning
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that life is good, that throu?h the daily struggles
of existence, even among a poor
people, care of the young ts the reason for being
, it is the highest priority. •

�

Chapter 1

Psychosocial Concerns of Health and

To this end, in th� fu ure we may ask, in our
own country, and in the larger
. the
world, as m
Masat Tnbes of Africa, How Are the Chtldrert!
And answer

' The

Children are Well.

Mental Health Providers
jayne D.B. Marsh, MSN, MPA

jayne Marsh, MSN, MPA
The AIMS System of Practice was developed to enhance seroice
delivery to famtlies with infants, toddlers and young children.
Why was there a need for such a system? Thts chapterpresents
the context in which The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of
Emotional Health was constructed.

The notion of emotional health during infancy and early childhood has gained
much momentum in the last decade. Fields of practice within and outside of mental
health, specifically infant mental health, have recognized the need for their provision
of services to attend to the psychosocial aspects o( care (Davidson, 1988; Green,

1986, 1985; Granger, 1985; Albino, 1983; Cowen, 1983). Inclusion of psychosocial as
pects serves to enhance the overall well being and health of young children and
their families.
It has become much clearer that the early years of a child's life are a critical time
for development. D.W. Winnicott (1969) made the basic observation that very young
children need continuous and reliable care or they do not develop properly. More
recently, Call (1987) suggests that the period from birth to age three probably in
cludes more major shifts in development than take place in the remaining 65 or so
years of life, during an average life-span. These developmental shifts include all as
pects of human growth and development, not simply physical growth and develop
ment. Psychosocial or, emotional and behavioral development, is also a major aspect
of this developmental process.
Dr. Bruce Perry (1995) identifies that the early experiences of childhood act as
"primary architects" of the young brain's capabilities, which will have impact
throughout the rest of life. Consistent, nurturing, predictable, structured and enrich
ing experiences in a safe environment during early childhood have a positive impact
on brain organization and function, leading toward more empathetic, responsible,
and fully functioning adults. Parents have the most influence during this crucial time
of development. They need to be supported and strengthened in their ability to posi
tively support and strengthen the development of their children. "In the ways we
•excerpted/adapted from; Child Care Connections, Autumn

1995, Newsletter

article; How Are The Children?

care for our children, we create our society. We create the healers and the destroy
ers. Our children are reflections of the world in which we raise them. We reap what
we sow" (CMTAS INITIATNE, 1997).
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The period of early childhood is a time of unparalleled growth and development

Table :1..:1.

from birth, when an infant is completely dependent on caretakers, to a preschool

child who strives for his/her independence. Have Early Childhood practitioners and

The Domains of A·I·M-5

providers kept pace with the ever-changing needs of the young child in the context

Attachment= parent-child-family feelings
Interaction= parent-child-family behaviors
Mastery= parent-child-family capabilities
Suppor t= parent-child-family resources

of his/her family during these important years of life? It is stated that in the United
States, despite two centuries of extraordinary human achievements, our policies and
practices do not reflect an understanding of the critical role that child well being and
child rearing plays in the health and welfare of our society at large, and the world.
The United States has been referred to as a third world country in the way we care
for and nurture our children (Magid, 1990). This is an urgent issue facing all of us.

The concepts of attachment, interaction, mastery and support are further defined
as follows:
Attachment reflects the special and unique ties among parents and children

Fundamentals of Emotional Health

where children learn to express trust and feel secure. Both parent and child become

The constructs of attachment, interaction, mastery (for the child and the parent)
and social support provide a common language or framework to understand emo
tional and psychosocial issues as important factors in child health and development.
This framework can help organize and identify information about young children
and their families toward gaining insight into how the child is developing and how
the parent-child-family is functioning.

emotionally "tuned in" or attuned to each other. Attachment is considered the root of
all emotional health and is therefore essential to overall emotional well being. Leach

0994) identifies attachment as the most critical accomplishment of a human infant's
first year of life.
Interaction relates to parent-child-family patterns of behavior and communication,
with parents teaching and guiding children. This includes establishing routines and

Emotional health develops in a nurturing, safe environment where there is trust,

rituals, meeting survival needs and basic care giving, appropriate limit setting and

caring, consistency, structure and predictability, and builds on a foundation of secure

discipline. Interaction focuses on behaviors, consistencies, and expectations turned

attachment, positive interactions, mastery of abilities and developmental achieve

into behaviors and the give and take between parent, child and family.

ments, and the creation and use of social supports. Optimal emotional health devel
opment of the child is most likely to occur when the family is able, or assisted to
provide this context. Early childhood emotional health is seen as critical, not only to
later emotional development and well-being but also to academic competence and
moral development. (Greenspan, 1997). Early childhood emotional health is looking
at the child in the context of the family, connecting with the parent and understand
ing the parent and family role or impact on the young child. Working with the whole
family becomes the preferred means of achieving positive results toward supporting
and strengthening the emotional development of the child.
Emotional health is thus defined as an individual's ability to grow and develop, to
work, play, and love, within the context of opportunities for attachment, interaction,
mastery, and social support. These terms generate the A-1-M-S acronym of The

Mastery illustrates the accomplishment of basic skills by the parent, and by the
child, with a sense of competence and confidence. Mastery is twofold in regard to
the parent's ability and skill at successfully performing basic child care, and the
child's ability to successfully develop at increasingly complex levels. Both exhibiting
ability to learn, adapt and problem solve along developmental lines.
Support identifies the existence and use of social resources, such as seeking out,
asking for, and/ or accepting help when needed, and having regular contact with a
social network of family, friends, and the community. Social Support can serve to de
crease stress and illness, as well as facilitate parental competence and confidence.
The domains of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery, and social Support are consid
ered the building blocks of emotional health. These domains or concepts are not

AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health or, System of Practice,

mutually exclusive. They are individually and collectively important in looking at

constructed to facilitate professional inclusion on emotional health assessment and

emotional health. They are interconnected, interrelated and interdependent. They

early intervention in their provision of care to young children and their families.

help define ways to observe for and ask questions around the emotional life of

The domains of AIMS (Attachment, Interaction, Mastery, Support) can be simpli
fied as outlined in Table 1 . 1 , where attachment reflects feelings; interaction relates to
behavior; mastery illustrates capabilities; and support identifies resources:

young children in the context of their families. Making observations and asking ques
tions around these concepts provides clues or moments of opportunity towards un
derstanding emotional development in assessment and early intervention situations.
Each of these concepts are evidenced by a range of specific behaviors, attitudes,
and/or qualities, some of which are represented in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2

A-1-M-5 Behaviors, Attitudes and Qualities
Attachment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

parent investment of emotional energy in the child
parent adapting family life to include the child
parent securing a protective environment for the child
the child's preference for and seeking out of primary caregiver
child's emotional pull toward the primary care provider
a mutuality or goodness of fit between parent-child-family
the child's proximity-seeking behavior to the primary caregiver
mutual pleasure upon reunion after a separation
positive feelings, attitude of trust
sense of security within the immediate family

Interaction
• parent provision of basic care-giving, sur vival needs
• parent establishing daily routines; feeding/eating, sleeping, etc.
• playing, having fun
• sharing companionship
• teaching and learning
• limit-setting, discipline
• exchanging information
• problem-solving and decision-making
• communicating feelings and thoughts, wants and needs
• negotiating conflict, utilizing coping skills
Mastery
• parental self-esteem
• parental competence and confidence
• child's development of basic competencies; cognition, language
and communication, social and motor skills
• child's sense of confidence in own abilities
• parents' and child's reciprocal adaptation and coping
• mastery of stress and ability to resolve dif ficulties
Social Suppor t
• parent asking for and/or seeking help
• parent access to resources within and outside of the family
• parent ability to accept resources
• parent maintaining contact with a social network
• parent-child-family sense of belonging within the extended family
and the larger community

-

4

-

These four identified constructs or domains of emotional health; Attachment, In
teraction, Mastery and Support provide a framework for emotional health assessment
and early intervention of the young child in the context of their family. By under
standing and applying these concepts, we can support and assist young children and
families to grow and develop in healthy and happy ways.

Changing Perspectives on Health
There was a time when psychosocial or emotional health was not considered a
very important aspect of overall health and well being. The "new" perspective,
which regards psychosocial/emotional aspects of care as important, officially became
evident through the World Health Organization's redefinition of health in 1946. This
new definition of health; a state of complete physical, mental, and social well being,
not merely the absence of disease or infirmity (Albino, 1983), marked the beginning
of an attitudinal shift in the existing paradigm for the provision of overall health care
in the general population.

rl
h

Even ea ier than this, specifically relating to children, President Herbert Hoover
had establis ed the White House Conference on Child Health and Protection in 1930.
This Conference put forth 19 "aims" for the Children of America in the form of a
Children's Charter. These aims reflected the emotional, psychosocial needs of chil
dren, along with the physical and environmental needs as evidenced in the following
sampling of the Charter, Table 1 .3. Evident in this Charter is a focus on each child as
an individual with both physical and emotional needs. The importance of a safe and
loving home with knowledgeable support from the community, and the importance
of preparing for parenthood.
However, changing existing practices to include psychosocial care in various ser
vice delivery systems has remained problematic. Green (1985) notes that there has
been a considerable lag between what is known and what has been applied in the
developmental and psychosocial domains of well child care practice. While the po
tential value of including psychosocial aspects of child development was evidenced
in the literature as early as 1930 (Anderson), this type of care was not clearly in
cluded in pediatric training until around the 1960s. Areas of concern in provision of
care have generally dealt with physical health and illness. Even in the field of social
sciences and psychology, a noted text (Kessler, 1966) identified only two areas of
concern in the first three years of life: that of feeding and toilet training. Inclusion of
psychosocial aspects of care did not become significant until the 1 970's, when cur
ricula in behavioral, biosocial and bio-psychosocial pediatrics were developed
(Davidson, 1 988). By the eighties, concerns in the psychosocial arena of care in
cluded 25 areas for potential diagnosis and treatment of children under three years
old (Call, 1987).
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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-

4

-
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Table 1.3

Sampling of the 1930 Children's Charter
1.

For every child spiritual and moral training to help him stand
firm under the pressure of life.
2. For every child understanding and the guarding of his personal
ity as his most precious right.
3. For every child a home and that love and security which a home
provides; and for that child who must receive foster care, the
nearest substitute for his own home.
6. For every child health protection from birth through adoles
cence, promotion of health, including health instruction and a
health program, wholesome physical and mental recreation,
with teachers and leaders adequately trained.
7. For every child a dwelling place safe, sanitary, and wholesome,
with reasonable provisions for privacy, free from conditions
which tend to thwar t his development; and a home environment
harmonious and enriching.
8. For every child a school which is safe from hazards, sanitary,
properly equipped, lighted and ventilated. For younger children,
nursery schools and kindergartens to supplement home care.
9. For every child a community which recognizes and plans for his
needs, protects him against physical dangers, moral hazards,
and disease; provides him with safe and wholesome places for
play and recreation; and makes provision for his cultural and
social needs.
11. For every child such teaching and training as will prepare him
for successful parenthood, homemaking and the rights of citi
zenship; and, for parents, supplementary training to fit them to
deal wisely with the problems of parenthood.
15. For every child the right to grow up in a family with an adequate
standard of living and the security of a stable income as the
surest safeguard against social handicaps.
16. For every child a protection against labor that stunts growth, ei
ther physical or mental, that limits education, that deprives chil
dren of the right of comradeship, of play, and of joy.

Several leaders in child health care fields perceive a need t o restructure care to
recognize and respond to psychosocial needs, moving beyond the traditional prac
tice that focuses on a child's physical being and illness, and only on the individual
child, not the child in the context of the family. Morris Green (1985) specifically
states that the challenge is to develop and implement new models of care that in
clude a focus on the emotional, psychosocial aspects of child health. He additionally
states that, "... physical well being and emotional health care are indivisible ... " (Green,
1985). This is confirmed more and more through r�search efforts on the connections
between physical illness and emotional, psychosocial factors, such as poverty, abuse
and neglect. Perry (Not Yet in Print) adds that programs which support and
strengthen families will serve to increase the likelihood of optimal childhood experi
ences and resultant positive psychosocial outcomes
This recognized need to restructure well child care, stems from an awareness of
what the literature has termed the "new morbidity" -the increased reporting of psy
chosocial problems that appear to not only interfere with healthy development of the
child, but additional�n cause illness in the child and family (Davidson, 1988;
Costello and Pantino, 1987). More specifically, it refers to the most prevalent condi
tions of childhood being reported as developmental, learning and/or behavioral, so
cial concerns or disorders (Zilland and Schoenborn, 1990; Haggerty et al, 1975).
These new morbidity issues require professionals in well child care to develop
and integrate skills in psychosocial and developmental aspects of well child care,
particularly pediatric well child care. These important areas of concern are not as
likely to emerge in the traditional, medical model of care. Many professionals lack
the training, time or resources to consistently and systematically address the new
morbidity issues in their routine practice (Sharp, et al, 1992; Partridge, 1990; Bauer,
1987; Costello, 1986). This creates a real difficulty for professional in addressing
these new concerns. There are few protocols or guidelines to help professionals deal
with behavioral and developmental concerns presented by the new morbidity (Sia
and Peters, 1989; Bauer, 1987). Professionals need knowledge around psychosocial
issues and a methodology to effectively make assessments and provide supportive
interventions to families with young children. "The ability to address psychosocial
problems satisfactorily is critical to successful child health supervision" (Sharp et al,
1992, p. 622). Are professionals responding to these concerns? A 1998 article (Young
et al) entitled, Listening to Parents . confirms that parents want this care from their
well child provider, but the majority feels that they do not get it. Parents indicate that
the physical needs of their young children are being meet, however, they need more
information and support related to psychosocial concerns.
. .

A study conducted during the 1980's, however, still concluded that there is little
focus on actual interventions with parents and young children during the well child
visit with regard to the professional provider's role in encouraging discussion of psy
chosocial concerns, the parents response to such encouragement, or how the pro
vider responds to parents' expression of psychosocial issues (Sharp et al, 1992). Thus
the lag reported by Green (1985) still exists between what is known and what is
practiced.
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Pediatric Well Child Care: Supply and Demand?
Pediatric care as a specialty area, is a relatively contemporary phenomenon. The
emergence of pediatrics as distinct from other medical disciplines occurred early in
the twentieth century (Hoekelman, 1983). Prior to this point, medical care for chil
dren consisted primarily of episodic care related to clear definition of symptoms and
prescribed treatments to reduce or resolve those symptoms. This means of interven
tion has its roots in a medical model of practice that is heavily biophysiologic,
disease-oriented, episodic, prescriptive, and unbalanced in meeting total health care
needs, particularly psychosocial needs and child development issues (Green, 1985).
Advancements in medical science prior to the twentieth century led to a reduc
tion in morbidity from life-threatening infections and nutritional disorders, which
had preoccupied much of the medical care provided to children at that time
(Hoekelman, 1983). As Maslow's hierarchy of needs (1954) would suggest, the focus
shifted; with survival needs fairly well addressed, primary preventative care emerged
as a concern. This "new" agenda for pediatric practice translated to pediatricians
spending the majority of their time (up to 65 percent, according to Davidson, 1981)
providing well child care. A continued focus on the medical model of care, however,
meant the pediatrician still devoted most of the care during health care supervision,
to physical care through conducting routine physical exams (Casey, 1984). Addi
tional pediatric care focused on chronic, episodic or acute illness intervention
(Green, 1985).
The medical profession's new interest in children through the field of pediatrics
was not initially due to an appreciation of the early years of life. jones (1983) re
ported that the emergence of the pediatrician and specific pediatric care was in large
part the result of relationship building between mothers and doctors. Medical doc
tors responded to an expressed need of mothers to develop strategies for mothering,
and criteria for maternal competence related to childhood illnesses and feeding. The
more organized motherhood groups sought out "scientific" medical information for
defining the qualities of a conscientious mother, to ensure the health of their chil
dren Qones, 1983). Pediatrics then, was a parent driven professional specialty.
Contemporary parents seek professional advice from pediatricians for far more
than physical or illness care. A majority feel the need for guidance about behavioral
and developmental aspects of parenting (Young et al, 1998; Sharp et al, 1992;
Young, 1990; Granger, 1985; Casey, 1984; McCune et al, 1984; Hickson et al, 1983).
Many express a need to learn about social, psychological, and behavioral issues the ABC's of emotional health. Reports show that in the mid 1960s, 45 percent of
mothers had more developmental and behavioral concerns than other concerns
(Young et al, 1998). In the late 70s, studies report that 70 percent of mothers had
concerns related to areas of parenting, child behavior, and development (Hickson et
al, 1983). Multiple studies reported by Granger (1985) indicate that parents' primary
concerns centered on developmental and/or psychosocial issues. Parents clearly
need and want this kind of care from their early childhood service providers. Pedia-
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tricians and Family Practice physicians are two of the primary and most consistent
sources of information in early childhood. They need to be prepared to respond to
the psychosocial concerns/questions brought to them by parents. Parents see these
professionals as the experts in physical and psychosocial health issues (Sharp et al'
1992).
It is found however, that while parents need and want assi�tance in developmen
'
tal and psychosocial areas from their early childhood care provider, they frequently
do not get it. Reported studies (McCune et al, 1984) showed that 81 percent of par
ents would discuss concerns about psychosocial issues if given the opportunity.
However, a focus on parent-child relationships and children's emotional health has
not become routine in well-child care practice. It is reported that during routine-care
visits, the pediatrician spends the majority of the time in closed-ended interviewing,
giving rather than gathering information, and still focusing on physical and
illness-related aspects of care (Granger, 1985; Casey, 1984). In the 1970's, research in
dicated that physicians were actually giving cues to parents that discouraged or in
hibited the parents' discussion of "non-medical" issues or concerns, as reported by
Sharp et al 0992). In the same report, research during the 1980's showed some im
provement in pediatricians and/or family practice providers, giving cues which "al
low" parents to discuss "non-medical" concerns.
A current national survey of over 2000 parents (Young et al, 1998) continues to
provide evidence that parents are not getting the information and support they need
in the areas of behavioral and emotional development, and parenting of their young
children. Most parents viewed the pediatric health care system as meeting the physi
cal needs of their young children (66o/o), however many parents (53-79'1Al) were less
satisfied with the extent to which they received help/support in understanding their
child's growth and development and child rearing concerns (Young et al, 1998). The
issue seems to be hiDY: the care provider responds to and meets these parental con
cerns.
While research consistently demonstrates the relationship between the profes
sional provision of emotional support and overall health in families (Young et al,
1998; jones, 1995; O'Connell, 1992; Wieder et al, 1992; Cowen and Work, 1988;
Shonkoff, 1984;); it also indicates that the average time spent providing psychosocial
guidance and support, is less than one minute per visit (Reisinger and Bires, 1980).
Early childhood care providers need to be aware of their impact on parents, and be
intentional in their influence. The authority and voice of health care providers in
early childhood still have clout with parents and impacts parent behavior and re
sponse to their young children; so too, silence or avoidance of parents concern/
questions constitutes a missed opportunity to support and strengthen families with
young children (Young et al, 1998). In order to support and strengthen the overall
health and development of young children and their families, these opportunities
must not be missed, but utilized positively.
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C. Everett Koop, the former United States Surgeon General, professor at
Dart �uth Medical School and Senior Scholar at the Koop Institute, has stated that
ph�slclans a�e no longer trained and have forgotten, how to care for the patient, the
patient , s famdy and the community (Ryan, 1994). Consumers of health care want
providers who listen and who understand. T. Berry Brazelton reflects this same con
cern specifically as it relates to parents and young children. He feels that care provid
ers could do muc more to support children and decrease parental stress by
.
consc10usly attendmg to psychosocial and developmental aspects, instead of the
.
regular routme of checking height, weight and feeding issues (Brazelton 1992). This
':ould be especially important, he feels, for young children in disadvan ged fami
hes, who are not receiving adequate preventive care.

�

�

�

In a study of the communication patterns in the patient-physician relationship,
the average length of a routine visit, including a physical examination was 21 min
utes. This time frame did not significantly change when psychosocial issues were ad
dressed. One of the concerns of providers is the potential increase in length of visits
en psy hosocial i sues are included. "Many physicians think that patient-centered
.
v1s1ts, particularly v1s1ts in which psychosocial issues are addressed, are more time
consuming than biomedical exchanges and more likely to overwhelm a tight sched
u e. This is clearly not the case here. Even the pattern [of communication] in which
dtalogue was predominately psychosocial did not result in significantly longer visits
than the other [whi h predominant! were biomedical]" (Roter et al, 1997, p. 355).
However, the nclu 10n of psychosoct l communication was associated with the high
est level of sat1sfact1on among the patients in the study, particularly in relation to a
sense of partnership and support. The frequency of these types of visits continues to
be low, less than 10 percent, and reflects a small proportion of overall routine care.
The data also suggested that when time in routine care is shortened, psychosocial is
sues are the first to go (Roter, 1997).
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The evi ence is cle�r of t e ne�d for primary care professionals to routinely ad
dress mot10nal health m the1r dehvery of care. Pediatricians and Family Practice
.
.
Phys1c1ans specifically, as well as other early childhood providers, need to be better
prepared to assist amilies toward overall child and family well being. "The ability to
address psychosocial problems satisfactorily is critical to successful child health su
pervision.... Addressing such concerns can often relieve anxiety, improve interaction
.
skdls of parents with their children, and potentially avoid parents returning again for
the same �oncerns", (Sharp et al, 1992, p. 622). Pediatricians in particular, are the
mo t conststent health-care provider throughout early childhood. The importance of
.
the1r mfluence and effect on the well being of children and their families cannot be
underestimated. Pediatricians are said to be the Gatekeepers to identification of the
need for specialty care in children and families (Costello and Pantino, 1987). It is
para �unt that they understand and implement psychosocial aspects of care in their
prov st on of care. Parents need and expect this aspect of care. The expectation that
.
phys1c1 n �re capable of responding to and caring for psychosocial concerns, places
respons1bthty on the Health Care system to produce physicians who understand and
are skilled in this area of early childhood care (Sharp et al, 1992).
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The Influence of the Infant Mental Health Field
In addition to pediatrics, other fields of practice and research have developed
specialized services to young children and their families and conducted studies on
the best methods of early intervention. Social work, psychology, nursing, and psy
chiatry have all contributed to the study of emotional health and development in
early childhood termed, "Infant Mental Health." This interdisciplinary alliance has
concerned itself with the care of children from infancy through the preschool years,
with particular regard for the young child's emotional development. The work is
based upon the belief that the early years of a child's life are critical, in terms of psy
chosocial development, and will have profound impact on a child's over all growth,
development and well being (Greenspan, 1997; Bretherton, 1985; Main et al, 1985;
Stern, 1985; Waters, 1978; Matas et al, 1978; Stern, 1977; Winnicott, 1969).

As early as 1914, a movement began to address parents' need to have knowledge
of infant care beyond physical care. This was evidenced by the Children's Bureau
publishing a pamphlet entitled, "Infant Care" (Young, 1990), and followed by the
emergence of Parents magazine in the 1920's, amidst the Parent education move
ment. The goal of these publications was to provide information to parents about in
fant development from experts in the field, pediatricians and, in particular,
psychologists and child development specialists. These efforts were in response to
parent's expressed need for information on parenting and infant development.
Infant Mental Health became a focus of concern as a result of research on the
abilities of infants during the sixties (Smith, 1988). This research highlighted the
infant's capacity for cognition, recall, social relatedness, and adaptability. Clinical
studies also clarified the importance of early experiences, pointing out the negative
impact of adverse experiences such as abandonment, neglect and abuse. Early
intervention specialists working with young children and their families began to
carefully address the early parenting environment and ways to enhance healthy
infant-parent relationships. Psychosocial research and theory reflecting four ideolo
gies of current culture (Kagan et al, 1978) heavily influenced this early intervention
work. These four ideologies or concepts were as follows:
1. The influence of the child's early experience on later development.
2. The continuity of early childhood growth and development.
3. The centrality of the mother-infant relationship
4. The primacy of the family as the structural unit within a nurturing society.
notion of Infant Mental
These four ideologies or concepts further grounded the
rt emotional well being
Health and early intervention service to promote and suppo
infant assessment measures,
in young children and their families. Home visiting, new
infant-parent psychotherapy
such as the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (1969),
t and/or attempt to reverse
and multidisciplinary services were also created to preven
early psychopathology (Fraiberg, 1980).
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The Influence of the Infant Mental Health Field
In addition to pediatrics, other fields of practice and research have developed
specialized services to young children and their families and conducted studies on
the best methods of early intervention. Social work, psychology, nursing, and psy
chiatry have all contributed to the study of emotional health and development in
early childhood termed, "Infant Mental Health." This interdisciplinary alliance has
concerned itself with the care of children from infancy through the preschool years,
with particular regard for the young child's emotional development. The work is
based upon the belief that the early years of a child's life are critical, in terms of psy
chosocial development, and will have profound impact on a child's over all growth,
development and well being (Greenspan, 1997; Bretherton, 1985; Main et al, 1985;
Stern, 1985; Waters, 1978; Matas et al, 1978; Stern, 1977; Winnicott, 1969).

As early as 1914, a movement began to address parents' need to have knowledge
of infant care beyond physical care. This was evidenced by the Children's Bureau
publishing a pamphlet entitled, "Infant Care" (Young, 1990), and followed by the
emergence of Parents magazine in the 1920's, amidst the Parent education move
ment. The goal of these publications was to provide information to parents about in
fant development from experts in the field, pediatricians and, in particular,
psychologists and child development specialists. These efforts were in response to
parent's expressed need for information on parenting and infant development.
Infant Mental Health became a focus of concern as a result of research on the
abilities of infants during the sixties (Smith, 1988). This research highlighted the
infant's capacity for cognition, recall, social relatedness, and adaptability. Clinical
studies also clarified the importance of early experiences, pointing out the negative
impact of adverse experiences such as abandonment, neglect and abuse. Early
intervention specialists working with young children and their families began to
carefully address the early parenting environment and ways to enhance healthy
infant-parent relationships. Psychosocial research and theory reflecting four ideolo
gies of current culture (Kagan et al, 1978) heavily influenced this early intervention
work. These four ideologies or concepts were as follows:
1. The influence of the child's early experience on later development.
2. The continuity of early childhood growth and development.
3. The centrality of the mother-infant relationship
4. The primacy of the family as the structural unit within a nurturing society.
notion of Infant Mental
These four ideologies or concepts further grounded the
rt emotional well being
Health and early intervention service to promote and suppo
infant assessment measures,
in young children and their families. Home visiting, new
infant-parent psychotherapy
such as the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (1969),
t and/or attempt to reverse
and multidisciplinary services were also created to preven
early psychopathology (Fraiberg, 1980).
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Infant Mental Health work now consists of all types of professional activity en
gaged in for the purposes of enhancing human services and life conditions surround
ing infants, young children, and their families, including promoting public policy that
impacts their overall well being. Infant Mental Health work is relational and reflec
tive. It responds to the centrality of parent-child-family relationships and the level of
need and readiness of the parent-child-family; it requires self-awareness of skills,
strengths and feelings and an awareness of the provider impact on the parent-child
family; it utilizes empathy, support and understanding; and it is flexible, non-judg
mental, non-blaming and non-biased (Weider et al, 1992). Infant Mental Health
practice is a combination of parental support, guidance, and education; provision of
corrective emotional experiences for parents that promote and support their contin
ued development; and facilitation of a growth promoting interpersonal environment
for the young child in the context of a family through a variety of activities. These
professional activities can include:
•

Public Education about Infant Development and Needs

•

Parent Education about Parenting Skills, and Infant Development

•

Legislation/Advocacy about Early Intervention and Prevention

•

Administration by Federal and State Early Intervention Agencies

•

Training and Supervision for Infant Mental Health Work

•

Evaluation, Assessment and Planning

•

Case Management, Consultation and Collaboration

•

Multiple Treatment Modalities

Much can be accomplished in Infant Mental Health practice. The knowledge and
tools are available. Multiple professionals who are experts in the field, have shown
through research and practice the positive effect of early identification and interven
tion around psychosocial concerns (Bronfennbrenner, 1986; Crnic et al, 1983). Con
versely, the negative outcomes of unidentified psychosocial issues is also clear
(Wolfe, 1991; Schorr, 1989; Cohn and Tronick, 1983; Belsky, 1980; Garbarino, 1977).
These can include maternal depression, child maltreatment, failure to thrive, devel
opmental delays, high level stress and physical illness. Infant Mental Health Preven
tion, Early Identification and Intervention are keys to improving social outcomes.

Approaches In Mental Health/Primary Prevention
Infancy research and the Infant Mental Health field hold great promise for advo
cacy of children's health services. However, there continues to be a large gap be
tween the Infant Mental Health field and traditional Pediatrics, as well as between
traditional mental health fields and early intervention services (Partridge, 1990). Phy-
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sicians, therapists, nurses, early childhood educators and other professionals not spe
cifically trained in mental health, still have little to no knowledge in psychosocial as
sessment and intervention. As these professionals become more aware of infancy
and early childhood issues in the context of their work, they are struggling to incor
porate psychosocial practice into their routine delivery of service without becoming a
"mental health clinician". They need support from their own field of practice, as well
as from the mental health care field.
As with pediatric practice, mental health care emerged from the larger field of
medical health care. Medical health care focused on physical, physiologic wellness,
and more specifically, diagnosis and treatment of physical illness related to survival.
W hen medical care services were able to meet physical survival needs more consis
tently, consideration of psychosocial issues emerged and strengthened. However, the
early approach to mental health care was a "spiritualistic, theological" one, still focus
ing on an individual's deviations from established norms (Cowen, 1983), and diag
nostic and treatment issues. Contemporary mental health practitioners, including
early-intervention specialists, have moved beyond this moralistic and narrow view
point, to a larger perspective, which has included the individual's living context. En
vironmental factors are now seen as significant contributors, positive and negative, to
mental health and well being.
Thus, society's redefinition of psychosocial issues or concerns, reflects the resolu
tion of basic issues of human survival, improved living conditions, advancements in
science and technology, and the emergence of a social philosophy that places
greater emphasis on total well being (Cowen, 1983). This expanded perspective of
mental health is consistent with, and stems from, the World Health Organization's re
definition of health in 1946 given previously in this chapter, (page 5) as a state of
complete physical, mental, and social well being, not merely the absence of disease
or infirmity (Albino, 1983).
Since its inception, however, mental health care has traditionally followed a medi
cal model of practice stressing diagnosis and treatment of disease states, with the
goal of management or resolution (Scott, 1978). This viewpoint has limited mental
health practitioners' ability to address conditions that cannot be specifically described
or associated with disease processes or organic syndromes. Many concerns identified
during psychosocial practice with families are not problems as defined in the Diag
nostic and Statistical Manual ofMental Disorders, but are issues which are disrup
tive, with a potential to interfere with optimal functioning and well being (Sharp et
al, 1992). Traditional medical and mental health delivery systems seem to offer
" ... too little too late" (Cowen and Works, 1988), with regard to helping people
achieve and maintain an overall state of well being, or wellness. It tends toward
reactive prescription and treatment rather than proactive prevention and early
intervention.
Contemporary mental health practice emphasizes the importance of recognizing
and understanding etiologic or causative factors (Albino, 1983). This concept of iden-
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tifying potential underlying factors makes a connection between physical illness and
difficulties in living, regardless of symptoms. It also moves away from a sole focus
on diagnosis and treatment, to one that strives to identify the sources of difficulties in
living and serves to support and enhance coping abilities (Albino, 1983). It achieves
a more ecological or transactional perspective. This transactional approach recog
nizes the influence of the sociaVenvironmental context of human development and
thus includes a focus on family dynamics and community living. It is less bound to
single diagnostic categories and resultant treatments, but is more focused on preven
tion, support and maintenance. This model of practice falls into the realm of what is
discussed in the literature as ability-enrichment and assessment-intervention models
of practice (Scott, 1978).

pects of living. A connection with developmental, behavioral psychology could es
tablish this new level of care. The traditional one-to-one focus on the individual or
groups of individuals, without consideration of their social/environmental context,
along with a preoccupation with dysfunction, have limited the reach of mental health
and health care to intervention at secondary and tertiary levels Qason and Bogart,
1983). This consistent focus on dysfunction or disorder after the fact, precludes the
possibility of prevention or anticipatory guidance. Kagan (1965) emphasized that be
havioral and developmental psychology have an important role in early detection
and intervention. More recently it has been restated that, " ...beliefs and practices
about infants and their upbringing have been influenced by developments in psy
chological research and theory" (Young, 1990, p.18).

Incorporation of this model of practice in the medical health care field was first
evidenced by changes in hospital birthing practices such as "rooming in", and even
tually birthing rooms and birthing centers, which create or simulate more homelike,
wellness oriented environments. These models include a developmental focus and
place emphasis on early detection and intervention, or a "psychology of wellness"
(Cowen and Work, 1988). It is more proactive and prevention oriented. This serves
to support young children in the context of their families.

Effective anticipatory guidance and early detection include early identification of
strengths and delays in normal development, as well as placement of children at
their proper developmental stage (Scott, 1978). Anticipatory guidance, early detection
and identification of strengths and weaknesses, or delays in growth and develop
ment, fall into the arena of assessment. Working with the whole family in its social/
environmental context becomes the preferred means of achieving the richest assess
ment data toward more positive outcomes. Optimal development of the child is most
likely to occur when the family is able, or assisted to provide a supportive, nurturing
environment. Thus, preventive and early intervention care needs to assess family
functioning, as well as the child's function in context with the parents (Zeitlin and
Williamson, 1986). This will provide a more complete picture of the physical and
emotional life of the child, as we now clearly know that an environment which is
consistent, safe, nurturing, structured and enriching in the early years can result in
positive development and social outcomes, whereas neglect, chaos or violence can
lead to lost potential and negative social outcomes (Perry, 1995).

The behavioral, emotional and environmental aspects of child health and well be
ing in the context of their family provide opportunities for supporting and promoting
growth, development and adaptation that could have significant, positive, long-term
outcomes (Bauer, 1987). The goals of assessment intervention models of practice
from this perspective are to enhance coping strategies, facilitate problem solving, de
velop more positive conditions, provide education and support, and encourage a
sense of mastery or self-control for the parent, child and family. These goals are
within the scope of any professional provider working with young children and their
families. Effectively overcoming barriers toward reaching these goals of psychosocial
practice will serve to promote healthy early childhood development and family func
tioning.
Early relationships are clearly important in preventing difficulties or dysfunction
in later life (Leach, 1994; Perry, Not Yet in Print; Werner and Smith, 1989; Zeitlin and
Williamson, 1986; Cohen and Syme, 1985). It is particularly critical to understand
parent-child relationships within the context of the family when establishing thera
peutic relationships with young children, parents, and families. " . .. It is the quality of
the relationship between the parent and the professional that determines the likeli
hood of parental changes in behavior to benefit the care and development of the in
fant" (Weider et al, 1992, P. 101). Behavioral and developmental psychology have
recognized this important concept, and their practice models incorporate a family ap
proach.
Traditional models of care, which focus on the individual and their physical be
ing, could realize great potential benefit in supporting and strengthening overall
health and wellness, by adopting a family focus and inclusion of psychosocial as-
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The traditional medical care model, which views the parent and child as second
ary to the provider (Thomas, 1988), has served to hinder total care, specifically pre
ventative care and early intervention. This is further exacerbated for the parents and
families of special needs or chronically ill children (Shelton et al, 1987). Multiple ap
proaches are needed to support and address the emotional health needs of young
children and their families in all situations. Biophysical and psychosocial philoso
phies must converge to improve service delivery to these families, many of whom
are not effectively reached by existing service systems, particularly children and fami
lies whose needs are diverse and complex.
The Infant Mental Health field has established itself as a beacon to assist children
and families in meeting their psychosocial or emotional health care needs. This field
has put into practice research results regarding infancy and early parent-child rela
tionships (Minde and Minde, 1986). The importance of the effect of this research on
practice is the actualization of early identification and intervention services with a fo
cus on family relationships and total family function in the context of their specific
environments. In addition to helping all young families, research has identified three
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specific groups who can most benefit from early identification and intervention: 1)
developmentally delayed or special needs children; 2) medically or biologically
at-risk children; and 3) environmentally at-risk children (Zeitlin and Williamson,
1986). Knowledge of and skill in early identification and intervention practice with
young children and their families is paramount. The earlier families in need are iden
tified, the sooner supportive intervention services can be implemented toward
strengthening the young child in the context of his/her family. Green (1985) identi
fies the well child visit as having the most opportunities for prevention, early identifi
cation and intervention, with potential for impact on the greatest number of young
children and their families.

dren. Their focus may be speech, occupational or physical therapy, nutrition and
management of health concerns in a home setting, or early education/enrichment
services. The knowledge and skills of these existing early intervention providers
needs to be more effectively utilized to better serve and assist young children and
their families with emotional health issues. The barriers to promoting emotional
health that these early intervention professionals face are often similar to those faced
in traditional health care: lack of time in currently structured schedules; lack of
money/reimbursement to pay for time spent in providing guidance or family sup
port; and/or lack of knowledge/training/confidence and/or methodologies to assess
and intervene around emotional health, emotional development and/or infant mental
health issues.

Where We Are Today

Table 1.4 reviews barriers to Infant Mental Health or emotional health work as
discovered by the AIMS staff through work with multidisciplinary professionals who
serve young children and their families. Barriers as identified are experienced at
three levels: the Personal or Individual Level; the Practice or System Level; and the
Family or Client Level. Some strategies toward resolving barriers at these three levels
are also provided.

There seems to be little question about where opportunities exist for effective
parent/family guidance, for the sake of preventing emotional health problems in
young children. Clearly, health care supervision represents a tremendous opportunity
for health promotion, education, and family support. Families with infants, toddlers,
and preschoolers meet with physicians or nurse practitioners at least 12 times for
well child care in the first 5 years of life. Providing education, guidance and support
to parents is an expected part of this care. Are care professionals taking full advan
tage of these opportunities to cover more than the basics of height, weight, feeding,
sleeping, elimination, language skills, and physical milestones? To what extent is the
context of the family and family functioning a focus, and is the child's psychosocial/
emotional health on the well child care agenda? Morris Green (1994) very specifically
outlines that "... all our nation's children deserve the attention, the encouragement
and the intervention of care providers from many disciplines to ensure that they de
velop the healthy bodies, minds, emotions and attitudes to prepare them to be com
petent and contributing adults".

These shortcomings and missed opportunities of the health care delivery system
and their effect on the emotional development and well being of young children be
come more clearly evident as children enter school. School readiness is strongly as
sociated with physical, emotional and social competence (Lewitt and Baker, 1995).
Table 1.4

Barriers to Emotional Health Work

Personalflndlyldual
•
•

There is far too little research which informs us about the strengths of health su
pervision, the best methods of educating parents about emotional health, the most
relevant topics of concern, and the impact of a variety of supportive methods on pa
rental and family functioning. "Longitudinal studies are still needed to document the
efficiency of addressing behavioral concerns in improving child and family function
ing and preventing problems in later childhood, adolescence and adulthood �� (Sharp
et al, 1992, p. 622). What we do know is that; very little time is spent on actual guid
ance, parents have many questions about emotional or psychological issues but fre
quently fail to bring them up on their own, and little time is structured into
traditional health care to assist families with relationships, social behavioral issues or
social support issues.

•
•
•

Lack of Knowledge/Training
Lack of Competence
Lack of Confidence
Lack of Comfor t
Sense of Responsibility

Practice/System
•

•
•
•

Lack of Commitment to
Psychosocial Issues
Limited Time
Low Priority
Limited Resources

Family/Client
•
•
•
•

Perceived Intrusion
Fear of Labeling
Sense of Vulnerability
Loss of Control

Strategies toward Resolution of Barriers

Personalflndlyldual

practice/System

•

•

•

•
•

Physicians and nurses in health supervision settings are not the only professionals
with prime opportunities to promote emotional health in early childhood. A growing
number of early intervention services also provide care to families with young chil-

•

Training and Support
Consultation and Supervision
Team Approach
Collaboration
Peer Support

•

•

•
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Incorporate Family
Centered Philosophy
Adapt Current
Practice Policy
Support Inclusion of
Psychosocial Issues
Collaborate with
Referral Agencies
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Family/Client
•

•
•
•
•

Establish Partnership
Listen to the Family
Validate Family Input
Offer Consultation
Provide Support
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Where We Are Today
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three levels: the Personal or Individual Level; the Practice or System Level; and the
Family or Client Level. Some strategies toward resolving barriers at these three levels
are also provided.
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context of the family and family functioning a focus, and is the child's psychosocial/
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and the intervention of care providers from many disciplines to ensure that they de
velop the healthy bodies, minds, emotions and attitudes to prepare them to be com
petent and contributing adults".

These shortcomings and missed opportunities of the health care delivery system
and their effect on the emotional development and well being of young children be
come more clearly evident as children enter school. School readiness is strongly as
sociated with physical, emotional and social competence (Lewitt and Baker, 1995).
Table 1.4

Barriers to Emotional Health Work

Personalflndlyldual
•
•

There is far too little research which informs us about the strengths of health su
pervision, the best methods of educating parents about emotional health, the most
relevant topics of concern, and the impact of a variety of supportive methods on pa
rental and family functioning. "Longitudinal studies are still needed to document the
efficiency of addressing behavioral concerns in improving child and family function
ing and preventing problems in later childhood, adolescence and adulthood �� (Sharp
et al, 1992, p. 622). What we do know is that; very little time is spent on actual guid
ance, parents have many questions about emotional or psychological issues but fre
quently fail to bring them up on their own, and little time is structured into
traditional health care to assist families with relationships, social behavioral issues or
social support issues.

•
•
•

Lack of Knowledge/Training
Lack of Competence
Lack of Confidence
Lack of Comfor t
Sense of Responsibility

Practice/System
•

•
•
•

Lack of Commitment to
Psychosocial Issues
Limited Time
Low Priority
Limited Resources

Family/Client
•
•
•
•

Perceived Intrusion
Fear of Labeling
Sense of Vulnerability
Loss of Control

Strategies toward Resolution of Barriers

Personalflndlyldual

practice/System

•

•

•

•
•

Physicians and nurses in health supervision settings are not the only professionals
with prime opportunities to promote emotional health in early childhood. A growing
number of early intervention services also provide care to families with young chil-

•

Training and Support
Consultation and Supervision
Team Approach
Collaboration
Peer Support

•

•

•
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Incorporate Family
Centered Philosophy
Adapt Current
Practice Policy
Support Inclusion of
Psychosocial Issues
Collaborate with
Referral Agencies
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Family/Client
•

•
•
•
•

Establish Partnership
Listen to the Family
Validate Family Input
Offer Consultation
Provide Support

There is considerable evidence that many children are entering school without
having established secure emotional ties to a primary caregiver, adequate ability to
engage in appropriate interaction with others, a positive self esteem or sense of self
as socially competent, or a consistently reliable system of support. Inadequate devel
opment and lack of capacity in these areas leads to behavior problems evidenced in
school, and ultimately to larger social issues or problems. Among the worst of these
issues are teen pregnancies, substance abuse, violent teen deaths and juvenile cus
tody (Center for the Study of Social Policy, 1992). These are negative social out
comes, or what Lisbeth Schorr (1988) calls, "rotten social outcomes". Contrasted with
this is our society's investment or lack thereof, in families and children. "During the
eighties the United States spent less then 5 percent of the federal budget on pro
grams supporting families with children ..." (Leach, 1994, p. 6). We need to re-focus
on families and young children today to improve social outcomes for the future.

What We Need to Know
Clearly, professionals in all disciplines need to know how emotional health de
velops, how to assess emotional health in young children and their families, what the
basic symptoms of emotional dysfunction look like, and how to intervene to pro
mote positive emotional health development. Basic professional skills in assessment
and data collection (through observation, establishing a partnership, interviewing,
self-report questionnaires, etc.) data analysis (toward profile development) and brief
intervention (listening, reflecting back, communicating, relationship building, prob
lem solving and the like) are also required in order for professionals to address con
cerns related to emotional health. Professionals need to be competent, confident and
comfortable in these skills, and consciously, intentionally incorporate them into their
practice. Professionals impact families continuously, making that impact conscious
and intentional will better serve, support and strengthen young children and their
families.
The Healthy Start program, originally demonstrated from 1985-1988 in Hawaii, is
an example of a current early intervention effort based on providing support, educa
tion and direct service in the home. The goals of Healthy Start as given in Table 1.5,
are basic to the emotional health and well being of the young children and his/her
family.
Table 1.5

Healthy Start Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Advance optimal child devel opment
Provide positive parenting
Enhance parent-child interaction
Assure proper medical care
Prevent chil d abuse and neglect
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The goals of healthy start reflect a similar philosophy as the AIMS System of Prac
tice. Both serve to support young children in the context of their families and both
focus on enhancing positive outcomes related to growth and development of the
child, and overall family functioning and wellness.
These same goals or outcomes are also evident in Bright Futures Highlights
(Table 1.6) for enlightened practice to meet the unique needs of young children and
their families towards improving children's lives. One specific focus of Bright Futures
is Mental Health.
The mission of Bright Futures is to promote and improve the health, education,
and well being of children, adolescents and communities. Morris Green very specifi
cally outlines in Bright Futures, " ...all our nation's children deserve the attention, the
encouragement and the intervention of care providers from many disciplines to en
sure that they develop the healthy bodies, minds, emotions and attitudes to prepare
them to be competent and contributing adults." He further states that health care
practices have not kept up with these needs and that a "new health care supervision"
is required to effectively respond to the new morbidity that impacts providers and
the families they work with.
The mission of AIMS is to strengthen the foundations of emotional health in
early childhood through normalizing and supporting psychosocial assessment and
early intervention. AIMS provides a conceptual framework and a preventive interven
tion assessment tool, or System of Practice to achieve its mission. AIMS focuses on
the period of 0 5 as having the most impact for supporting and strengthening emo
tional/psychosocial development toward positive social outcomes.
-

One of the major challenges for early intervention professionals, in all disciplines,
� how to assess and evaluate emotional health; making appropriate interventions
within the contexts of their ongoing, discipline-driven, task oriented activities. Profes
sionals need to learn to accomplish these challenges without taking on the role of a
mental health clinician. "The time is right to begin reconceptualizing how the needs
of young children and their families may be met" (Young et al, 1998, p. 262). Deliv
ery of care must be reflective of what parents say they need and want. Early child
hood professionals need tools that facilitate these efforts, tools that are efficient and
effective to use, and that provide guidance for supporting emotional health and rec
ognizing emotional problems early on within their disciplinary settings. The AIMS
System of Practice is such a tool.
Professionals need training and support in early assessment and intervention
skills. They need to be knowledgeable in multiple sources of data collection for early
assessment and intervention purposes. Training programs need to explicate a philo
sophical foundation that can guide assessment and intervention (Brown and Thorp,
1992). The AIMS (Attachment-Interaction-Mastery-Support) framework provides this
base from which to build. The AIMS conceptual framework addresses the need for
knowledge and skill development by providing an increased awareness and under
standing of: the Attachment process and potential barriers to attachment; Interaction
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Table 1.6

Bright Futures Highlights
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Health super vision consists of those measures that help promote
health, prevent mortality and morbidity, and enhance subsequent
development and maturation.
Health supervision goals Include enhancing families' strengths, ad·
dressing families' problems, promoting resiliency, building parental
competence, and helping families share In the responsibility for
preventing illness or disability and promoting health.
Health supervision requires a partnership between health profes
sionals and families.
Health super vision Is shaped primarily by issues raised by the par
ent and child, with their expectations, questions, and concerns ad
dressed.
Health supervision involves assessing the strengths and Issues for
a specific child, family and community.
Health supervision includes the interview, the physical examina
tion, observation of the child and family, and psychosocial, educa
tional, and developmental surveillance. Additional screening
procedures - including vision, hearing, and metabolic screening 
are also included to identify areas that may warrant further assess
ment and Intervention.
Health supervision that employs specific preventive and health-pro
moting interventions leads to improved outcomes.
These social, developmental and health outcomes occur along a
continuum, varying in their timing from child to child and family to
family.
Since health risks and needs can change over a period of weeks or
months, they need to be reassessed periodically.
The benefits of continuing health supervision are best ensured by a
medical home offering health ser vices that are accessible, continu
ous, comprehensive, family-centered, coordinated, compassionate,
and Integrated into a system of care.
Health supervision can be provided in many settings, often with col
laboration between a variety of organizations and disciplines.
Health supervision helps educate children and families about the
efficient use of health care and other community services.
Child development serves as the basic science for much of health
supervision, especially health promotion.
Special populations such as those with chronic illness or disability
will require more health supervision.
Supplemental health supervision may also be needed during peri
ods of family transition or stress.
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between the parent-child dyad in the context of family and community; Mastery for
both the parent and child in growth and development and parenting issues; and the
importance of social Support through a strong network of family, friends and com
munity resources. These four domains, Attachment, Interaction, Mastery and Support,
are identified as essential components in any early intervention training program or
assessment methodology. They provide a foundation for looking at and supporting
Infant Mental Health and Emotional Development in Early Childhood.

The AIMS: System of Practice
The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health, or System of Practice,
was developed to help meet the need for methods of assessing emotional health and
intervening in early childhood. The AIMS System is designed to enhance dialogue,
build relationships, identify strengths, and provide information about the nature of
relationships within a family, the child's emotional well-being from the constructs of
Attachment, Interaction, Mastery and Support, as well as the families' network of so
cial support. It provides a way for health care professionals and early interventionists
to identify strengths and concerns of the family and child, to have a dialogue around
these issues, and to provide supportive interventions. The AIMS System is 1lQt in
tended to be used as a tool to determine a child's behavioral or emotional dysfunc
tion. It does not provide a means for diagnosing or labeling young children and their
families. It is not scored. It is intended to facilitate a dialogue with families, to en
hance relationship building and provide multiple points of entry for dialogue.
The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health seek to reaffirm the
declaration of responsibility for young children, created in 1991 by the Joint Ad Hoc
Children's Advisory Committee, given as Table 1.7, through its mission of strengthen
ing the foundations of emotional development in early childhood. There seems to be
a growing awareness of the

dren,

rights of children as

well as the

responsibtlities to chil

who eventually grow up to "play" a larger role in society. The AIMS System of

Practice can assist in accomplishing these responsibilities to children by increasing
knowledge and skills of professionals in their delivery of care to young children and
their families, in addition to providing a tool with which to enhance parent-profes
sional communication and dialogue with families. It assists in establishing a partner
ship with parents and their young children and values what parents know about
their child and the home environment.

-

n

-
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Table 1. 7

Declaration of Responsibility for Maine's Children
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

To be cherished and accepted in their own or extended families.
To be nurtured by their families in a way that meets their individual
needs, so that they can grow in ability to reach their fullest potential.
To receive sensitive, continuing help in understanding, accepting
and developing pride and confidence in their ethnic and religious
heritage.
To receive continuing, loving care and respect as unique human be
ings; children growing in trust in themselves and others.
To grow up in freedom and dignity in a neighborhood of people who
accept them with understanding, respect, and friendship.
To receive help in overcoming any deprivation in their physical,
emotional, intellectual, social or spiritual growth.
To be given education, training, and career guidance to prepare
them for a useful and satisfying life.
To receive preparation for citizenship and parenthood.
To be raised in an atmosphere free from the suffering of physical
and emotional abuse.
To be loved

overall health and well being. The keys to helping young children develop lie in our
ability as professionals to understand and apply the concepts of attachment, interac
tion, mastery and support. Use of the AIMS concepts and methodology of preventive
intervention assessment can assist in supporting positive emotional development.
Early and supportive identification and intervention in emotional development ':"ill
have the most potential impact, particularly with identified problems in early chtld
hood, which may prove to be more intractable in later life . The earlier the suppo ve
intervention is provided/offered, the greater the chance of success and more pos1t1ve
outcomes for the child, the parent, the family, the community and society at large.
The challenge belongs to all of us.

�

The AIMS System specifically assists professionals in assessment and identification
of emotional health strengths and concerns, in and through supportive interventions
focusing on the identified strengths and concerns . This preventive intervention as
sessment methodology provides multiple sources of data collection as well as mul
tiple points of entry for dialogue with the parent-child-family. The AIMS System
serves to enhance relationship building and facilitates communication toward a part
nership with parents.
The AIMS System of Practice specifically serves to enhance the following professional skills:
1 . parent-child observation
2. parent-child-family interviewing
3. identification of psychosocial strengths in addition to concerns/problems/
dysfunction
4. development of a clinical profile, and
5. brief psychosocial interventions to support positive emotional health
The goal of AIMS is to assist professional providers to gain a deeper understand
ing of the emotional health and development of young children, as well as a need
for and the long-term benefits of normalizing psychosocial care in well child care
service. The domains of AIMS (Attachment-Interaction-Mastery-Support) are consid
ered the building blocks of emotional health in early childhood and essential to
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Chapter 2

Understanding Emotional Health
Deborah Devine, Psy.D.

The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health
center on four domains that define emotional health: Attach
ment, Interaction, Mastery and Social Support. What is the
meaning of these domains and bow do they serve to define
emotional health in young children? A professional user of the
AIMS System ofPractice wtll benefit from knowing more about
these domains. This chapter describes these domains as the
AIMS conceptual framework.
This chapter addresses the theoretical foundation upon which the AIMS System of
Practice is based and describes the conceptual framework for defining the major is
sues of emotional health in young children from a family perspective. It additionally
discusses how the conceptual framework pertains to the design and content of the
AIMS materials, as well as to optimal practice or clinical use of the AIMS System of
Practice as an assessment, early intervention methodology.
Any assessment system first evolves from a theoretical base, from which specific
points of focus are defined and made operational. In the assessment of psychosocial
or emotional health, choosing and putting into operation basic concepts can be an
overwhelming task. Therefore, from an analysis of the literature on child develop
ment and family functioning, four concepts evolved to illuminate and help define the
domains of emotional health. These four constructs: Attachment, Interaction, Mastery
and Social Support serves to provide what the literature identifies as a common lan
guage or framework from which to understand emotional or psychosocial issues as
important factors in child health and development (Call et al, 1987). These concepts
are believed to capture the major issues of emotional growth and development in
that emotional health thrives on a foundation of positive attachments, healthy inter
actions, recognition of, and mastery of skills, and an active network of social supports.
While the four AIMS concepts are believed to represent major issues in the area
of emotional health, it is clear that there is a high degree of overlap among the four
domains. It is also clear from research on emotional development that other issues
are also very influential. For example, an important concept relative to emotional
health is temperament (Chess and Thomas, 1986). Temperament referring to the be-

havioral style, or way in which an individual does things. It is the how of behavior,

the ch�racteristics or qualities of a person, not their learned behavior or personality,
.
wh1ch 1s more the what of behavior. Temperament is important because it helps us
to understand behavior. Understanding temperament as part of the emotional devel
opment and life of a young child can help promote acceptance and support of that

child, even in the case of a mismatch in the temperament of parent and child. Under

standing temperament of both the child and the parent is an important factor in
forming attachments and in parent-child interactions, however temperament is not
specifically delineated as a "domain" in the AIMS system. The concept of tempera
ment is subsumed in the domain of attachment, as well as included in several sec
tions of the AIMS materials; for example, in the discussions of family interactions, in
the focussed interview questions, and in the guidelines for psychosocial interven
tions. Other concepts such as "autonomy" are subsumed under the concept of "mas

tery." Thus, the AIMS materials offer a coherent way to organize information, but

does not presume to be the only way to conceptualize mental or emotional health.
The four domains represented by the AIMS acronym provide a rich source of in
formation about parent-child-family functioning. The following sections present how
the attachment process, dyadic and familial lnteraction patterns, a child's and
parent's sense of efficacy or mastery and the family's network of support are de
fined and made operational within the context of the AIMS System of Practice.

What We Know About Attachment
The 1960s brought a burgeoning interest within the psychiatric and psychological
communities with regard to early parent-child dyadic relationships. It was Freud who
promulgated the notion (Lamb et al. , 1984) that the infant-mother dyad was unique,

without parallel, established unalterably for a whole lifetime as the first and the

strongest love object and as a prototype of all later love relations for both sexes.
While many may challenge Freud's seemingly immutable view of the effects of the
parent-child relationship, few would question the importance of this dyadic experi
ence with regard to subsequent emotional development for young children.
John Bowlby's work with mothers and babies led him to describe attachment as
an innate, biologically based "need" for social interaction by human infants that
eventually becomes focused on a specific figure (Lamb et al. , 1984). Bowlby pro
posed (1982) the notion that attachment behaviors are equivalent to mating and
feeding behavior in biological importance; moreover, attachment behavior has its
own unique motivational system. To survive, helpless infants would have to possess
an innate tendency to seek proximity to protective caregivers. Bowlby believed that
infants form an emotional tie to adults who consistently respond to the infant's
proximity-seeking signals: the infant gives the message, "Come here, I need you,"
and the adult readily complies. Mothers, within Bowlby's formulation, also are
equipped with complementary caregiving behaviors that assure reciprocal evolution
of the attachment process; they have a built-in need to protect and remain close to
their infants.

The Domain of Attachment
Attachment is considered the root of all emotional health and is essential to over

all emotional well-being. Attachment is defined as an enduring, emotional tie be
tween a primary caregiver and an infant or child. Attachment begins during

pregnancy and heightens during the child's first year. This special relationship devel
ops out of a two-way, give-and-take sharing of feelings, interests, and communica
tion. Parental attachment involves a blending of the parent's past experiences,
knowledge, and expectations with the child's temperament and developmental age.
A child's attachment is manifested by his or her strong preference for and seeking of
contact with the parent. Family attachment is manifested by the acceptance of new
relationships between family members and a continued sense of stability and loyalty
to the growing family. It is through these multiple attachment relationships that the
child and family find a sense of security that enables growth, development, and ex
ploration of the world (Project AIMS, 1987).
One need only to watch the smiles exchanged between a four-month-old and
his/her parent, or the anxiety in a nine-month-old's face when his/her mother leaves

the room, to understand the critical emotional importance of the attachment relation
ship. Out of the bonds of healthy attachments develop the basic trust that underlie
all future relationships. When attachments are insecure, disordered relationship styles
and patterns can develop.

Mary Ainsworth (1979) expanded Bowlby's theory of attachment by gathering
empirical data that highlighted those behavioral components that affect and reflect
the quality of the attachment relationship. She found, for example, that a mother's
degree of sensitivity to her infant's signals is related to the infant's behavior. Con
versely, a child's ability to signal his or her needs and respond to a parent's comfort
was seen to be an integral part of the attachment process. Penelope Leach (1994)
identifies attachment as the most critical accomplishment in the first year of life.
Ainsworth additionally developed an attachment classification system, identifying

secure, avoidant and anxious attachments. Later research suggests a fourth group,

disorganized attachments (Main et al. , 1985). Numerous studies have documented the
relationship between secure infant-parent attachments, measured early in life, and
later healthy psychosocial functioning measured six months to five years later (Main
et al. , 1 985; Bretherton, 1 985; Waters, 1978; Matas, et al., 1978). Insecure attachment
at one year of age has been related to dependency and disruptiveness in the pre
school years (Stroufe and Fleeson, 1986); and for toddlers with a lesser capacity to
modulate impulses and emotions in kindergarten (Easterbrooks and Goldberg, 1990).
The relationship between family stress and insecure attachment has also been docu
mented (Egeland et al. , 1980), showing the impact of certain environmental condi
tions on the attachment system. Ainsworth states that regular and prompt responses
to infants help establish and promote secure attachment. Research on resiliency iden-
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forted by a parent or rejects a parent following a reunion demonstrates an insecure

tifies that children who do well, despite severe stress, had established a strong rela
tionship with at least one primacy caregiver in early childhood (Werner and Smith,

attachment. When the attachment process goes well, children develop a model of

1982). Additionally, cross-cultural studies indicate that children benefit most from
multiple secure attachments (Van Izjendoorn, Sagi and Lambermon, 1992).

themselves as competent and lovable. A secure attachment is also crucial to the de
velopment of trust, empathy, compassion and conscience. Data has shown that se
curely attached children go on to develop good social as well as cognitive skills.

Infants need to be understood within the context of these attachment relation
ships. Infants have a nine-month gestational period in the womb before becoming

Thus, secure early attachment provides the basis or foundation for the development
of more complex feeling, thinking and behaving in relation to others and the world.

physically separate upon birth. The infant additionally requires a "gestational" period
in the "womb" of a primacy care-taking relationship before becoming psychologi

Table 2.1

cally separate, which occurs during the third year of life (Kaplan, 1 978; Mahler,

Elements of Attachment

1975). This psychological development of the self within a secure attachment is es
sential to achieve healthy individuation and separateness.
Research has also documented that the attachment relationship or system is af

Qhlli1

Parent

•

•

fected by the quality of mothers' and fathers' childhood attachments to their own

•

parents. Children who have mothers and fathers who describe insecure models of

•

attachment in their own personalities are also more likely to be as insecurely at

•

tached themselves (Main et al. , 1 985).

•
•

The notion of "internal working models," the subjective experience by which a

•

person establishes reality or an inner, working view of one's self and other people,

•

has been explored within the framework of the attachment relationship. In other

Proximity Seeking
Signaling Needs
Response to Comforting
Development of Trust
Sense of Security
Physical Contact
Eye Contact
Temperament Qualities

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Reciprocal Proximity Response
Sensitivity to Signaling
Complimentary Caregiving
Consistency, Reliability
Provision of Protection, Safety
Warmth, Comfor t, Nuturance
Reciprocal Eye Contact
Temperament Qualities

words, as a young child learns what life and love are like through repeated interac
tions and exchanges with the attachment figure, he/she constructs a model or theocy

Unfortunately, the attachment relationship does not always develop in secure, re

that guides future behavior in relationships (Mahoney, 1991). Thus, attachment

ciprocal ways for children, and the negative, maladaptive outcomes of such an un

theocy has done much to help us understand the process by which parents and in

healthy attachment often come to professional attention. This may be in the form of

fants come to find emotional security, or lack thereof.

impulsive aggression, remorselessness and/or intellectually and socially impoverished

In the last two decades, a theoretical basis has been developed regarding attach

individuals presenting at different ages and stages.

ment processes, their roots in early family relations, their continuity and change over

Clinicians know that the attachment process is a highly complex process that is

time, and their influence on later development. We have learned that while most

organized by elements that are objective (behavioral) and subjective (related to be

children are highly adaptive and some are vecy resilient, humans need human at

liefs, thoughts, or models). On the subjective side, those parents who experienced

tachments in order to grow, learn, and develop optimally.

trauma, abuse, or neglect develop models of themselves as unlovable and not val

Daniel Stern (1985, 1977) discusses the need for primacy caregivers to, " . . . play

ued. These parents often carcy such feelings into the parental role, negatively impact

back a child's inner feelings, " using the term attunement to identify this response.

ing the attachment process and resulting in the childhood family dysfunction being

He describes a parent responding to a child's squeals of delight with hugs and

reenacted (Fraiberg, 1980). Attachment disorders stemming from the parent histocy

smiles, or offering a protective arm in the event of loud noises as a matched or re

can be evident in parental gaze or touch aversion, social distancing, inability to de

ciprocal response to the child's. If this matched response does not happen consis

scribe child with much detail or inability to discuss likes and dislikes of child. As a

tently over time, the child can become confused and insecure in the developing

result the child may exhibit negative self-stimulation and feeding/sleeping disorders.

relationship. In one study, Stern describes a mother who did not consistently match

Chess and Thomas (1986) identify nine temperament qualities that lead to various

her baby's level of excitement, subsequently the baby became extremely passive and

types of child (and adult) behavior. These qualities are outlined as follows:

unresponsive.

1.
2.
3.
4.

A positive attachment may be manifested by a child seeking a parent's comfort
when distressed, giving toys to the parent to share, making frequent physical and
eye contact, and communicating easily. Contrarily, the child who cannot be com-

Activity Level (degree o f activity)
Rhythmicity (regularity and predictability)
Approach/Withdrawal (responsiveness to new situations, persons or stimuli)
Adaptability (ability to modify/adjust behavior in new or changed situations)
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sensory Threshold (level of stimuli needed to evoke a response)
Quality of Mood (negative or positive outlook)
Intensity (reaction/response energy level)
Distractibility (level of stimuli needed to divert attention)
Persistence (level of attention span)

These multiple temperament qualities combine in various ways to create what
Chess and Thomas (1986) identify as difficult children (10016), easy children (40016),
slow to warm up children (15o/o) and mixed/variable children (35%). Jerome Kagan
(1984) outlines these combinations of temperament qualities as the bold child (40%),
the shy child (15%) and the average child (45%).
Temperament then, basically is a term, which acknowledges that beginning in in
fancy, actually upon birth, infants have inborn traits or characteristics that influence
their responses to other people, situations and stimuli. It is a predisposition to par
ticular behavior patterns. These can be intensified or minimized by the environment
or context, particularly in the infancy period and throughout early childhood. Being
aware of this helps to understand the child in the context of his/her family. It also
helps to understand the match or mismatch between parent, infant and/or the envi
ronment created.
On a behavioral level, difficulty in the attachment process can occur when there
is a mismatch or poor "fit" between child and parent's temperamental styles. For ex
ample, a parent who is endowed with high energy may be raising a child with shy
ness and inhibition. The "match" or "mismatch" creates some tension and calls for
sensitivity on the parent's part to the child's needs and style, and to the differences
between them. Being aware of the goodness of fit or mutuality in temperament be
tween parent and child is an important aspect of understanding attachment and the
attachment process.

gender than that preferred by the parents, and those with temperament qualities that
fail to match qualities of the primary caretaker, represent the remainder of the group
of infants bringing potentially troubling caregiving experiences that must be over
come for secure infant-parent attachments to develop.
Difficulties in parenting due to child characteristics - prematurity, temperament
difficulties, ill health, and handicapping conditions affecting communication abilities
-all effect the early parent-infant attachment process. On the parent's side, charac
teristics of the mother, father, and family can negatively influence the development of
infant-parent attachment. Maternal depression, difficult and unresolved conflicts over
pregnancy, traumatic birth experiences, incomplete grieving over the birth of a sick
or handicapped child or other major losses, major family stress, insufficient spousal
support during pregnancy and the postpartum period, lack of adequate social sup
ports, relationship conflicts, and inappropriate working models of relationships de
rived from childhood abuse are among the factors that inhibit parental capacity for
secure attachments (Greenspan, 1985; Main et al., 1985; Shea and Tronick 1984;
Belsky et al. , 1984; Fraiberg, 1980; Goldberg, 1977; Rubin, 1977).
The biology of our species makes necessary a huge parental investment in
order to achieve thefulfillment of each child's potential. . . It is a continuous,
relentless, recurrent demandfor investment of time, energy, thought, consider
alton, and sensitivity. It is an investment in patience, understanding, and
coping. It requires persistence, determination, commitment, and resiliency
(Hamburg,

1992).

Early identification and supportive intervention can serve to enhance the devel
opment of positive attachment and ameliorate the more negative attachments
avoidant, anxious and disorganized. Professionals involved with infants and their
primary caretakers can facilitate the development of healthy attachments by identify
ing at-risk factors, providing education and information about the child's capacity un
der different conditions of health, supporting parental strengths, providing clinical
guidance to work through psychological conflicts and restructure working models of
attachment, and offering careful combinations of parent guidance, parent support,
and parent-infant psychotherapy (Fraiberg, 1980).

With regard to the child's contribution to the attachment system - a complex in
teraction pattern that involves sending and receiving messages related to distress,
need satisfaction, proximity seeking, and felt security �Bowlby, 1982) - some critical
characteristics can stress the readiness and capacity of infant or parent to make se
cure attachments at birth and during the postpartum period. The birth of a severely
premature child, or one who requires extensive medical procedures that often must
physically separate infant from mother at birth, stresses the evolving infant-parent at
tachment system. The infant's needs for touch or termination of interaction, for
stimulation or for quietude and withdrawal from stimulation, are not necessarily
communicated clearly by sick, premature, or handicapped infants (Klaus and
Kennell, 1982; Goldberg, 1977; and Stern, 1977).

While the negative outcomes of a poor attachment relationship are not as immu
table as Freud once believed, the emotional ties between a child and his or her par
ents are primary contributors to the development of a healthy sense of self and other
social relationships, and therefore cannot be minimized. D.W. Winnicott (1969) sum
marized this issue simply; some parents are so caught up managing their own lives
and difficulties, past and present, that they " . . . cannot do for the children what the
children need" (p. 122).

Infants with especially difficult temperaments, who are not comfortable being
held, who do not self-regulate efficiently or quickly when stressed, or whose signals
of distress are not conveyed in easily readable manners, also present challenges to
caretakers (Brazelton, 1973). Infants born with physical problems, those of another

Without this continuous, reliable care, there is a disruption or gap in the child's
ability to trust or ability to predict. Too many of these disruptions can automatically
break up the child's developmental process, causing the child's integrity to be dis
torted or fragmented. This is of particular importance in the very young child whose
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F

developing trust can easily be shattered resulting in the child not achieving the feel
ing of, "I am, this is me, I exist, it is I who love and hate, it is me that people see
and that I see in mother's face when she comes, or in the mirror" (W innicott, 1969,
p. 131).

Key Issues to observe for/or ask about
when assessing Attachment are:
1. Two-way communication in the parent-child dyadic relationship.
2. Proximity seeking behavior of the Infant/child to the primary
caregiver/parent.
3. Protective, nuturant behavior of the primary caregiver/parent.
4. Frequent physical and eye contact In the parent-child dyad.
5. Parental sensitivity to the infant/child's cues and signals.

The Domain of Interaction
Interaction is a critical concept to understanding overall emotional health and de
velopment of young children. Interaction is defined as a communicative exchange of
information between people. Interactions are of two basic types: those that are pri
marily oriented to the completion of activities, and those which establish social roles,
values, needs, and feelings. Within a family, multiple parent-child interactions take
place across a variety of situations . These include family caregiving, recreation,
teaching, socialization, problem-solving, and the management of day-to-day life. In
these interactive settings, family members negotiate rules of power and control,
warmth and intimacy. Healthy interactions leave each member feeling some sense of
control and connectedness in an environment perceived as generally supportive.
Interaction focuses on behaviors, consistencies and expectations turned into be
haviors as well as the give-and-take between parent and child. The quality of interac
tive behavior of the parent-child relationship stems from, and overlaps with the
quality of the attachment process.

responding to frustration, and more often having other socially desirable characteris
tics (Maccoby, 1980).
Results of parent-infant interaction research on infants and their parents con
ducted over the past 20 to 50 years, particularly cite the critical function of parental
responsiveness. A parent who is sensitive to the infant's cues of distress, signals of
hunger and satiation, needs for stimulation and play as well as the cessation of play,
requests for assistance in solving puzzles and tasks, and other messages, is more
likely to raise a confident child. Warmth and acceptance of the infant, including his/
her styles, temperament, and other characteristics of individuality, are also important
in the interaction process. Mutually satisfying interaction provides the basis for emo
tional regulation and modulation (Brazelton, Koslowski and Main, 1974). Infant de
velopment is facilitated by this mutuality, which refers to a sensitivity toward timing
of interactions, development of a synchronized style of interacting with an infant,
and emotional availability to the infant, as opposed to a narcissistic, self-imposing,
controlling style based on the parent's own needs (Stern, 1977), which can delay or
derail healthy emotional development.
The young child has been described as a "virtuoso performer" in regard to her or
his ability to regulate the amount and nature of stimulation from a parent, as well as
internal self-regulation (Stern, 1985). Parents are equally adept at regulation of activ
ity in the dyadic relationship. W hen this goes well, the interactive exchange is lik
ened to a dance, which is executed in synchrony and with attention to both partners'
movement .
Table 2.2

Elements of Interaction
Qblli1

parent

•

•

•
•
•
•

What We Know About Interaction

•

Nearly every study of parent-child interactions has documented a relationship be
tween parental behaviors and child behaviors. Intrusive, rejecting, punitive, non-ac
cepting, authoritarian, or inflexible parental behaviors are associated with negative
child behaviors, such as inappropriate aggressiveness or passivity, low self-esteem,
poor problem-solving of specific tasks at specific developmental stages, and, in some
instances, delayed cognitive development and dampened achievement. In contrast,
acceptance, warmth, responsiveness and consistency to the child's needs, and flex
ibility are parental qualities found by numerous researchers to be associated with se
cure children. These children are better at problem-solving, more able to attend
longer to tasks, more sociable with peers and adults, less aggressive, more creative in
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•
•

Sur vival Needs
Signals of Hunger;satiation
Cues of Distress
Need for Stimulation
Individuality/Temperament Style
Problem Solving Ability
Self Regulation
Coping Strategies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Care-giving, Consistency
Sensitivity In Timing
Comforting Response
Playing, Socialization
Warmth and Acceptance
Teaching, Guidance
Routines, Structure, Predictability
Limit Setting

Theorists over the last few decades have made empirical and theoretical strides in
observing and understanding the interactive patterns between young children and
their parents. It is within this mutual exchange that individual coping styles develop,
as well as the family's teaching, socialization, and caregiving practices. Concepts
such as fit, synchrony, reciprocity, matching, and attunement, are used to describe
the positive mutual interplay between dyadic members. These relationships are trans-
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actional or reflective, in that one individual's behavior or actions impact and influ
ence another's behavior in the interaction, which leads to a repetitive cycle of action,
influence and responsive action. It is believed that consistent synchronous behav
ioral interchanges lead to positive and secure attachments as well as healthy patterns
of interpersonal engagement.
When there is a good match or fit between infant and parent, the developing re
lationship tends toward interaction at increasing competence and effectiveness
(Harter, 1978). This in turn leads to increasing enjoyment and satisfaction in the rela
tionship which also becomes a repetitive cycle of positive interaction. When there is
not a good "fit" or a mismatch occurs, both child and parent experience some kind
of disequilibrium or disharmony. Tronick (1984) and others believe that all relation
ships experience some degree of mismatch at some time and that it is the coping be
havior used to repair the mismatch that is important in maintaining a sense of
emotional well-being for children and parents. It has also been learned from re
search and clinical observations (Tronick, 1986) that chronic, unrepaired mismatch
within the parent-child dyad can lead to disruption in healthy emotional develop
ment, such as depression. At issue for both the child and parent are difficulties in de
veloping a sense of self. For the parent, frustration and disappointment over
difficulty in fitting with or meeting the needs of a particular child become apparent.
Questions about one's adequacy as a parent, anger toward the child, and disengage
ment, are outcomes of a chronically poor interactional pattern. Infants whose moth
ers are emotionally unavailable, have difficulty regulating their emotions (Cohn and
Tronick, 1983). Additionally, the infant and older child learn coping styles and/or de
fensive strategies that may serve initially to insulate him or her from this dysfunc
tional interaction with the parent, but at an emotional cost for the child. Depression,
aggression, or lethargy are possible outcomes for a child whose parent is not emo
tionally or physically available to him or her (Tronick, 1986).
Interaction is the way in which humans relate to each other. By observing the in
teractional patterns and exchanges within families, the professional has a brief
glimpse into the way in which family members reguhtte and express needs,
thoughts, affects, and behavior. At a more complex level, one can see how issues of
power, control, socialization, discipline, tolerance of frustration, and regulation of
impulses are handled. Parents who talk about feelings and conflicts have children
who develop a better understanding of emotion (Bretherton et al. , 1 986) and those
who encourage the expression of negative emotion, within the context of warmth
and support, have children who develop more sympathetic, adaptive and competent
social behavior (Eisenberg and Fabes, 1994).
Observing the dyad, one can also learn about behavioral manifestations of the at
tachment relationship, as well as how signals are given and received, and how needs
are satisfied. For example, one may observe, as Tronick and his colleagues have, the
response of an infant to the non-responsive (still face) expression from his/her
mother. Most infants will first try valiantly to engage the parent by smiles, coos, and
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gestures. When these are not reciprocated, the child eventually stops trying and with
draws. While this interactive vignette demonstrates an obvious mismatch in commu
nication, dysynchrony can be present in much subtler ways. A toddler playfully
dancing around a smiling yet passive parent may experience an interactive mismatch.
In contrast, when a parent and child are able to communicate in reciprocal ways,
it looks and feels very much like a smooth dance. Both partners of the dyad move
with each other, and though there maybe a misstep, the pattern is picked up and
tried again. Within a secure, primary attachment relationship, infants are motivated to
develop at increasingly complex levels of interaction, beginning with their internal
biophysical rhythms, and progressing through social, sensori-motor, behavioral and
symbolic/representational levels of interaction.
Patterns and styles of interaction are fundamental to all emotional growth and de
velopment. When there is a goodness of fit or an overlap in the parent-child relation
ship, interactions are more organized and progressive in predictable and patterned
ways. The interactions are more mutually enjoyable and satisfying to both the parent
and child, foster trust, and tend toward increasing levels of interaction and a more
secure relationship. Relationships based on mutual trust, warmth and acceptance,
open communication, clear expectations and consequences of misbehavior foster
growth, not only of the child, but of the parent and family as well.

Key Issues to observe for/or ask about
when assessing Interaction are:
1. Parental responsibility to the infant/child's cues and signals.
2. Parental warmth and acceptance of infant/child's temperament
and style.
3. Synchronized behavioral style In the parent-child dyad.
4. Mutuality in stimulation and play activities.
5. Emotional attentiveness and availability.

The Domain of M astery
Mastery is another building block toward understanding the foundations of emo
_
tional health and development in early childhood. Mastery is two-fold: that of the
child and that of the parent. Mastery is defined as a child's development of increas
ingly complex physical, cognitive, linguistic, emotional, and social abilities. Through
maturation and interaction with the world, this developing mastery allows the child
to discover his or her own efficacy, which is the power to have an effect on people
and/or things. This process enhances the child's emerging self-esteem, identity,
self-control, and motivation to explore and enjoy the world. Parental mastery both
emerges from and facilitates adequate performance of the parental role, attainment of
parental self-esteem, and promotion of the parent's and child's ev loping s�l ood.
Family mastery coalesces as family members successfully negotiate 1ssues of Inti
macy, power, and the needs of self versus others, culminating in a growth-promoting
group identity.
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Mastery is a critical concept in the ongoing development of a child's physical,
cognitive, linguistic, emotional, and social skills. It is through adaptation and practice
that a child finds solutions to challenges posed by the environment. These challenges can be either exchanges with the inanimate environment (e.g., negotiating
stairs, riding without training wheels) or the animate environment (e.g., learning to
talk with others and to ask for help),

What We Know About Mastery

The process of mastery is particularly important to a child's emotional well-being.
Imagine the familiar scene of the toddler who stands up without holding on for the
first time, the look of pure delight (and simultaneous terror) as the small child realizes his/her soliøry position. Successful accomplishment of these developmental
milestones or tasks, facilitates a feeling of efficacy and enables a child to move on to
the next developmental task, or to explore the next challenge with new confidence
and competence.
Likewise, for a parent, the role of raising a child brings an ar:ray of new challenges unlike any other interpersonal situation experienced. As Partridge (1988, p.
281) contends, "sornewhere among recognition of conception, delivery of an infant,
and the earþ months of the child's life, a parent is born," Thus, successful negotiation or mastery of the emotions, skills, and parental role that are part of life with a
child, leads to increased self-esteem, self-confidence and positive self-regard for the
parent. This can be seen, for example, by the new mother who successfully identifies
and quiets the distress of her week-old infant or the father who is highly adept and
fully enjoys playing hide-and-seek with his child.
Parents navigate through three basic, overlapping and progressive stages of mastery as discussed in 1960 by D.\tr. Vinnicott during three BBC broadcast talks
(IVinnicott,7993),Initially, in the fìrst stage, a parcnt takes full responsibility and
control for the infant. This responsibility changes overtime and diminishes slightly as
the child progresses through developmental stages, becoming more self-aware and
striving toward independence. This stage only very slowly, if eveç becomes obsolete
as the child grows up and out of the need fot parcnt/family control, as an independent member of society.

During the second stage, the parent imparts his/herself on the child, in terms of
expectations and views of the world. The parent acknowledges the infant/child's ìncreasing ability to understand things and thus begins to teach right from wrong, what
is allowed and what is not. This is not about moral rights and wrongs in the second
stage, but issues of safety and protecting the child from real danger. Parents begin to
"say no" to their child without explanation.
The "saying no" stage transitions to the third søge, as the child is better able to
attend and "hear" explanations of why something is "No". This is the stage of expla-
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nation, as the parent engages the child's cooperation by providing an explanation of
"No". The progression from stage 2 to stage J is very individual and highly dependent upon the development of the child and of the parent.
Table

2.3

Wlnnlcotts' Stages of Parental Mastery

1

Stage
Full Responsibility

>

2

Stage
"Saying No"

>

Stage 3
Givlng Explanations

The parents' sense of mastery is not only contingent on feelings of their own
effïcacy, but on the progress of their child. Parents feel competent as their children
grow and develop in expected and valued ways. It is important for parents to have
realistic expectations for the child's unique pattern of development and for their own
capabilities, This is particularþ salient for parents of children with special needs.
These children often do not progress along expected developmental lines, and they
and their parents may feel frusuation and loss that will directly impact their sense of
mastery and ultimately, in cases where there is constant failure, their emotional development. The families' sense of mastery is not only affected by the actual special
need, but additionally by the multiple stressors involved in the adaptation to the special need. Everyday events/activities are escalated or exacerbated and minor crises
can easily become major crisis for these families, which can have a negative effect on
coping and their sense of efficary and mastery.
The sense of efficacy is intrinsically tied to feelings of competence, confidence,
and growing self-esteem. \fhen a young child successfully negotiates developmenøl
tasks, each accomplishment builds onto others, enabling the child to tackle the next
developmental challenge. For many children this is a natural, satisffing process. This
process does not always go as well, however, particularþ for children whose development is delayed by a handicapping condition or past abuses. For example, sick or
handicapped children sometimes have difficulty with mastery of their world (i.e., the
child with spina bifìda might not easily move around his/her house) as they struggle
to achieve independence. Children who have been emotionally, physically or sexually abused often fail to see themselves as good, capable or as able to fully impact
their world, Their emotional mastery is therefore blunted and they often lack the
emotional resources to move on developmentally.

On the parental side, practitioners are frequentþ faced with parents who feel incompetent and unable to meet their child's needs. Often, the initial tasks for the clinician are assisting families to find their personal resources and breaking the
psychological cycle of feelings of failure. This is complicated when the child has
fewer personal resources, and when the parent has a history laden with dysfunction
and feelings of powerlessness. The clinician will need to learn from the parent, what
their specific needs are. "Some need a listener, an unburdener; ...some need a coun-
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selor; others need an advisor, a person with medical knowledge off of whom they

Table 2.5

can bounce ideas about their child's well being . . . If you listen carefully enough al
most every patient and family member will tell you right up front what it is he or
she needs from you" (Marion, 1995).

Elements Of Mastery

Chili1

•

Table 2.4

What Parents Want From Professionals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognition;An Audience
Understanding
Acceptance
Validation
Col laboration
Respect
A Family Focus
Cl ear Communication
Honesty

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Positive Support
Tol erance and Forgiveness
Fl exibil ity
Information
Resources/Referral s
Sol icitation of Their Perspective/
Insights/Knowledge
Good Questions
Patience

Being aware of and responding to what parents want and need from profession
als is paramount in providing optimal care toward the healthy overall development
of young children. The infant's biology, constitution, temperament, health status,
family context and history clearly affect his or her total capability for performance in
any given area. Whatever the degree of performance demonstrated, infants develop
mastery over certain skills; this mastery relates very directly to the child's capability
for engaging in interactions with others. It also affects the quality of the infants' sub
sequent experience of the world and of other people. Deaf children must learn to
recognize their primary-attachment persons by means other than sound of footsteps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

parent

Physical Cognitive, Linguistic,
Emotional and Social Abilities
Discovery of Self-ef ficacy
Development of Sel f-esteem
Devel opment of Sel f-identity
Progressive Self-control
Development of Sel f-confidence
Progressive Developmental Pattern
Predictabil ity
Consistency
Adaptation/Coping Skills

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Meeting Survival Needs
Performance of Basic Caregiving
Provision of Safe Environment
Knowledge of Growth & Devel opment
Provision of Opportunities for
Expl oration/Maturation
Realistic Expectations of Child
Confidence/Competence in the
Parent Role
Predictability
Reliability
Adaptation/Coping Skil l s

I n considering the infant's emotional development, basic capacities must be un
derstood not only in terms of the infant's overall ability and developmental level per
se, but also in terms of the parent's response to these capabilities. Are these ac
cepted, supported, and facilitated, or hindered and denied by the parent? Does the
infant experience limitation in skills as acceptable challenges, or as frustrating con
flicts? Early emotional states can be deduced from observation and clearly related to
emotional development, particularly as the infant becomes more socially aware,
communicative, and cognitively able to classify experience.
Parental mastery is critical. Parents must master the experience of conception,

or voice; blind children register maternal care by sensing the presence and quality of

pregnancy, and birth; certain factors, such as previous birth trauma, miscarriage, still

master skills and behaviors feeds their sense of self, self-esteem, and control over

this area. Parents must also master the transition to parenthood, both from the per

touch. Over time, the capabilities of infants to perform tasks, accept challenges, and
their own bodies and their particular place in the world (Maccoby 1 980).

birth, and family or personal stress or psychological problems create challenges in
spective of social role and that of human growth and development (identity). Finally,
parents must master unique skills, affects, experiences, and functions pertinent to the
stages of the infant's development. A parent of a newborn must master a different set
of experiences than a parent of a two-year-old, for example. Parenting is a dynamic
process; mastery of the parenting role throughout the life cycle is one of life�s major
challenges.
Parents who have integrated the role of parent and its specific experiences with
other aspects of their personality, overall identity and sense of self, are more likely to
be adequate, secure parents. Research has documented that this personality integra
tion, ego capacity, or insightfulness into the meaning of parenting is a quality that

differentiates abusive parents from non-abusive parents (Brunnquell et al. , 1981).

This research highlights the importance of parental self-understanding, self-aware

ness (Newberger, 1 980), and self-concept (Partridge, 1988). Parents must deal with
their inner working models of parenting and qualities of attachment to master their

current parenting role (Main et al. , 1985).
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sequent experience of the world and of other people. Deaf children must learn to
recognize their primary-attachment persons by means other than sound of footsteps
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Predictabil ity
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Adaptation/Coping Skills

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Meeting Survival Needs
Performance of Basic Caregiving
Provision of Safe Environment
Knowledge of Growth & Devel opment
Provision of Opportunities for
Expl oration/Maturation
Realistic Expectations of Child
Confidence/Competence in the
Parent Role
Predictability
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I n considering the infant's emotional development, basic capacities must be un
derstood not only in terms of the infant's overall ability and developmental level per
se, but also in terms of the parent's response to these capabilities. Are these ac
cepted, supported, and facilitated, or hindered and denied by the parent? Does the
infant experience limitation in skills as acceptable challenges, or as frustrating con
flicts? Early emotional states can be deduced from observation and clearly related to
emotional development, particularly as the infant becomes more socially aware,
communicative, and cognitively able to classify experience.
Parental mastery is critical. Parents must master the experience of conception,

or voice; blind children register maternal care by sensing the presence and quality of

pregnancy, and birth; certain factors, such as previous birth trauma, miscarriage, still

master skills and behaviors feeds their sense of self, self-esteem, and control over

this area. Parents must also master the transition to parenthood, both from the per

touch. Over time, the capabilities of infants to perform tasks, accept challenges, and
their own bodies and their particular place in the world (Maccoby 1 980).

birth, and family or personal stress or psychological problems create challenges in
spective of social role and that of human growth and development (identity). Finally,
parents must master unique skills, affects, experiences, and functions pertinent to the
stages of the infant's development. A parent of a newborn must master a different set
of experiences than a parent of a two-year-old, for example. Parenting is a dynamic
process; mastery of the parenting role throughout the life cycle is one of life�s major
challenges.
Parents who have integrated the role of parent and its specific experiences with
other aspects of their personality, overall identity and sense of self, are more likely to
be adequate, secure parents. Research has documented that this personality integra
tion, ego capacity, or insightfulness into the meaning of parenting is a quality that

differentiates abusive parents from non-abusive parents (Brunnquell et al. , 1981).

This research highlights the importance of parental self-understanding, self-aware

ness (Newberger, 1 980), and self-concept (Partridge, 1988). Parents must deal with
their inner working models of parenting and qualities of attachment to master their

current parenting role (Main et al. , 1985).
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Key Issues to observe for/or ask about
when assessing Mastery are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The ability of the child to perform developmentally appropriate tasks.
The way a parent and child solve problems, and cope with difficult tasks.
Parental expectations of the child's ability to perform developmental tasks.
Parental responsiveness to the child and quality of "mirroring. "
5. Parental and child self-esteem.

The Domain of Social Support
Social support is the last concept of the AIMS domains toward understanding the
emotional health and development of the young child in the context of their family.
Social support is defined as a network of people, resources, and influences available
to families that enhances healthy attachment, interaction, and mastery of skills. These
resources are both formal and informal, and may include extended family, neigh
bors, friends, co-workers, church groups, clubs, community organizations, govern
mental and non-governmental agencies, and helping professionals. By identifying
and working with this network, family members develop an increasing sense of em
powerment, competence, connectedness, and ability to cope with and adapt to life
events.
In the last decade or so, it has become increasingly clear that social support de
creases stress, facilitates coping, and increases emotional well-being and family func
tioning. The impact of social support on the developing dyad of parent and child is
evident across the domains of attachment, interaction and mastery.

some mechanism by which stress affects resistance to disease. Those studying the in
cidence of medical illness report a clear connection for some families between a
stressor, such as family crisis, loss of job, or social disorganization, with strep infec
tion, increased use of medical services, pregnancy complications, myocardial infarc
tion, and so on (Roghmann and Haggerty, 1972; Nuckolls et al. , 1972; Rahe et al. ,
1967; Meyer and Haggerty, 1962). Investigators have also become interested in fami
lies or individuals who seem to have high levels of stress but do not respond with a
medical illness. Researchers have been busy over the last decade attempting to iden
tify factors that appear to buffer stress and prevent maladaptive results.
The concept of social support has gained attention as one such protective buffer
against the consequences of stress (Shonkoff, 1984). Social supports have been de
fined elsewhere as people with whom one has attachments (Caplan, 1974), helpful
information from others that allows one to feel cared for and loved, and a social net
work of mutual obligations (Cobb, 1976). The quality of the social supports available
to a young child and their family can serve to support or compromise the overall
well-being and development of that child. This can have lifelong effects for the child,
especially in terms of their emotional well-being and ability to grow and learn.
Table 2.6

Elements of Social Support
Qblli1

Parent

•

•

•
•
•

What We Know About Support

The American Journal of Public Health has reported the importance of social sup
port in the development of children (Shonkoff, 1984). Multiple research cited re
flected the positive, health promoting aspects of social support. One study identified
a " . . . clear and consistent. . . " association between maternal/social support and the se
curity of the infant-mother attachment. In another study, mothers with greater sup
ports were identified as being significantly more positive in their attitudes and
interactive behavior with their infants. Thus, successful interventions on behalf of
children must address the needs of the parent and family, as well as the child. Early
intervention which serves to enhance support to parents and their children directly
impacts parenting skills, a sense of parental competence and confidence and im
proved parent-child interaction (Jones, 1995) toward more positive child develop
ment.
The literature is replete with data regarding the damaging effects of stress on in
dividuals and families. Stress is said to alter the susceptibility of individuals to disease
(Haggerty, 1990). While it is not entirely clear how this works, there appears to be
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Positive Attachment
Healthy Interaction
Developmental Mastery
Pattern of Progressive Growth
and Development

•

•
•

Existing Support Network
Access to/Use of Support
Network
Available Resources
Coping Skills

The sense of social support is transmitted to individuals and families through a
variety of means such as intimate relationships, friendships, and informal neighbor
hood contacts (Crnic, 1983). Feelings of connectedness, decreased stress and de
creased sense of isolation are some of the positive effects of social support. In
addition to mediating stress, social support has been found to produce positive ef
fects on attitudes and behavior, specifically concerning parent-child interaction and
child development. Crochenberg (1981), for example, found a connection between a
mother's social support and the security of attachment of the twelve-month-old child.
His study showed that mothers with great stress and few supports showed less posi
tive attitudes toward their child. Conversely, mothers with equal stress but more sup
port showed significantly more positive attitudes and behavior toward their infants.
For families who have children with special needs, the impact of social support (or
lack thereoO is even greater. Hanson and Hanline (1990) report that stress in parents
of children with special neells seems to be more strongly associated with perceptions
of social support than to the child with special needs.
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Key Issues to observe for/or ask about
when assessing Mastery are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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against the consequences of stress (Shonkoff, 1984). Social supports have been de
fined elsewhere as people with whom one has attachments (Caplan, 1974), helpful
information from others that allows one to feel cared for and loved, and a social net
work of mutual obligations (Cobb, 1976). The quality of the social supports available
to a young child and their family can serve to support or compromise the overall
well-being and development of that child. This can have lifelong effects for the child,
especially in terms of their emotional well-being and ability to grow and learn.
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flected the positive, health promoting aspects of social support. One study identified
a " . . . clear and consistent. . . " association between maternal/social support and the se
curity of the infant-mother attachment. In another study, mothers with greater sup
ports were identified as being significantly more positive in their attitudes and
interactive behavior with their infants. Thus, successful interventions on behalf of
children must address the needs of the parent and family, as well as the child. Early
intervention which serves to enhance support to parents and their children directly
impacts parenting skills, a sense of parental competence and confidence and im
proved parent-child interaction (Jones, 1995) toward more positive child develop
ment.
The literature is replete with data regarding the damaging effects of stress on in
dividuals and families. Stress is said to alter the susceptibility of individuals to disease
(Haggerty, 1990). While it is not entirely clear how this works, there appears to be
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The sense of social support is transmitted to individuals and families through a
variety of means such as intimate relationships, friendships, and informal neighbor
hood contacts (Crnic, 1983). Feelings of connectedness, decreased stress and de
creased sense of isolation are some of the positive effects of social support. In
addition to mediating stress, social support has been found to produce positive ef
fects on attitudes and behavior, specifically concerning parent-child interaction and
child development. Crochenberg (1981), for example, found a connection between a
mother's social support and the security of attachment of the twelve-month-old child.
His study showed that mothers with great stress and few supports showed less posi
tive attitudes toward their child. Conversely, mothers with equal stress but more sup
port showed significantly more positive attitudes and behavior toward their infants.
For families who have children with special needs, the impact of social support (or
lack thereoO is even greater. Hanson and Hanline (1990) report that stress in parents
of children with special neells seems to be more strongly associated with perceptions
of social support than to the child with special needs.
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The more social support available to a mother, the more responsive and adequate
a parent she is, according to Belsky (1984). Research has shown that mothers who
receive support from the infant's father and maternal grandmother (Colletta, 1983,
1981) are less likely to be depressed. Parenting is a "buffered system"; in addition to
the strengths of the parent and infant, strengths in the social network surrounding the
family create a buffer for easing of particular difficulties inherent in these domains
(Belsky, 1984). Support for primary caregivers is associated with greater mastery, and
certainly aids the transition to parenthood for first-time parents (Cutrona, 1984; Kahn,
1980).
Social support is also of direct benefit to the infant. Infants in buffered systems,
particularly in multi-risk families, are more likely to show developmental gains than
infants in a non-buffered system with few supports. These positive effects are likely
to be at least partially direct, and not just an indirect result of the parents' feeling bet
ter. Protective services have often recommended day care for infants in highly
stressed environments; while involving separation, which can have its own repercus
sions, daycare does provide respite from the stressful environment while additionally
introducing the infant to alternative models of relating and alternative social experi
ences.
It is largely through support to the infant and primary caretakers that profession
als from any discipline are able to provide their earliest and perhaps most profound
assistance to families. Professional provision of support and guidance to infants,
young and their families has a positive impact on the overall health of the child and
family. Healthy Start reports that the simple, most effective strategy for preventing
child abuse is to provide parents with education and support (O'Connell, 1992).

Key Issues to observe for/or ask about
when assessing Social Support
1. The availability of a social support network(s).
2. Access to/use of resources
3. Positive parental behaviors and attitudes.
4. Predictable and consistent parental development.
5. Predictable and patterned child development.

Without attachments to primary caregivers, young children do not develop the
capacity to trust and to enter into healthy relationships. Without effective interactions
with caregivers and parents, children fail to learn control of their aggressive or sexual
impulses, and in some instances, might even fail to develop basic skills of communi
cation, turn-taking, and play. Without mastery of particular abilities, feelings, or psy
chological challenges (e.g., learning to separate from parents) and its outgrowth-a
sense of competence-children's development can be impeded or halted. Without
social supports, individuals and families are isolated and left to cope on their own,
with fewer sources of ideas/information, services, and/or practical assistance. In
many instances, these resources and social supports can make the difference be
tween family function or dysfunction, adequate or abusive parenting, and health or
illness.
The broad goals of service providers wishing to strengthen a young child and
family's emotional health can simply be to:
•

Reinforce and Strengthen Attachments

•

Encourage Positive Interactions

•

Acknowledge and Facilitate Mastery (child and parent), and

•

Promote Access To and Use Of Social Supports

How a professional accomplishes family supportive goals is an important topic of
discussion. Intervention methods are many. Their effectiveness depends on the
professional's basic skills in such areas as interviewing, listening, observing, and
communicating. These skills, and their impact on work with young children and their
families, are the subject of the next chapter of this handbook. What follows here is a
case study illustrating how helpful it can be to evaluate a child and family in the ar
eas or domains of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery and Social Support.
The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health was used to assist the
provider in the following case study in accomplishing family and wellness-oriented,
supportive goals. What is presented here is a fictional case, illustrating the use of the
AIMS System of Practice.

Case Study/Sample Exercise

Summary and Case Illustration
In this chapter, we have presented information about the domains of attachment,
interaction, mastery, and social support, as they pertain to the development and func
tioning of infants, young children, and their families. We have discussed the impor
tance of parent-child-family attachments, effective parent-child-family interactions,
mastery of basic skills appropriate to the developmental level of the child, and mas
tery with regard to parental competence, adaptation and self-esteem, and access to
and use of social supports.
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The following is a fictional, composite case study to illustrate use of the AIMS
an 18materials. The exercise includes; a brief descriptive vignette , intake forms,
points of
and
visit,
the
month parent questionnaire that the parent completed before
how would
observation noted during a general interview. As the service provider,
in your
you proceed with your interview and/or brief intervention, with this family
setting?
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The more social support available to a mother, the more responsive and adequate
a parent she is, according to Belsky (1984). Research has shown that mothers who
receive support from the infant's father and maternal grandmother (Colletta, 1983,
1981) are less likely to be depressed. Parenting is a "buffered system"; in addition to
the strengths of the parent and infant, strengths in the social network surrounding the
family create a buffer for easing of particular difficulties inherent in these domains
(Belsky, 1984). Support for primary caregivers is associated with greater mastery, and
certainly aids the transition to parenthood for first-time parents (Cutrona, 1984; Kahn,
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to be at least partially direct, and not just an indirect result of the parents' feeling bet
ter. Protective services have often recommended day care for infants in highly
stressed environments; while involving separation, which can have its own repercus
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It is largely through support to the infant and primary caretakers that profession
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assistance to families. Professional provision of support and guidance to infants,
young and their families has a positive impact on the overall health of the child and
family. Healthy Start reports that the simple, most effective strategy for preventing
child abuse is to provide parents with education and support (O'Connell, 1992).

Key Issues to observe for/or ask about
when assessing Social Support
1. The availability of a social support network(s).
2. Access to/use of resources
3. Positive parental behaviors and attitudes.
4. Predictable and consistent parental development.
5. Predictable and patterned child development.

Without attachments to primary caregivers, young children do not develop the
capacity to trust and to enter into healthy relationships. Without effective interactions
with caregivers and parents, children fail to learn control of their aggressive or sexual
impulses, and in some instances, might even fail to develop basic skills of communi
cation, turn-taking, and play. Without mastery of particular abilities, feelings, or psy
chological challenges (e.g., learning to separate from parents) and its outgrowth-a
sense of competence-children's development can be impeded or halted. Without
social supports, individuals and families are isolated and left to cope on their own,
with fewer sources of ideas/information, services, and/or practical assistance. In
many instances, these resources and social supports can make the difference be
tween family function or dysfunction, adequate or abusive parenting, and health or
illness.
The broad goals of service providers wishing to strengthen a young child and
family's emotional health can simply be to:
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Reinforce and Strengthen Attachments
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Encourage Positive Interactions
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Acknowledge and Facilitate Mastery (child and parent), and

•

Promote Access To and Use Of Social Supports

How a professional accomplishes family supportive goals is an important topic of
discussion. Intervention methods are many. Their effectiveness depends on the
professional's basic skills in such areas as interviewing, listening, observing, and
communicating. These skills, and their impact on work with young children and their
families, are the subject of the next chapter of this handbook. What follows here is a
case study illustrating how helpful it can be to evaluate a child and family in the ar
eas or domains of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery and Social Support.
The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health was used to assist the
provider in the following case study in accomplishing family and wellness-oriented,
supportive goals. What is presented here is a fictional case, illustrating the use of the
AIMS System of Practice.

Case Study/Sample Exercise

Summary and Case Illustration
In this chapter, we have presented information about the domains of attachment,
interaction, mastery, and social support, as they pertain to the development and func
tioning of infants, young children, and their families. We have discussed the impor
tance of parent-child-family attachments, effective parent-child-family interactions,
mastery of basic skills appropriate to the developmental level of the child, and mas
tery with regard to parental competence, adaptation and self-esteem, and access to
and use of social supports.
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The following is a fictional, composite case study to illustrate use of the AIMS
an 18materials. The exercise includes; a brief descriptive vignette , intake forms,
points of
and
visit,
the
month parent questionnaire that the parent completed before
how would
observation noted during a general interview. As the service provider,
in your
you proceed with your interview and/or brief intervention, with this family
setting?
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Sample Exercise

Case Vignette

You are seeing 18-month-old Bobby and his 26-year-old mother Ann. The infor
mation you have about this case is that Ann had gone through a painful divorce
shortly after the birth of Bobby, and seemed to be alone and overwhelmed. Your im
pression of Ann is that she is a very caring mother. The first year went relatively
well, with Bobby growing and developing at a normal rate.

FAl\nLY INFORMATION
Date:

A.

?-

As you enter the room Bobby is standing next to his mother. He becomes very

shy with you, though you have been seeing him since he was small. Ann sits down
and puts Bobby in her lap. He sits there passively for a while, then tries to get down.
Ann wraps her arms around him and says, "Where are you going, you little imp?" He
does not protest. You notice that Bobby has few words, and Ann is able to know
what he wants without his cueing her. Bobby appears well cared for, but seems to
be a shy, somewhat sad little boy. Ann reports that he is a uwonderful" child who
never gives her any trouble. He continues to have trouble sleeping and she often
will bring him into her bed. She has begun a part-time job and hates to be away
from him, for any time. They spend all their other time together.

1:':
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Sample Exercise

Case Vignette

You are seeing 18-month-old Bobby and his 26-year-old mother Ann. The infor
mation you have about this case is that Ann had gone through a painful divorce
shortly after the birth of Bobby, and seemed to be alone and overwhelmed. Your im
pression of Ann is that she is a very caring mother. The first year went relatively
well, with Bobby growing and developing at a normal rate.
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Do you have reliable transportation?

E.

SERVICES
Does anyone in your family currently receive services from any of the following? (Check all that apply.)
Economic Services

Child/Family Services

Cl AFDC

0 Adoption Services

Cl Child Day Care (foster Care, preschool)

D Food Stamps
D SSI

0 Employment Services
0

Legal

0 0ther:

Services

D Otber:

----

Health/Rehabilitation
D Drug(Alcohol Services

Educational/Social Services

Cl Family Planning

D Counseling

Cl Housing Assistance

Cl Psychotherapy/Family Counseling

D In-home Parent Aid Services
Cl Parenting Classes

Cl Rehal;Jilitation
Cl Therapy (e.g., speech, PT/OT)

D Preschool Education Services

D WIC

D Special Education Services
D)'ranspo1tation Assistance

Ea'Other:

91201119
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Cl Other
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r

\/(SJbvJl OLlt ->C

-------

Other Services
sp�uy:

(Over, please)

-
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Sample Exercise
F.

FAMILY CONCERNS INDICATOR

BIRTH HISTORY INFORMATION:
1.

PREGNANCY, LABOR AND DEUVERY

Name of child:

Pregnancy (Provide as much
(Check if adopted 0 )
Age at adoption

Name of parent:

information a.r you have available.)

/
BNo problems

0 Bleeding
O infection

0 Alcohol or Drug Use
0 Prematurity. How early?
0 Other

�
�

�

Was the timing of this pregnancy g od for you?
· Did you receive regular medical care during this pregnancy?

-----------es

0 No

Yes

0 No

rn<D:S .

What month of the pregnancy did you start to see a medical provider?
Where was the child born?

fit_sle.fn

L1A..L Med ( C_a I

L�or and Delivery:
'EZfVaginal delivery

a check

Town

0 Jaundice

0 Premature

0 Low birth weight

next to the item under the appropriate column.
Occurred WlthJo
My Family

or concem
AtTills Tbne

0

0

PHYSICAL WELL-BEING
Physical Problems/Disabilities

Commenta

------

,.J

WiiiT#fif% W¥&UtHl%Fit.\%lJ1i
:
nrmM;M[$ Mihl%'\1i�:� t,\%Mt&W%i' J�HammmN\W:�t.Wit£8
@
9Ii
.itfifti1fiH�i.-

days

Mother:

long?

SOCIAL SERVICES

-----------_
_
_
_
_
_
_

0 Ventilator, how long?
0 Surgery:
days

0 No

0 Yes

0 Before this.s:Jaild

Type of experience:

ISY"Abortion

0 After this child
0 Miscarriage

0 Stillborn

------

tii!Pc.t���::r.'� .
FAMILY LIFE
Marr iage or Relation sh ip Troubles

_/
lil

D

Family Violence (physical/emotional)

0

0

�aE3:E

O'IHER PREGNANCIES: How many? --'-----

D Other:

(./)

O i\\�1:@�@::!;�1�l�O.;H�l:'t]f0�1Itm�f.\1!'i-1W[�i®
WJ.�� M
l:':O
�w«<W:&J�fffiffim!
�1i�t�i:i�lft¥UW !fi§�ftl1M�Ii

0 Breathing problems, how

0 Twin (1st born, 2nd born)

Problems:
If yes:

year

day

or anyone in your family? Is this of current concern to you or anyone in your family? If "yes", please indicate with

N�rn Status:
llfHealthy, no problem

0 Breech

2.

month

Families often have to deal with many different stresses and challenges. Have any of the following occurre d to you

f;aotj»C

0 Cesarean delivery

Hospital Stay: Child:

___.A'--+1£(/).!..l()�---

w :;:;;:;,amnmi:�1r�l�����mtwmwtwwitn
:w� :mt::SifMrtiM�W�tig
����rH� m�:\tm
�!%1�!��! f!lill�;!f�t:
��f�f!l1

Circumstances a t birth:

O Other:

?:Dbhy

O Premature

�Hf :iitMif®)t\�@::i}]�8:!if111H&Wlftl@m1:M:\1lil!l�l[� :tiu';
�W�i 81
:W.1f�
:Hff:�
'·�!:!E!�!!f�!�f!1�t�;jf�:WM::.t�M:tW£m�
%M§:m;�tl.�%@ W:\\ltM*!���:;;;;:m:�
:I%
MM8W!t
t'l��1i
���¥f!§b!Jg �i� �;t:m11:fg:®�Ul11 M�F1MH�%te\t%M1KM
lJ#�!t�!-�i
/
'0'

LIFE CjiANGE
Divorce or Change of Marital Status
How would you describe your baby during infancy?

0 Quiet

O Other:

4.

0 Hard to deal with

0 Irritable

0 Average

-------

0 Overactive

LATER LIFE Willi CIDLD (six months to five years)
How Would You Describe Your Child Now?

/

19'Average
0 Overactive
O Other: -----0 Quiet

·.

0 Irritable

0 Hard to deal with

This information will be kept private. Thank you.
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Sample Exercise
F.

FAMILY CONCERNS INDICATOR

BIRTH HISTORY INFORMATION:
1.

PREGNANCY, LABOR AND DEUVERY

Name of child:

Pregnancy (Provide as much
(Check if adopted 0 )
Age at adoption

Name of parent:

information a.r you have available.)

/
BNo problems

0 Bleeding
O infection

0 Alcohol or Drug Use
0 Prematurity. How early?
0 Other

�
�

�

Was the timing of this pregnancy g od for you?
· Did you receive regular medical care during this pregnancy?

-----------es

0 No

Yes

0 No

rn<D:S .

What month of the pregnancy did you start to see a medical provider?
Where was the child born?

fit_sle.fn

L1A..L Med ( C_a I

L�or and Delivery:
'EZfVaginal delivery

a check

Town

0 Jaundice

0 Premature

0 Low birth weight

next to the item under the appropriate column.
Occurred WlthJo
My Family

or concem
AtTills Tbne

0

0

PHYSICAL WELL-BEING
Physical Problems/Disabilities

Commenta

------

,.J

WiiiT#fif% W¥&UtHl%Fit.\%lJ1i
:
nrmM;M[$ Mihl%'\1i�:� t,\%Mt&W%i' J�HammmN\W:�t.Wit£8
@
9Ii
.itfifti1fiH�i.-

days

Mother:

long?

SOCIAL SERVICES

-----------_
_
_
_
_
_
_

0 Ventilator, how long?
0 Surgery:
days

0 No

0 Yes

0 Before this.s:Jaild

Type of experience:

ISY"Abortion

0 After this child
0 Miscarriage

0 Stillborn

------

tii!Pc.t���::r.'� .
FAMILY LIFE
Marr iage or Relation sh ip Troubles

_/
lil

D

Family Violence (physical/emotional)

0

0

�aE3:E

O'IHER PREGNANCIES: How many? --'-----

D Other:

(./)

O i\\�1:@�@::!;�1�l�O.;H�l:'t]f0�1Itm�f.\1!'i-1W[�i®
WJ.�� M
l:':O
�w«<W:&J�fffiffim!
�1i�t�i:i�lft¥UW !fi§�ftl1M�Ii

0 Breathing problems, how

0 Twin (1st born, 2nd born)

Problems:
If yes:

year

day

or anyone in your family? Is this of current concern to you or anyone in your family? If "yes", please indicate with

N�rn Status:
llfHealthy, no problem

0 Breech

2.

month

Families often have to deal with many different stresses and challenges. Have any of the following occurre d to you

f;aotj»C

0 Cesarean delivery

Hospital Stay: Child:

___.A'--+1£(/).!..l()�---

w :;:;;:;,amnmi:�1r�l�����mtwmwtwwitn
:w� :mt::SifMrtiM�W�tig
����rH� m�:\tm
�!%1�!��! f!lill�;!f�t:
��f�f!l1

Circumstances a t birth:

O Other:

?:Dbhy

O Premature

�Hf :iitMif®)t\�@::i}]�8:!if111H&Wlftl@m1:M:\1lil!l�l[� :tiu';
�W�i 81
:W.1f�
:Hff:�
'·�!:!E!�!!f�!�f!1�t�;jf�:WM::.t�M:tW£m�
%M§:m;�tl.�%@ W:\\ltM*!���:;;;;:m:�
:I%
MM8W!t
t'l��1i
���¥f!§b!Jg �i� �;t:m11:fg:®�Ul11 M�F1MH�%te\t%M1KM
lJ#�!t�!-�i
/
'0'

LIFE CjiANGE
Divorce or Change of Marital Status
How would you describe your baby during infancy?

0 Quiet

O Other:

4.

0 Hard to deal with

0 Irritable

0 Average

-------

0 Overactive

LATER LIFE Willi CIDLD (six months to five years)
How Would You Describe Your Child Now?

/

19'Average
0 Overactive
O Other: -----0 Quiet

·.

0 Irritable

0 Hard to deal with

This information will be kept private. Thank you.
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0 Aggressive
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This information will be kept private. Thank you.
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18
Months
A.
1.

Very
Often Orten Sometime Rarely Never

FarnJiy Feelings of Attachm ent

This part covers ways that family members feel about one another.

I enjoy watch ing my dlild do things on his/her own.

.· ·

. .

:

;.:

,, : . . , ; .

PO INTS OF OUSERVATION
Strengths

··· ·:,

Concerns

:

' ,•

·. ·· : , :

• •'

a�on from parent

0 � ld tolerate.� per1ods of sepu

child clings excessively to parent

�-naicnt and child show pleasure 111 each other's
ompany

9AMent appears to enjoy child

r:i

.

parent and child engage in constant conflict or
struggle

a parent appears angry with or distant towards dlild

pCll'ent behaves and talks about child in gcmerally

a parent talks critically of and behaves negatively
toward child

positive ways

pCll'ent respondN to child's needs or requests for
comfort and CCU'e

a

'!• • •''

child uses words and phrases to communicate with
CU'ent or others

.,.P
IS( child asks pCll'eDt to help

a parent ignores or rejects child's needs or requests

fir comfort and care
Iii( child shows little or no verbal communication
skills

ylD id does not ask parent to help
ifcbild appears uninterested or avoids social contact
0

a child appeCli'S interested in adults and children

_,-round him/her
Ci' pCll'ent sets reasonable limits on child's behavior,

fihen necessary
0' ,euJd responds to parent's·limit-setting
a �'6tder sibling responds positively to child

with others

a parent sets no limits or limits which are too harsh
a child ignores parent's limit-setting
a older sibling appears angry with child
,

I

bl _,child does not use words
parent allows child to be curious

! ��� i,!i�child's temper

parent ap�s capable o
1
outbursL�

('Jfr- r'D 1Vfr�

child shows age-appropriate assertiveness (says
"no", protests, wants own way, etc.)

Et parent unnecessarily restricts child's exploration

a parent appears scared, overwhelmed by or punitive

_...A:ownrd child's temper outbursts
13 ' d appenrs excessively angry, insistent,
·

mpliant or passive

a child's behavior shows purpose; appears to know

/what he/she wants and how to get it
Ti parent appears to enjoy being a parent

chdd's behavior appears random or disorganized

a parent shows distress over his/her role or feelings
as a parent

· ·:::·'· :

D.

Family Resources and Supports

parent asks for help or information

This part covers the kind of help and supports you and your family have.
I do
outside the home.

parent is respon.�ive to information, advice or other
forms of help

jlffonnation
!SY'parent rejecL� offers of help

arent appears overwhelmed, tired, stressed or

family appenrs and/or reports having adequate
housing, transportation, finances and child care
jl"
''
·· ··.:;.· .

10-23-89 e copyright, ProJea AIMS
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.

parent appeCll's hesitant or unable to ask for help or

parent appears rested and healthy
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foealthy
Ciffamily appeCll's and/or reports to have inadequate
housing, transportation, finances and dlild care

18
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A.
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;.:

,, : . . , ; .
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·. ·· : , :

• •'
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parent and child engage in constant conflict or
struggle

a parent appears angry with or distant towards dlild

pCll'ent behaves and talks about child in gcmerally
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toward child

positive ways

pCll'ent respondN to child's needs or requests for
comfort and CCU'e

a

'!• • •''

child uses words and phrases to communicate with
CU'ent or others

.,.P
IS( child asks pCll'eDt to help

a parent ignores or rejects child's needs or requests

fir comfort and care
Iii( child shows little or no verbal communication
skills

ylD id does not ask parent to help
ifcbild appears uninterested or avoids social contact
0

a child appeCli'S interested in adults and children

_,-round him/her
Ci' pCll'ent sets reasonable limits on child's behavior,

fihen necessary
0' ,euJd responds to parent's·limit-setting
a �'6tder sibling responds positively to child

with others

a parent sets no limits or limits which are too harsh
a child ignores parent's limit-setting
a older sibling appears angry with child
,

I

bl _,child does not use words
parent allows child to be curious

! ��� i,!i�child's temper

parent ap�s capable o
1
outbursL�

('Jfr- r'D 1Vfr�

child shows age-appropriate assertiveness (says
"no", protests, wants own way, etc.)

Et parent unnecessarily restricts child's exploration

a parent appears scared, overwhelmed by or punitive

_...A:ownrd child's temper outbursts
13 ' d appenrs excessively angry, insistent,
·

mpliant or passive

a child's behavior shows purpose; appears to know

/what he/she wants and how to get it
Ti parent appears to enjoy being a parent

chdd's behavior appears random or disorganized

a parent shows distress over his/her role or feelings
as a parent

· ·:::·'· :

D.

Family Resources and Supports

parent asks for help or information

This part covers the kind of help and supports you and your family have.
I do
outside the home.

parent is respon.�ive to information, advice or other
forms of help

jlffonnation
!SY'parent rejecL� offers of help

arent appears overwhelmed, tired, stressed or

family appenrs and/or reports having adequate
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·· ··.:;.· .
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foealthy
Ciffamily appeCll's and/or reports to have inadequate
housing, transportation, finances and dlild care

Case Study Worksheet
How does a provider make use of family information about attachments, interac
tion, mastery and support? The task is to develop a clinical profile. Some helpful
questions are offered below.

I.

Developing the Clinical Profile

Family, parent and child strengths
What are the strengths? How does this information emerge?

Possible concerns
What are the possible problems? How does this information emerge?

II. Initiating and Interview/Dialogue with the Parent, and Observing
.

Pursuing information
What general questions would be good to ask? Why?

Observing
What information is needed from observations of parent and/or child?

Ill. Giving Feedback: Choosing Appropriate Brief Psychosocial Interventions

Phrasing feedback about strengths
What specific information can be shared about strengths? How can this be done?

Phrasing feedback about concerns
What specific information can be shared? What needs to happen for the problem
to be resolved? What interventions are appropriate? What is the goal of the inter
ventions?

CAsE SroDY INTERPRETA110N: ONE CuNJciAN's ViEWPOINI'
Ann is a young single mother, working part-time, adjusting to a divorce, and rais
ing a child who is in the middle of a developmental transition. Mom probably feels
alone, as she does not like to ask for help, feels she cannot count on others to help,
and does not keep up with old friends. She makes several statements indicating that
there is a lot of tension with the child's father.
Bobby is, according to his mom, sometimes unhappy for long periods at a time
and he is rarely curious or investigative enough to climb on things to get what he
wants. He is rarely able to look at picture stories for a short time, and only some
times, wants to do this on his own. Mother very often wishes he needed her more,
though he seems fairly close, maybe clingy, at the present time.
Despite these tensions, there appears to be a good attachment between mom and
son, with mutual enjoyment. Bobby and she are affectionate, they laugh together,
and seem to communicate, at least adequately, according to Ann .
Several impressions emerge. One is that Ann is feeling lonely and depleted, and
perhaps still grieving the failed marriage. Her son may be her only source of gratifi
cation, and she might wish that he remain a baby, to stay close to her. If she could
recognize the need for more support in her life, remove whatever obstacles lie in her
way of connecting to her own family, and achieve better resolution of her divorce,
she would have much more energy, and ability to support her son's development.
She may as well be so drained now, that it is too difficult to let him explore and be
come more assertive and independent.
I would try to help Ann realize how much stress she has experienced and would

commend her on her ability to hold down a job, manage the logistics of child care,
and raise a healthy boy. I'd ask her to tell me how she has coped so well. As soon
as she told me about any current hardship, I would validate the level of stress she is
experiencing and see if could point out how that stress can have an impact on
parenting. I would say something about how it's often hard for parents to follow
their child into a new stage when they are still trying to adjust to the old stage. Then
I would talk about the challenges of toddlerhood and give some suggestions about
helping a toddler explore, develop autonomy, and deal with inevitable frustrations. I
would be sure to explain that she will continue to be vitally important to Bobby,
even as Bobby seems to move away from her. I would try to finish the appointment
by reassuring her about Bobby's overall health, their strong bond, and I would re
mind her that she is important too, and that all parents need help. I would give her
some suggestions for getting support - groups, friends.
Finally, I would make a note to myself to check in with her again, if she's due for
another visit, or to ask her to call in 3-4 weeks to see if her stress has lessened. I
would keep in mind that she might need a referral for more intensive help or consul
tation.
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Case Study Worksheet
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alone, as she does not like to ask for help, feels she cannot count on others to help,
and does not keep up with old friends. She makes several statements indicating that
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Bobby is, according to his mom, sometimes unhappy for long periods at a time
and he is rarely curious or investigative enough to climb on things to get what he
wants. He is rarely able to look at picture stories for a short time, and only some
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though he seems fairly close, maybe clingy, at the present time.
Despite these tensions, there appears to be a good attachment between mom and
son, with mutual enjoyment. Bobby and she are affectionate, they laugh together,
and seem to communicate, at least adequately, according to Ann .
Several impressions emerge. One is that Ann is feeling lonely and depleted, and
perhaps still grieving the failed marriage. Her son may be her only source of gratifi
cation, and she might wish that he remain a baby, to stay close to her. If she could
recognize the need for more support in her life, remove whatever obstacles lie in her
way of connecting to her own family, and achieve better resolution of her divorce,
she would have much more energy, and ability to support her son's development.
She may as well be so drained now, that it is too difficult to let him explore and be
come more assertive and independent.
I would try to help Ann realize how much stress she has experienced and would

commend her on her ability to hold down a job, manage the logistics of child care,
and raise a healthy boy. I'd ask her to tell me how she has coped so well. As soon
as she told me about any current hardship, I would validate the level of stress she is
experiencing and see if could point out how that stress can have an impact on
parenting. I would say something about how it's often hard for parents to follow
their child into a new stage when they are still trying to adjust to the old stage. Then
I would talk about the challenges of toddlerhood and give some suggestions about
helping a toddler explore, develop autonomy, and deal with inevitable frustrations. I
would be sure to explain that she will continue to be vitally important to Bobby,
even as Bobby seems to move away from her. I would try to finish the appointment
by reassuring her about Bobby's overall health, their strong bond, and I would re
mind her that she is important too, and that all parents need help. I would give her
some suggestions for getting support - groups, friends.
Finally, I would make a note to myself to check in with her again, if she's due for
another visit, or to ask her to call in 3-4 weeks to see if her stress has lessened. I
would keep in mind that she might need a referral for more intensive help or consul
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A Final Word

Chapter

The reader will notice that not all information was covered by the clinician at

3

tending to this family. The clinician did, however, work from a "clinical profile" and

Basic Principles of Psychosocial Practices

use the hypothesis within the profile to guide the choice of interventions. The inter

in Early Childhood

ventions were supporting, affirming, informing, reassuring, teaching, giving positive
feedback and making plans to follow-up.

Susan E. Partridge, L. C. S. W., Ph.D.

Other approaches are valid. This is one of several appropriate responses. Another

clinician may have pursued the divorce more, or focused more on the child's devel

opment. The goals should leave the parent with a stronger sense of self, more insight
into the child, greater awareness of family strengths, and more understanding of ar

eas of concern with ideas about how to deal with the concerns. There are many
pathways towards achievement of these goals.

How does a professional respond to information about tJttach
ment,.Jnteraction, Mastery and Social Support, shared by a
family through the AIMS Parent Questionnaire? How can ob
seroations and interoiews, and sensitive, clinical use of one's
self, combine to create a multi-method assessment approach?
How does a professional ready him/herself to intervene on be
half of the emotional health needs of a young chtld and their
family? Tbis chapter addresses these questions which lie at the
heart ofpsychosocial practices for all early intervention pro
viders.
Several dimensions of psychosocial practices with young children and their fami
lies will be explored in this chapter. Psychosocial practices are behaviors engaged in
by professionals that have an impact on, relate to, or are designed to influence the
psychosocial functioning of clients. In the case of early childhood work, psychoso
cial practices undergird the development of the working relationship with parents on
behalf of their young children. There is always a purpose to this alliance: to help

heal a child's illness, to promote a child's development, to remove obstacles to a
child's self-esteem, to improve parental functioning in order to alleviate a child's
stress, and the like. The professional seeks an alliance with parents, and with chil
dren directly, to achieve specific goals believed important to the child's well-being.
Psychosocial practices consist of all that a professional does, because everything
that she/he does has some bearing on the nature and course of the human process
of change. Many psychosocial practices can be grouped by types of professional en
deavor, such as diagnosing, advising, educating, reassuring, supporting, guiding, con
fronting, reinforcing, and promoting. But these activities can be performed in an
infinite number of ways. This means that

how a

professional behaves-the

ways he/

she asks questions, responds to concerns, and communicates with, guides, advises,
or educates parents-are critical components of psychosocial interventions. It is

how

these tasks are conducted, including the expression of a professional's attitude,
choice of timing, sensitivity, responsiveness, and the like, that often make the differ
ence in effective versus ineffective family work. Because this is a very complex topic,
the focus here selectively includes the following aspects:

-
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in Early Childhood
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Setting the stage for parent-professional collaboration, building on a
critical awareness of the special needs of infants, toddlers,
preschoolers, and their families;
understanding some basic principles of infant mental health prac
tices;
improving the building blocks of psychosocial practices-the work
ing alliance, parent-child observations, and interviews;
synthesizing assessment data, using a conceptual framework that
promotes emotional health-the AIMS model;
selecting interventions; and
creating opportunities for mastery, both for professionals and
families.

Many specific psychosocial practices are covered in detail, with attention to the
particular complexities of child and family work. However, it is impossible to cover
every aspect of practice, since there is no way to enumerate all the possible situa
tions a professional will encounter. These situations, to be sure, vary with the pre
senting problem or challenge, such as prematurity, developmental delays, child
abuse, or neglect. Professional-client relationships also differ in terms of the person
ality and unique history of those involved, as well as the nature of the relationship
they jointly create (Mahoney, 1991). A provider must be ready to adapt the principles
discussed in this chapter to the unique challenges he/she faces.
A second caveat relates to the definition of ccprofessional." This chapter refers to
professionals as people knowledgeable in child/family development, who work in
settings that serve children and families, for the purpose of promoting child develop
ment and well-being. By definition, parents are viewed as clientele in addition to
their children, even if the work with parents is indirect. Thus, professionals by this
definition include the following: child care providers, nurses, physicians,
early-childhood educators, occupational, speech, and physical therapists, social
workers, psychiatrists, psychologists, counselors, child advocates, and policymakers.

Setting the Stage for Infant Mental Health Work
Over the past fifteen years, an enormous amount of research, theory and writing
has focussed on infants and their needs (Provence, 1990; Lieberman, 1988; Fraiberg,
1980). One of the major findings of this burgeoning knowledge is the important role
played by social support to families with infants and young children. Professionals
are a source of this support. Whether a preschool teacher, pediatrician, community
health nurse, or a social worker, all professionals encounter numerous situations that
present opportunities for infant mental health practices - to inform and educate par
ents, to reassure and support, to provide guidance, to prevent problems, and to pro
mote infant well-being (Bonkowski and Yanos, 1992).
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There are many contexts for infant mental health work. Some are "known,"
planned, and intended and others are "unknown," where the emotional support
given is therapeutic but not a primary focus of concern. For example, when an infant
is referred to a social worker for non-organic failure to thrive, the social worker
"knows" that infant mental health work will be part of the intervention. On the other
hand, when a young child with an ear infection is taken to the physician's office, and
the doctor discovers a behavioral problem through interviewing the parent, the doc
tor does not necessarily "know" that infant mental health work is taking place. It is
infant mental health work if the doctor takes advantage of the opportunity to pro
mote emotional health in the child and his/her family.
Do all providers of service to young children view their work as infant mental
health? Clearly, some professionals tend to say, "This isn't my work. I'm not a mental
health clinician. I do something else here." Granted, helping services have bound
aries that define the limits of the service or the primary focus of their work. But this
focus does not prohibit professionals from recognizing valuable opportunities to sup
port children's and family's emotional health. For instance, well-child health supervi
sion consists of the physician monitoring and promoting the physical, cognitive,
language, and social development of the young child. Early intervention services
may target speech and language skills, early education, or occupational therapy. Vis
iting nurses may focus on infant nutrition and self-care of the mother. None of these
three services would be likely to define family functioning or emotional health as
their primary focus, yet attention to emotional health can be a catalyst for improved
family functioning, as well as enhanced provider-parent relationships and dialogue.
In fact, children's services are changing and more and more service providers are
attending to emotional health issues. The trend in child health and allied services is
to view children holistically and engage in multidisciplinary collaboration to assure
complete treatment of the child (Bonkowski and Yanos, 1992; Szanton, 1991;
Provence, 1990). Part of this trend consists of understanding the transactions among
a child and his/her family and environment. In this framework, when a professional
such as a physician asks, "Is the child doing well?", emotional health surfaces as a vi
able target of assessment and intervention. Therefore, psychosocial practices become
more and more a basic aspect of routine child health and allied health care
(Provence, 1990; Green, 1985). Good psychosocial practices enhance parent and
child sharing and participation and, through parent-professional collaboration, family
functioning often improves.
Two methods, of which all professionals can take advantage, have received in
creasing attention and study in recent years. They are developmental surveillance
and parent-professional collaboration. Developmental surveillance is defined as:

.. . aflexible, continuous process whereby knowledgeable professionals
perform skilled observations of chtldren throughout all encounters during chtld health care... development is continually monitored within
the context of the chtld:S overall well-being. Such surveillance acknowl-
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the context of the chtld:S overall well-being. Such surveillance acknowl-
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edges the importance of early intervention through attempts to promote
infant development by sharing with parents information about
children's developmental stages and referring children with suspected
developmental abnormalitiesfor diagnostic and therapeutic seroices.
Suroeillance demands of the involved professionals a thorough knowl
edge of child development such that skilled obseroations may accurately
and promptly detect significant deviationsfrom normal. The limitations
of parents as partners in the monitoringprocess are addressed, because
one important goal of suroetllance ts to asstst parents to become better
obseroers of their children's development and respond appropriately to
their concerns (Dworkin, 1989, p. 1001).
Although addressing well-child health supervision, Dworkin's article applies to fill
child-oriented services, including public health nursing, interventions with families of
young children, child care/day care, early childhood educational programs, early in
tervention services for children at risk, and mental health services. In each instance,
professionals have an opportunity to monitor a child's developmental progress and
to incorporate into their usual routines some practices geared towards promoting
psychosocial/emotional health in children and their families.
The second method, parent/professional collaboration is the spirit of
family-centered care (Shelton et al, 1987, p. 7). Parent/professional collaboration
hinges on egalitarian information sharing and joint determination of intervention
plans for a child in need of service. All participants feel respect for their individual
roles and responsibilities. Parents are expected to be equal partners in the care and
treatment of their children's medical or other problems. Strengths, as well as limita
tions, are emphasized in assessment and intervention. Professionals are expected to
work with parents, rather than apart from parents in monitoring and assuring
children's optimal development. In this model, professionals bypass the often occur
ring and recurring struggle to maintain traditional balance of power vis-a-vis parents
or clients (Thomas, 1988). As a result, this level of parent participation requires that
professionals think carefully about their relationships with parents (Shelton et al,
1987).
To put this method into practice demands collaborative skills, including those of
effective listening and communication, assertiveness, creativity, problem-solving and
conflict resolution. Although at times harder to engage in, the collaborative model of
service is more productive in the long run, improving not only the quality of services
but also enhancing the functioning of children, families, and professionals (Shelton et
al, 1987). A study on communication patterns of physicians found that collaborative
models of practice also provide the highest level of satisfaction among patients
(Rater et al, 1997). The collaborative model applies both to service delivery and to
developmental surveillance.
To practice both a collaborative approach and developmental surveillance, what
does the professional need to know about families, parents, and the emotional de
velopment of children? The next section takes a look.
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Principles of Practice
The Family in Perspective: Vulnerability and Strength

A family with a newborn or a family caring for a very young child, is not like any
other family; each stage of the family life cycle has its unique needs, challenges, and
rewards (Carter and McGoldrick, 1988). When thinking about how best to work with
the young family, it is helpful to be aware of these special characteristics.
An infant, toddler or preschooler is in constant transition. Physical growth is

rapid. No less amazing is the amount of learning that occurs in the first five years.
Cognitive, social, motor, and language development all show vast change from neo
natal through preschool years (Minde and Minde, 1986). In the midst of these trans
formations in the child, parents face numerous emotional challenges-helping the
child to learn to control impulses, engage in socially accepted behaviors, express
strong emotions, regulate his/her body functions, and achieve a viable personal iden
tity and sense of reality. The parents are also going through transformations of
parenting simultaneously-such as parental competence and confidence in the provi
sion of basic care and safety, as well as meeting the developmental needs of the
child. As these tasks for the parent, family and child are so complex and consuming,
the family, to some degree, is in a relatively constant state of flux.
In contemporary society, many parents do not feel confident about their
childrearing (Young, 1990). There are many reasons for this, such as individual or
personality-based, familial and/or cultural. This lack of parental confidence can be
traced in part to the rapid change in ideas about what is considered "good"
parenting over the last three or four decades. Should a parent spank a child? Should
a baby be allowed to "cry himself' through the night and not be attended to? Can
you spoil a child by giving him/her too much attention in the early years? More re
cently, giving a child "time out" for misbehavior is also being questioned as an effec
tive method (Parenting, 1994). These and numerous other issues continue to be
controversial.
Parent's history and experience of being parented also greatly impacts their own
skills, abilities and confidence in parenting. Timing of the pregnancy and other life
stage issues can additionally impact a parent's sense of confidence in childrearing.
Another issue that impinges on parents is their own temperament qualities as com
pared with their child's. Are they in sync with one another or are they at odds. Rec
ognizing all of these possible influences to parenting is important in developing
coping strategies and adapting to the role of parent, one of, if not the single greatest
challenge in life.
Has research helped parents raise their children? Research on effective parenting
tends to document some key factors associated with positive child development out
comes, such as· creative problem-solving, good peer relations skills, positive
self-esteem, and school readiness and success. Two key factors have been identified
in a great deal of this social science research. These are parental warmth and firm-
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ness (Maccoby, 1980). Parents who can, in a warm and nurturing way, provide suffi

Table 3.1

cient structure and stability, and consistent, meaningful limits on children's behavior,
tend to have children who function well in later years. These research conclusions
are important, but many questions remain. How does a parent whose style may be
gin as somewhat cold or harsh "become" warm? How do a father and mother meet
limits consistently? The application of good parenting "principles" can be very com
plex and challenging.

What Young Families Need

Further complicating the task of parental learning is the fact that ideas about
"good" parenting and childrearing change quickly. "Experts" filter social science re
search and theory, and communicate with parents through books, magazines, televi
sion talk shows, newspapers, and the like. As ideas and thoughts change, different
"experts" advise different techniques. A plethora of parent-advice material is avail
able, some of it contradictory or, idealistic and hard to put into practice. Some par
ents try to adhere to the newer prescriptions, while others do not have, or make use
of, access to the most current educational materials. In many cases, despite "knowing
what is best," parents often succumb to the heat of an emotional parent-child interac
tion, and revert to ineffective child-rearing methods they would not have used in a
calmer moment. Then, having "studied" or learned about what "should" happen, par
ents compare their own actions to the ideals, and often end up feeling inadequate,
frustrated, confused, and guilty. All of these factors contribute to parental vulnerabil
ity and increasing needs for social support.
That we may know how an effective parent behaves, does not make easy the job
of counseling parents. Many parents do not know how to parent effectively, and
they carry through successive generations the coercive, harsh, cold, or abusive meth
ods their parents may have used on them as children. Few parents enter childrearing
without some unresolved emotional issues related to anger, envy, childhood abuse
or neglect, or ineffective coping skills. This, of course, does not mean that parents
lack resourcefulness or inner strength. Indeed, there are countless examples of pa
rental and family strength. The key for the helping professionals is to work with par
ents across multiple opportunities and to provide a sufficiently supportive structure
in which parents can learn and grow. Parents of infants and very young children
have unique needs. They are often more vulnerable than others simply because their
children are so rapidly growing and changing, and there is so much to learn about their young child and about themselves. This learning is ongoing throughout a
parent and child's development.

What Young Families Need
How are families with young children unique? Young children and their families
have needs that are special and necessary for optimal growth, development and
wellness. These needs are summarized in Table 3.1.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

An Audience (to be heard)

•

Understanding (to be listened to)
Good Questions
Acceptance
(validation and affirmation)
Recognition
(respect and collaboration)
Clear Communication

•

•

•
•
•

Knowledge and Information
Reassurance, Support and
Resources
Non-judgmental/blaming
Approach
Honesty with Empathy
A Family Focus
Flexibility

Youngjamiliesfirst andforemost need an audience. They need to be heard. Of
ten times young parents are eager to share their joys as well as the concerns they
have for their family. A young family needs someone who will hear what they have
to say, their perspective, their feelings, of what is going on in the life of their family.
This is really the first step toward building a relationship and meaningful dialogue
with a young family toward having the greatest positive impact.

Youngfamilies also need understanding. They need to be listened to. They need
to know that what they say will be taken into account. We may not agree with the
parent's perspective or their actions, but we need to listen to their point of view be
fore we can fully understand the family situation. This is another important step in
building a trusting relationship and dialogue with the family.

Youngfamilies need good questions. Finding out what parents think and why,
what they want for their children and what they feel they need are important ques
tions to ask. Listening to their answers promotes resourcefulness and encourages col
laboration and problem-solving (Wender, 1983). Asking good questions and then
really listening to the response are two of the most important aspects of establishing
a partnership with parents.

Youngfamiltes need acceptance. They need to be accepted wherever they are in
their parenting role. They need to be validated that what they say and know about
their child and family is important. They are the experts on their child and family.
They need affirmation that what they say counts in the helping relationship. This
may include tolerance and forgiveness for some parent behaviors or actions. No par
ent wants to be a bad parent, but many do not have the knowledge or experience of
parenting young children in a positive, supportive way. Often they are doing the
best that they can. An intense interest in learning opens many parents to discussion
of ideas and a readiness to be influenced; it also leaves them vulnerable to criticism,
especially from authority figures. "Am I doing it wrong?" is a major concern, as much
as "Am I doing it right?" Many parents seek feedback that is both positive and con
structive. The need for validation and affirmation is great, especially in the societal
context of uncertainty and cultural change.
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Approach
Honesty with Empathy
A Family Focus
Flexibility

Youngjamiliesfirst andforemost need an audience. They need to be heard. Of
ten times young parents are eager to share their joys as well as the concerns they
have for their family. A young family needs someone who will hear what they have
to say, their perspective, their feelings, of what is going on in the life of their family.
This is really the first step toward building a relationship and meaningful dialogue
with a young family toward having the greatest positive impact.

Youngfamilies also need understanding. They need to be listened to. They need
to know that what they say will be taken into account. We may not agree with the
parent's perspective or their actions, but we need to listen to their point of view be
fore we can fully understand the family situation. This is another important step in
building a trusting relationship and dialogue with the family.

Youngfamilies need good questions. Finding out what parents think and why,
what they want for their children and what they feel they need are important ques
tions to ask. Listening to their answers promotes resourcefulness and encourages col
laboration and problem-solving (Wender, 1983). Asking good questions and then
really listening to the response are two of the most important aspects of establishing
a partnership with parents.

Youngfamiltes need acceptance. They need to be accepted wherever they are in
their parenting role. They need to be validated that what they say and know about
their child and family is important. They are the experts on their child and family.
They need affirmation that what they say counts in the helping relationship. This
may include tolerance and forgiveness for some parent behaviors or actions. No par
ent wants to be a bad parent, but many do not have the knowledge or experience of
parenting young children in a positive, supportive way. Often they are doing the
best that they can. An intense interest in learning opens many parents to discussion
of ideas and a readiness to be influenced; it also leaves them vulnerable to criticism,
especially from authority figures. "Am I doing it wrong?" is a major concern, as much
as "Am I doing it right?" Many parents seek feedback that is both positive and con
structive. The need for validation and affirmation is great, especially in the societal
context of uncertainty and cultural change.
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Youngfamtlies need recognition. They

need respect for the challenging role of

being a parent and that they have knowledge which is important in the parent-pro

not be overemphasized (Schorr and Schorr, 1989). Research has shown that the most
powerful predictors of children's future success are the level of family poverty and

fessional partnership. That they are part of the process of providing service to their

parental education (Cohen and Ooms, 1994). However, as of 1974, children replaced

child. That it is a collaborative effort and their participation is essential. Establishing
the trusting relationship recognizes and respects this role of the parent as collabora

the elderly as the predominant age group living in poverty (Smolensky et al, 1988).
Yet Federal spending on young children in the eighties was less than So/o as com

tor in the parent-professional partnership.

pared to 24o/o spent on the elderly (Leach, 1994). This clearly needs to be addressed

Youngfamilies need clear communication. They

need open ended dialogue, two

way, give-and-take communication and permission to share their experience and

on the policy making level.

Youngfamilies need a non-judgmentaVnon-blaming approach. They

need pro

feelings about their child, family and parenting. They need dialogue and information

fessionals to accept them where they are and as they are, without being biased and

shared on a level that they can comprehend. No professional jargon, or labeling. Pro

passing judgement. Professionals need to make assessments of young children in the

fessionals will also need to be careful about the pitfall of advice giving and lecturing

context of their families, not judgements. Professionals need to be open minded

Youngfamilies need knowledge and information. Parents

generally

want to

know

how to be good parents, especially for their particular child (Fraiberg, 1980). Most
parents are truly motivated to do the best they can for their children though they of
ten do not know what that might be. Research on parents in a large pediatric prac
tice demonstrated that up to 70 percent of parents had developmental and/or

about helping families in difficult situations, recognizing that all families have the po
tential for positive change. Our approach to families may be the key. Unwittingly,
many professionals will convey messages to parents that "if only... " they had done
something differently with their child, or "if only they could..." do things the way the
professional suggests or suggested, that the child would be okay. These statements

psychosocial/ behavioral questions about their young children and wanted to discuss

frequently are made with little regard to the details of why a parent acted the way

their concerns (Hickson, et al, 1983). Parent magazines and self-help books have
been popular for many years now. Numerous research studies have demonstrated

Whether the parent actually made mistakes or not, parent blaming tends to burden

parental interest in procedures, instruments, and activities that help them better un
derstand their child's unique characteristics, whether temperament, talents, or
achievements. This may be all the more applicable to parents of infants.

Youngfamilies need reassurance, support and resources. Psychologically

speak

ing, parents are "born" when children are born or enter into a family's life through
adoption or foster care (Partridge, 1988). The early months and years with a child lay
a foundation for how parent and child will relate to one another over the course of
the child's growth and development. Together, parents and children establish "rules
of the relationship". These rules include ideas or expectations about how each ex
presses and handles conflict, how each negotiates and expresses intimacy, and how
they perceive one another's roles in the family. These rules and "working models"
develop and change over time within the family system. Parents learn, grow, and
change, just as children do. Most parents need reassurance that their current experi
ences and feelings are normal and acceptable, and support that their situation is
common to a given stage of family or child development. They need reassurance

he/she did, and often, without much questioning or discussion with the parent.
mothers and fathers with shame and guilt. For many, this shamed reaction makes it
more difficult for them to learn from and trust professionals (Lavigne and Burns,

1981; LaGreca, 1983). This will interfere with a parent's ability to move on, adapt and
develop skills needed. Professionals need to be aware of the power of their words
with families. Their words can help heal, or cause further injury.

Young families need honesty with empathy. Parents

do not need to hear that "ev

erything will be okay," when this might not be so, or that their child "is too young to
remember ... or to feel bad" about a difficult process or event. Young children can
experience powerful feelings. They may well remember painful procedures or acute
crises. Parents also can feel intensely. Both children and adults often have a resil
iency and adaptability to survive difficult news and traumatic events. Most parents do
not want or need to be shielded from the truth. They want an accurate picture of the
child's situation (Lavigne and Burns, 1981). This information, however needs to be
shared in a supportive manner by the professional, with opportunities for questions
and discussion. How information is shared is equally important as to what informa

and support that it is okay to change, and encouragement to be flexible and accept

tion is given. They need to know what the professional sees as the families' strengths

ing of the complexities of parenting. Linking parents to one another, through support
groups or parent programs, helps parents tremendously as well (Worthington, 1991).

parent asked after an evaluation which focused only on her son's impairments. Ap

Parents also need much more than emotional support. They need concrete, struc
tural supports and resources. Families clearly need the basic structure of their lives to
be stable for them to fully function; this means that families function best with ad
equate housing, finances, clothing, health care, transportation, school, and social
supports and resources. The importance of comprehensive supports to families can-

as well as the concerns. What are the child's strengths? "Isn't he a real person?" one
preciation of the whole child, information on skills and' competencies and balanced
feedback are key elements in parent and family support (Szanton, 1991). Providing
parents a balance and pointing out the parent-child-family strengths can also serve to
enhance family functioning and facilitate support. Professionals are obligated to re
port concerns related to abuse or neglect and the family needs to know if the profes
sional has these concerns. Establishing a relationship that is collaborative with the
parent will assist in sharing honestly, with empathy, the concerns.
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tential for positive change. Our approach to families may be the key. Unwittingly,
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something differently with their child, or "if only they could..." do things the way the
professional suggests or suggested, that the child would be okay. These statements

psychosocial/ behavioral questions about their young children and wanted to discuss

frequently are made with little regard to the details of why a parent acted the way

their concerns (Hickson, et al, 1983). Parent magazines and self-help books have
been popular for many years now. Numerous research studies have demonstrated

Whether the parent actually made mistakes or not, parent blaming tends to burden

parental interest in procedures, instruments, and activities that help them better un
derstand their child's unique characteristics, whether temperament, talents, or
achievements. This may be all the more applicable to parents of infants.

Youngfamilies need reassurance, support and resources. Psychologically

speak

ing, parents are "born" when children are born or enter into a family's life through
adoption or foster care (Partridge, 1988). The early months and years with a child lay
a foundation for how parent and child will relate to one another over the course of
the child's growth and development. Together, parents and children establish "rules
of the relationship". These rules include ideas or expectations about how each ex
presses and handles conflict, how each negotiates and expresses intimacy, and how
they perceive one another's roles in the family. These rules and "working models"
develop and change over time within the family system. Parents learn, grow, and
change, just as children do. Most parents need reassurance that their current experi
ences and feelings are normal and acceptable, and support that their situation is
common to a given stage of family or child development. They need reassurance

he/she did, and often, without much questioning or discussion with the parent.
mothers and fathers with shame and guilt. For many, this shamed reaction makes it
more difficult for them to learn from and trust professionals (Lavigne and Burns,

1981; LaGreca, 1983). This will interfere with a parent's ability to move on, adapt and
develop skills needed. Professionals need to be aware of the power of their words
with families. Their words can help heal, or cause further injury.

Young families need honesty with empathy. Parents

do not need to hear that "ev

erything will be okay," when this might not be so, or that their child "is too young to
remember ... or to feel bad" about a difficult process or event. Young children can
experience powerful feelings. They may well remember painful procedures or acute
crises. Parents also can feel intensely. Both children and adults often have a resil
iency and adaptability to survive difficult news and traumatic events. Most parents do
not want or need to be shielded from the truth. They want an accurate picture of the
child's situation (Lavigne and Burns, 1981). This information, however needs to be
shared in a supportive manner by the professional, with opportunities for questions
and discussion. How information is shared is equally important as to what informa

and support that it is okay to change, and encouragement to be flexible and accept

tion is given. They need to know what the professional sees as the families' strengths

ing of the complexities of parenting. Linking parents to one another, through support
groups or parent programs, helps parents tremendously as well (Worthington, 1991).

parent asked after an evaluation which focused only on her son's impairments. Ap

Parents also need much more than emotional support. They need concrete, struc
tural supports and resources. Families clearly need the basic structure of their lives to
be stable for them to fully function; this means that families function best with ad
equate housing, finances, clothing, health care, transportation, school, and social
supports and resources. The importance of comprehensive supports to families can-

as well as the concerns. What are the child's strengths? "Isn't he a real person?" one
preciation of the whole child, information on skills and' competencies and balanced
feedback are key elements in parent and family support (Szanton, 1991). Providing
parents a balance and pointing out the parent-child-family strengths can also serve to
enhance family functioning and facilitate support. Professionals are obligated to re
port concerns related to abuse or neglect and the family needs to know if the profes
sional has these concerns. Establishing a relationship that is collaborative with the
parent will assist in sharing honestly, with empathy, the concerns.
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Youngfamilies need afamilyfocus.

That the child is seen in the context of a fam
ily, whatever that family make up is. It may include siblings, grandparents or others
who are living in the home. All children are part of some kind of family configura
tion. They are affected by, and effectwhat goes on in the family. The whole family

Table 3.2

Developing Alliances with Families
•

experiences an impact when the child undergoes a procedure or treatment, or has a

•

setback or a success. Awareness of the familial context of a child's life impels the ser

•

vice provider to consider the impact of a specific recommendation on day-to-day

•

family life (Provence, 1990). This awareness can serve to enhance family functioning

•

and facilitate support.

•

Youngfamllies needflexibility.

Provide information about the helping process.
Start where the client is.
Inform and educate in supportive ways.
Work with the parent's basic motivation.
Stress the importance of the parent professional partnership.
Encourage the partnership between parent and child.

Professionals' approach to families needs to re

main flexible to the multiple demands on families and the great diversity among
families. Families do not need to be told to function like everyone else, whatever
that might be. All persons are different in one way or another. Failure to respect the
diversity, which is found among families, is damaging to working relationships be
tween families and service providers. Whenever a professional operates from an in
flexible, narrow definition of "normal," and communicates this to parents through
written, verbal or gestured messages, there can be some impairment to the
parent-professional collaboration. Well-meant but inappropriate or narrow view com
ments can invalidate the uniqueness of each parent-child-family situation. Whether it

Provide Information about the Helping Process
Many individuals do not know how to seek and/or use professional help for their
emotional problems and concerns. After establishing rapport, the next step for the
professional is to gauge the level of intervention that will be required to maximize
parental participation. At a minimum level are:

1. an explanation of the process;
2. an invitation for the parent to ask questions; and
3. acknowledgement of the parents' essential role in the child's life.

be cultural, religious, or other, matters. What is unique to a given family is important
(Szanton, 1991). Remaining flexible in our approach to families will allow for diver
sity among families.

At a very intensive level, the parent will need a great deal of encouragement to
speak, raise concerns, offer input, and fully participate. Early on, parents need to be

In the first years of a child's life, everything is new. Parents and children often are
most open and ready to learn during this time. It is a very important time for the en
tire family. It is a time ripe for positive influence, when helping professionals can
make a real difference, setting the stage for lifelong learning and psychosocial well
being.

informed about the professional's role, the expected outcome of the service, and any
limitations on what can be accomplished.
Some of the more commonplace statements to make early in the helping encoun
ter are the following: "It takes time to understand a child's situation"; "One almost al
ways needs to know the family and parent(s) to truly help a child"; "There is
probably no such thing as 'fixing' a child's problem, even though much can be done
to help"; and, "A professional can be most helpful when there is a clear partnership

Building and Strengthening Alliances with Families

with the child's caregivers." These and other such statements communicate a mes

Understanding the uniqueness of families with young children and maintaining a
professional, supportive stance are basic prerequisites for therapeutic service deliv
ery. Beyond this helpful orientation, however, the professional can adopt many

cific interventions that

spe

provide the foundation for therapeutic work with families and

their young children.

sage to parents that their involvement is needed and valued, and their role in the
child's life is irreplaceable.

Start Where the Client Is
This old adage remains highly applicable to child work today. Start with the
parent's concerns and the child's current, presenting issues or development. "What's
on your mind? Tell me what I can do for you" and other such statements demon
strate a genuine interest in the child and family. Introduction of one's self by name,
and addressing parents and children by name, help to welcome and relax clients
(Wender, 1983). Establishing rapport is essential; good eye contact, personable ex
changes, and the gathering of basic background information about who the parents
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1. an explanation of the process;
2. an invitation for the parent to ask questions; and
3. acknowledgement of the parents' essential role in the child's life.

be cultural, religious, or other, matters. What is unique to a given family is important
(Szanton, 1991). Remaining flexible in our approach to families will allow for diver
sity among families.

At a very intensive level, the parent will need a great deal of encouragement to
speak, raise concerns, offer input, and fully participate. Early on, parents need to be

In the first years of a child's life, everything is new. Parents and children often are
most open and ready to learn during this time. It is a very important time for the en
tire family. It is a time ripe for positive influence, when helping professionals can
make a real difference, setting the stage for lifelong learning and psychosocial well
being.

informed about the professional's role, the expected outcome of the service, and any
limitations on what can be accomplished.
Some of the more commonplace statements to make early in the helping encoun
ter are the following: "It takes time to understand a child's situation"; "One almost al
ways needs to know the family and parent(s) to truly help a child"; "There is
probably no such thing as 'fixing' a child's problem, even though much can be done
to help"; and, "A professional can be most helpful when there is a clear partnership
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with the child's caregivers." These and other such statements communicate a mes

Understanding the uniqueness of families with young children and maintaining a
professional, supportive stance are basic prerequisites for therapeutic service deliv
ery. Beyond this helpful orientation, however, the professional can adopt many

cific interventions that

spe

provide the foundation for therapeutic work with families and

their young children.

sage to parents that their involvement is needed and valued, and their role in the
child's life is irreplaceable.

Start Where the Client Is
This old adage remains highly applicable to child work today. Start with the
parent's concerns and the child's current, presenting issues or development. "What's
on your mind? Tell me what I can do for you" and other such statements demon
strate a genuine interest in the child and family. Introduction of one's self by name,
and addressing parents and children by name, help to welcome and relax clients
(Wender, 1983). Establishing rapport is essential; good eye contact, personable ex
changes, and the gathering of basic background information about who the parents
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and children are, build rapport (Wender, 1983). It is good practice to establish rap
port with the child as well as with parents (Kanfer et al, 1983). Actively including
parent and child in the process enhances the developing working relationships and
acknowledges the child in the context of a family.

motivation many times during the course of working together. It also helps to ac
knowledge how difficult or challenging it can be to break with one's own past and
incorporate new childrearing ideas, while letting go of methods that are now consid
ered to be coercive or destructive to healthy child development. The experience of
being parented is a powerful predicator of future parent behavior. Recognizing its
impact and being intentional about parenting choices is an important part of the par

Inform and Educate in Supportive Ways

ent self-hood.

Blaming parents, whether done intentionally or not, blights professional-parent
relationships. Parents are frequently blamed when they are perceived as "unable" to
control their children, or when a treatment regime or suggestion has not been fol
lowed. Such blame can be imparted directly, or indirectly through nonverbal mes
sages. In most instances, when professionals communicate blaming or shaming
messages, the "working alliance" is thrown off balance. Parents are put on the defen
sive, rather than helped to present and optimize their strengths.
If a professional hears about or observes parental behaviors that can be harmful

Frequent reference to the parents' healthy core motivation-to do his/her best for
the child helps further establish an alliance with parents. Returning frequently to ver
bal acknowledgements of this basic common goal by both professional and parent
helps to "anchor" the work with parents. This is especially important to do when
feelings are intense, such as in parent-child power struggles, chronic illness,
parent-professional disagreements over a course of treatment, or other "heated" situ
ations. Centering on the child's needs does not mean neglecting or avoiding parental
needs. It means helping parents to remember their primary concern: the child's

to a child, it is appropriate and necessary to point out the negative consequences to

well-being, and the development of healthy relationships. It is important that the

the child, to suggest alternative parenting techniques or to reach out and engage the

professional remain centered on this goal (Thomas, 1988). Reinforcing this goal with

parent in dialogue. Sometimes a referral to child protective services will be war

parents will assist them in being intentional about their parent behavior, maintaining

ranted. However, how the education is provided or referrals made, is crucial. React

a focus toward positive impact and outcomes.

ing with shame, blame, and harsh criticism is not educational. Educating parents with
clear concern for the child and for the parent who is inflicting harm, is far more ef
fective in setting the stage for positive change.
Building an alliance with parents on behalf of their children's well-being begins
with respect for the parental role (Lavigne and Burns 1981). It is only in the minority
of cases that parents are unable to care for their children and protective services
must remove a child from the home or at least monitor the situation closely. In abu
sive or even in non-abusive families, there is usually opportunity for growth in the
parent-child relationship. Growth-promoting interventions occur as professionals
build alliances with parents establishing interactive communication and dialogue,
through which they can serve to inform, educate and support parents. Interactive,
two-way communication helps to create and support the partnership with parents.
"One-down" talking inhibits the development of a partnership or alliance with par
ents and tends to place and keep the parents in a child-like role, which can exacer
bate parental dysfunction. "One-to-one" communication is more effective at reaching
and educating parents in a positive way.

Stress the Importance of the Parent Professional Partnership
The idea that an effective relationship between a professional and parent hinges
on a

partnership is

gaining increasing recognition (Wieder et al, 1992; Shelton et al,

1987). First, this means that the professional seeks and gives value to information
provided by parents; together, parents and the professional arrive at an understand
ing of the child's problems and/or needs. The parent usually has the most informa
tion about the child. At times, the professional may need to help bring this
information to the surface by asking good questions and providing information on
child development, or translating theoretical or diagnostic concepts into language the
parent can understand and thereby respond to. This approach is especially challeng
ing with parents who are shy, reticent, intimidated or threatened by professionals,
unquestionably accepting of authority, or of very low education. Nonetheless, the
professional who acts on the assumption that parents do have much information and
seek to participate in interventions, more often than not will receive such informa
tion.
Second, maintaining a positive parent-professional alliance requires frequent ver

Work with the Parents' Basic Motivation

bal acknowledgement of the parent's importance to the process: "What you say is

Most parents want to be good parents. Those fortunate enough to have had

important to your child and to me as a professional"; "You play a major role in your

healthy, effective role models in their own mothers and fathers can freely "repeat the

child's life, regardless of how much outside intervention there needs to be"; or "You

past." However, many parents feel the need to do a better job with their own chil

have a right to disagree with me or to challenge my viewpoints or treatment

dren than their parents did with them. It is important to affirm this positive, "core"

choices." Many parents need such messages frequently, especially in situations where
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and children are, build rapport (Wender, 1983). It is good practice to establish rap
port with the child as well as with parents (Kanfer et al, 1983). Actively including
parent and child in the process enhances the developing working relationships and
acknowledges the child in the context of a family.
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needs. It means helping parents to remember their primary concern: the child's

to a child, it is appropriate and necessary to point out the negative consequences to

well-being, and the development of healthy relationships. It is important that the

the child, to suggest alternative parenting techniques or to reach out and engage the

professional remain centered on this goal (Thomas, 1988). Reinforcing this goal with

parent in dialogue. Sometimes a referral to child protective services will be war

parents will assist them in being intentional about their parent behavior, maintaining

ranted. However, how the education is provided or referrals made, is crucial. React

a focus toward positive impact and outcomes.

ing with shame, blame, and harsh criticism is not educational. Educating parents with
clear concern for the child and for the parent who is inflicting harm, is far more ef
fective in setting the stage for positive change.
Building an alliance with parents on behalf of their children's well-being begins
with respect for the parental role (Lavigne and Burns 1981). It is only in the minority
of cases that parents are unable to care for their children and protective services
must remove a child from the home or at least monitor the situation closely. In abu
sive or even in non-abusive families, there is usually opportunity for growth in the
parent-child relationship. Growth-promoting interventions occur as professionals
build alliances with parents establishing interactive communication and dialogue,
through which they can serve to inform, educate and support parents. Interactive,
two-way communication helps to create and support the partnership with parents.
"One-down" talking inhibits the development of a partnership or alliance with par
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partnership is

gaining increasing recognition (Wieder et al, 1992; Shelton et al,
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Work with the Parents' Basic Motivation

bal acknowledgement of the parent's importance to the process: "What you say is

Most parents want to be good parents. Those fortunate enough to have had

important to your child and to me as a professional"; "You play a major role in your

healthy, effective role models in their own mothers and fathers can freely "repeat the

child's life, regardless of how much outside intervention there needs to be"; or "You

past." However, many parents feel the need to do a better job with their own chil

have a right to disagree with me or to challenge my viewpoints or treatment

dren than their parents did with them. It is important to affirm this positive, "core"

choices." Many parents need such messages frequently, especially in situations where
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thei� autho ity may be c�allenged, such as in acute crises, hospitals, and protective
s�rv1c settmgs. Such vahdation provides a kind of "antidote" to the powerful and
sttll Wl espre�d m el of professionalism, which emphasizes authority and authori
.
.
tarian mteracttons: We wtll tell you what is best for your child;" (Thomas, 1988). The
newe� service deliv�ry model, that of parent-professional collaboration, stresses part
nership over authonty. ".. .It is the quality of the relationship between professional
and parent that determines the likelihood of parental changes in behavior to benefit
the care and development of the infant," (Wieder et al, 1992, p. 101).

�
�

��

�

T e challenge to the professional from the collaborative model of helping ser
.
vtces ts to be ready to deal actively with parental reactions and initiatives. These in
clude c nflict, such as anger, confrontation, and disagreement, grieving and
express10ns of loss. The professional must be ready to handle parental assertiveness
'
while providing continuing education and support. In the short run, more time may
be needed; but .m the long run, the parents become much better able to follow
through with recommendations, are more accurate reporters of child behavior and
pro ress, and are more empowered to act appropriately for the child's betterment.
Thetr sense of competence and confidence in parenting will additionally be en
hanced.

?

�

Encourage the Partnership Between Parent and Child

The alliance between a parent and professional is not the only partnership in
which wor is one. The parent and child also must learn to work together, to cre
ate and mamtam a partnership. Parents frequently miss much of the emotional infor
mation their young children give them. This can contribute to poor decisions and
ineffective parenting. Failure to read the nonverbal language of a young child may
be due to parental anxiety, denial, lack of understanding of child development, or at
tachment problems. As professionals guide parents to learn and hear the emotional
language of young children, parents become more attuned to their children's needs
and, thus, grow more responsive to them. Parents learn a great deal from their chil
dren, but often need guidance in how to do this.

� �

I

i

Building a working alliance with parents and children is best done over time
rather than in single encounters. In a supportive context, parents learn to obse e'
question, answer questions, report information, and learn from their experiences.
Parents also learn to be more aware of and comfortable with the feelings and needs
of themselves and others. When the client brings the professional into this process of
experiencing, observing, feeling, expressing, sharing, and learning, the working alli
ance or partnership is set into motion. Professionals need to encourage this process
and facilitate parents sharing in it.

�
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Observations and Questionnaires

While building a strong working alliance or partnership with families, the profes
sional needs ways to assess the child's emotional health. Effective assessments of
children and families consist of multiple methods of data collection across different
times on more than one dimension (LaGreca,1983). No one source of data is suffi
cient for understanding complex human emotions and behaviors. Thus, interviews,
intake materials and/or questionnaires, information from referring persons and obser
vations are combined to construct a comprehensive index of a child's life in the con
text of his/her family.
Observational skills are vital for a professional service provider. There are numer
ous ways to observe families. Some are elaborate, structured, and systematic (e.g. the
Brazelton Neonatal Behavior Assessment Scale, 1973), while others are more unstruc
tured and informal (LaGreca, 1983). Observational categories are provided in struc
tured or unstructured systems to help the professional observer turn "raw"
observational data into usable hypotheses about the client. Then, a systematic plan
with specific guidelines or categories suggests what kind of observations need to be
made (Hogstel, 1987). Structured routines can require completion of checklists or
choice of levels (high or low) on a rating or score sheet. Unstructured routines sim
ply ask the observer to note his/her impressions about certain events or behaviors,
such as a child's "free play" or "verbal communications." In all systems, knowledge
of normal development is essential (Liptak and Chamberlain, 1983).
The major purposes in observing, of course, are to determine the presence of any
possible concerns or problems in the parent-child relationship that show up in ob
servable behavior, and also to discern the presence of parent, child, and family
strengths. Does the parent interact positively with the child? Does the child respond
to directions? Do they listen to one another? Can the parent(s) ask questions of the
professional? Does the parent protect the child from potential harm? Do they play to
gether? What patterns of interaction occur? These (LaGreca, 1983) and other such
questions prompt the professional to look for certain "data."
If a professional does not utilize a structured, observational schema, he/she will
typically make all observations spontaneously - i.e., in the course of whatever else
she/he needs to do. It is important to consider the impact of the context and setting
on how people are behaving. The presence of the observer and the procedures done
with children and parents have major effects on child and parental behavior (Liptak
and Chamberlain, 1983; LaGreca, 1983). While obtaining a developmental history, the
professional will observe what happens, who initiates behavior, how persons re
spond to one another and how they behave. For example, how does the parent react
when the child drops a toy into the parent's lap? When conducting a particular diag
nostic or intervention procedure, does the child look to his/her parent for help or re
assurance? When observations are routine and unstructured, no special time is set
aside for the professional to just sit back and observe.
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In weaving obseiVations into a regular course of action, the professional makes
mental, or perhaps written, notes. A child's or parent's body posture, eye contact or
gaze aversion, sighs and other vocalizations, movements of the hands or feet, and fa
cial gestures are some of the behaviors a professional will obseiVe. In addition, the
timing of behavior or gesture, its intensity, its duration, the latency of responses, the
order of speaking or interruptions, uses of silence, and patterns of speech are all ad
ditional sources of information. The more objective and specific the observations, the
more reliable they are in helping to build an accurate picture (Hogstel, 1987).
A parent or child's response to the professional's questions are often telling; does
this person seem to feel relaxed, defensive, comfortable? Similarly, a person's re
sponses to positive feedback, suggestions, and teaching are also revealing. Does the
parent "take in" information, reject it, question it? The quality or style of a parent in
response to the specific activity or behavior of a professional can provide much in
formation about how that parent (or child) conceives of the helping situation. This is
crucial information in the early stages of the working alliance. Shame-prone clients,
for example, expect to be berated and will respond defensively, no matter how nur
turing a professional may act.
Knowing what "raw" data to attend to, and what conceptual categories to refer to
when organizing the raw data into thoughts or hypotheses is the work of profes
sional obseiVation. With regard to psychosocial practices, there are two levels of in
formation which guide further work. One consists of obseiVations pertinent to the
working relationship or parent-professional partnership. ObseiVations here seek an
swers to such questions as: Does the parent ask questions? Seem to attend to infor
mation given? Show an understanding of this service? Participate in the process as a
full partner? Any answers in the negative suggest further work on enhancing the alli
ance and partnership with the parent.
The second level of information to be gathered through obseiVation pertains to
those that add depth and specificity to the professional's understanding of child-par
ent-family strengths and problems. Here, the professional seeks information on areas
considered important to the emotional health and functioning of the child and fam
ily. The AIMS System of Practice gives specific guidelines for obseiVing in the areas
of parent-child attachments, interaction, mastery, and use of social supports.
Skillful observation enables the professional to choose pathways for inteiVention
in terms of interviewing, further obseiVing and/or responding to issues. InteiViewing
and obseiVing, then, become reciprocal activities, each guiding the other's points of
focus, anchoring inteiVentions.
Questionnaires are another method of assessment. They are generally of two
types: standardized, or researched carefully to ascertain their validity and reliability;
and informal unstandardized, or measures constructed without benefit of research.
The latter are far more plentiful.
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There are a variety of uses for suiVeys or questionnaires. One is to use them to
structure the time with families and make certain that specific types of information
are gathered. They act as a framework for providers to focus and organize data col
lection. A second use is to open up channels of communication or dialogue between
a parent and professional (Liptak and Chamberlain, 1983). The suiVeys or question
naires then provide points of entry for dialogue, or ways to engage parents and es
tablish rapport. Thirdly, parents can learn from questionnaires. Parents can identify
what they are doing well, what they wish to change and what they want to discuss
with their providers (Liptak and Chamberlain, 1983). The surveys or questionnaires
in this way assist parents in organizing their thoughts and questions to then share
with the provider.
The AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health contain twelve Parent
Questionnaires. They are designed to promote dialogue, identify strengths and con
cerns, and offer parents information on emotional health. As with other assessment
methods, these questionnaires are most productive when they are used in conjunc
tion with professional obseiVations and interviews.

The Interview: Issues and Skills

, is infor
Adding to the rich data gathered from observations and questionnaires
ional's
mation from inteiViews. Whether lasting ten minutes or two hours, a profess
family
and
child
of
inteiView of parents and verbal children is an essential feature
ional's inter
work. In the early stages of contact with parent and child, the profess
informa
view consists of questions designed to gather pertinent history and current
disclose both
tion about parental concerns and child's needs. The inteiView seeks to
family's life.
strengths and vulnerabilities, concerns or problems in the child's and
This information is needed to guide the use of available time.
t purposes
Clearly, there are many types of interviews, each defined by differen
of facts or other
and contexts (Barker, 1990). Information inteiViews stress the giving
those held to
information. Evaluative interviews may precede still other inteiViews,
are also in
ws
monitor a client's progress, or prior to treatment. Evaluative intervie
y, or eligibility
tended to assess a family's situation for possible child abuse or jeopard
for services.
The focus here is on general interviews, those that evaluate the child's situation
to determine level of need and to establish or monitor the course of a seiVice de
signed to help a child, and those that entail the helping process itself. InteiViewing
skills come into play, setting the stage for a productive exchange of information,
feelings, and responses between professional and client. Becoming self aware of in
teiView skills and the importance of the inteiView process in setting the stage for re
lationship building, establishing a partnership and enhancing dialogue is essential.
The basics of inteiView skills are given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3

Thus, the interviewer must maintain four levels of focus:

Interview Skills
•
•

•
•

professional empathy
active listening
awareness of process
establishing a dialogue

orientation and openness to feelings
building a relationship
• judicious use of professional &
personal self
• giving active feedback
• following the content/
track of communication
•

•

Professional Empathy
An effective interview process hinges on professional empathy (Rosenb
aum,

1989; Pfieffer, 1986; Wender, 1983). The capacity of the professional to establish
rap
.

port, create dtalogue and thereby develop an alliance between him/her
self and the
parent/child, as discussed in previous sections of this handbook is critical.
The
working alliance or partnership is the basic foundation upon w ich
the interview
the verbal excha ge of information-takes place. In one study of physicia
ns, the
ost co
on cl1�nt complaint related to specific aspects of communication, offering
mformatmn and hstening (Hickson et al, 1994). Closely related in the same
study was
the client pe ce tion o f a la�k of concern or respect for the patient by
the physician.
.
Incre ed sk1lls m the mterv1ew
process toward relationship building can have great
.
. perspec
potent1al 1mpact
on th1s
tive.

�

�

�

h

?

� �

An effective interviewer sees the communication between him/herself and a par
ent on behalf of a young child, as part of a multilayered process. At one layer the in

terviewer seeks info��ation about the presenting problem

or situation.

�

What i going

1.
2.
3.
4.

gathering information/data on the current situation;
understanding its roots and origins;
assessing client level of need and capacity to solve problems; and
building a strong foundation for the working alliance.

Active Listening
Active listening is a basic skill, important to client or patient satisfaction
(Rowland- Morin and Carroll, 1990; Wender, 1983), and the foundation of an inter
view. It involves body language or physical attention, such as holding one's body
alertly, leaning toward the parent, keeping an open, non-defensive posture, facing
the other person squarely, and maintaining eye contact. It also involves attending to
two levels of information:

word-content,

and feeling-content (Wender, 1983; Lavigne

and Burns, 1981). For example, a father may be describing a child as difficult to deal
with, active, and boisterous; this is the word-content, or "cognitive" message unit.
But the father may be smiling, chuckling quietly, or perking up as he discusses this,
indicating some level of enjoyment in his son's acting up. While the words convey
frustration, his body language and gesture convey a different feeling. This "affective"
message unit is not one that tells of frustration, but of enjoyment or appreciation.
While not all communications convey differing cognitive and affective messages,
many do. Active listening requires astute observation.

Awareness of Process
Active and attentive listening is essential, but can still result in circular and unpro

process.

on under what cond1t1ons? When and how is something happening? Who is in

ductive interviews unless the interview is also aware of

volved? At the same time, there are simultaneous concerns about the roots or pos
. � caus�s of t e curr nt situation: Why is this going on? What led up to this? Third,
stbl
.
the mterv1ewer 1s thmkmg about the parent/child's capacity to solve problems and

where one interview will be followed by another at a later date, there is usually a re

�

�

make use of the helping relationship: Is this person ;tble to give good information?
What are this person's strengths and difficulties? What are the external (environmen
tal, relational) and internal (personality, temperament) resources and limitations of

There is a process

within the interview itself; it has a beginning, middle and end. Also, in situations
lationship or connection between one session and the next, a process across two
points in time. And, there is a process between the professional and the person be
ing interviewed (Heinrich, 1988; Wender, 1983; LaGreca, 1983), which is the manner
in which the relationship is being built.

this person? What kind of help or service is needed? Open versus closed-ended
questions generally obtain more productive answers.
Finally, the interviewer is acutely aware of the

here-and-now interaction between

him/herself and the parent or child (Rowland-Morin and Carroll, 1990): How can I
structure the dialogue in the remaining time to promote not only a working alliance'
but also an optimal accounting of the presenting situation and its history? How do I
make the best use of myself? What observations am I making that I want to weave
into the verbal dialogue?

Establishing a Dialogue
The early phase or beginning stage of any given interview requires skills that
relax the parent and/or child for dialogue and define the focus of concern. (Many of
these skills were discussed earlier, in the sections on partnership and alliances.) The
dominant issue is flagged for discussion, and the purpose of the interview made
clear. Ideally, the focus of concern will be determined jointly, after the professional
has gleaned the initial reasons for the interview with the parent. The presenting con
cerns and overall situation are identified. Some refer to these skills as ''tracking"
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two levels of information:

word-content,

and feeling-content (Wender, 1983; Lavigne

and Burns, 1981). For example, a father may be describing a child as difficult to deal
with, active, and boisterous; this is the word-content, or "cognitive" message unit.
But the father may be smiling, chuckling quietly, or perking up as he discusses this,
indicating some level of enjoyment in his son's acting up. While the words convey
frustration, his body language and gesture convey a different feeling. This "affective"
message unit is not one that tells of frustration, but of enjoyment or appreciation.
While not all communications convey differing cognitive and affective messages,
many do. Active listening requires astute observation.

Awareness of Process
Active and attentive listening is essential, but can still result in circular and unpro

process.

on under what cond1t1ons? When and how is something happening? Who is in

ductive interviews unless the interview is also aware of

volved? At the same time, there are simultaneous concerns about the roots or pos
. � caus�s of t e curr nt situation: Why is this going on? What led up to this? Third,
stbl
.
the mterv1ewer 1s thmkmg about the parent/child's capacity to solve problems and

where one interview will be followed by another at a later date, there is usually a re

�

�

make use of the helping relationship: Is this person ;tble to give good information?
What are this person's strengths and difficulties? What are the external (environmen
tal, relational) and internal (personality, temperament) resources and limitations of

There is a process

within the interview itself; it has a beginning, middle and end. Also, in situations
lationship or connection between one session and the next, a process across two
points in time. And, there is a process between the professional and the person be
ing interviewed (Heinrich, 1988; Wender, 1983; LaGreca, 1983), which is the manner
in which the relationship is being built.

this person? What kind of help or service is needed? Open versus closed-ended
questions generally obtain more productive answers.
Finally, the interviewer is acutely aware of the

here-and-now interaction between

him/herself and the parent or child (Rowland-Morin and Carroll, 1990): How can I
structure the dialogue in the remaining time to promote not only a working alliance'
but also an optimal accounting of the presenting situation and its history? How do I
make the best use of myself? What observations am I making that I want to weave
into the verbal dialogue?

Establishing a Dialogue
The early phase or beginning stage of any given interview requires skills that
relax the parent and/or child for dialogue and define the focus of concern. (Many of
these skills were discussed earlier, in the sections on partnership and alliances.) The
dominant issue is flagged for discussion, and the purpose of the interview made
clear. Ideally, the focus of concern will be determined jointly, after the professional
has gleaned the initial reasons for the interview with the parent. The presenting con
cerns and overall situation are identified. Some refer to these skills as ''tracking"
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skills, consisting of reading interpersonal cues, emphasizing points, and testing for
acceptance or understanding (Rosenbaum, 1989).
The lntcrmedlate phase or mlddle stage of the interview involves a second
look at the course of discussion. The professional asks him/herself if helshe has
enough information to make some tentative conclusions about a family's and/or
child's problems and strengths. Is there an intervention that might help reduce the
problem or promote the child/family's strengths? Is there need for more information
in order to proceed? In the middle phase, then, the interviewer takes stock and
makes appropriate adiustments to round out the picture, check out hypotheses, or
clarify issues, so that the interview can move foru¡ard towards closure. Some people
find that "persuasive skills" are helpful at this stage, skills that involve clariffing
needs and gaining commitment for a treatment plan of intervention (Rosenbaum,
1989).

The ffnal pluse or end stage of the interview involves pulling together all the
sources of information, communicating an understanding of the situation, and discussing with the client what can be done. Here, a provider uses "shaping skills" that
consist of reinforcing family strengths, increasing family awareness of needs and solutions, and handling any objections (Rosenbaum, 1989). This phase of the interview
is a summary oÍ the focus of concern, data or information gathered and initial planning.
Table

3.4

lntervlew Stages
Eaily Phase/Beglnnlng Stage: establ ¡sh n g r apport/d i alogue
lntemedlate Phase,/Mlddle Stage: rev¡ew¡ng/follow up on the
course of discussion
Flnal Phase/End Stage: summar¡z¡ng information, providing feedback, and initial intervention/action plann¡ng
¡

These stages occur in any interview process, regardless of the length of the interview. As such, awareness of process is relevant to all professionals and all interview
situations. Process is a critical element toward establishing rapport and a working relationship with the parent-child-family.

Orientation and Openness to Feelittgs
Many interviews in helping services sooner or later center on a parent's or child's
most intense feelings, often what "hurts" most, as when a child has been abused, or
what feels the best, as in a new parent's joy wíth his/her newborn. The interview
process can be halted summarily if the interviewer ignores, criticizes, or shames a
person for having these feelings. This is very unlikely to occur if the interviewer
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brings empathy to the situation. Feeling empathy and responding empathetically,
however, are two different thlngs.
Most human beings who have been sufficiently cared for in their own lives will
naturally experience empathy, but empathy can be increased by learning about how
different people experience their lives. One cannot necessarily be empathic towards
a refugee from a foreign country, for example, without knowing something about
what life in that country was like or what conditions were experienced upon arriving
in this country. Asking questions with an openness to leaming and feeling, will
maximize empathic understanding.

Building a Relatlonshlp

An interview and the developing relationship will be greaily facilitated by an empathic process and empathic responses in building the relationship. This means that
a professional not only feels empathy, but conveys it through nonverbal gestures and
communications and appropriate verbal feedback. "I'm sure this was hard for you,"
"You have really been through a lot lately," and other such comments are examples
of simple but effective empathic feedback. The choice of words, however, is not as
important as the timing, tone of voice, and nonverbal expressions of concern and
caring that accompany the verbal feedback. Such behaviors help providers to obtain
better input from clients and get closer to them (Pfeiffer, 1986).It helps to establish a
sense of trust and an alliance or partnership with the parent, as discussed in earlier
sections.

Judlclous Use of Professional and Personal Self
Personal qualities can enhance the interview where the professional relates to a
client as one person to another. use of humor, spontaneous positive remarks (especially about the parents' children), flexibility with materials or assessment methods,
and sharing appropriate personal information about one's own life, are some examples of how one's personal "selP' can be brought into the interview process. Discussing one's ov¡n experience can be helpful if done sparingly and used to teach,
explain a point, or help build trust; too much interjection of one's own life can also
be intn¡sive, intimidating, competitive, or self-aggrandizing, and thereby rob the client of valuable time and attention.
Activity level is another dimension about which the professional can make
choices. Some parents learn best from a professional who is very active, initiating
dialogue, giving lots of feedback, and asking many questions. Other clients are alienated by this level of activity and arc best helped when the professional takes a quieteç less active approach. Observations of client reactions can help determine how
and when to use one's own style, personality, or personal experiences to facilitate an
interview dialogue. One also needs to determine how much information a client
needs (Maguire, L990) in a given context or point of time; again, this can be determined with a client, through discussion and observation.
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Related to the identified interpersonal relationship skills needed, are skills involv
ing self-awareness. One area of which professionals need to be aware is attitude,
such as personal biases or opinions about people, places, or things. Awareness of
one's own personal need to have control of a situation is equally necessary. It is
important to be aware of how these attitudes may be evoked by a given interview
either by the presenting problem, or by the qualities of the persons involved. If a
professional is unaware of personal biases or certain issues, his/her questioning
could easily proceed in inappropriate and unhelpful directions. For example, if one
is biased against large families or people of a certain religious background, facing a
family with eight children, one might ask, "Why did you have so many children?" It
is necessary to filter out one's biases and check one's need to control (Thomas,

1988), in order to maintain a helpful and supportive stance with families. Some ques
tions, as the one in this example, could easily be seen as judgmental, confrontational
or accusatory.
Being aware of one's own feelings is helpful in another sense. Sometimes a pro
fessional will notice sadness, anger, annoyance or other feelings in him/herself dur

"Oh? Are you sure?" Verbal feedba�k
tionally difficult." Sometimes it is questioning:
back in words what the other has JUSt
sueh as "uh-huh , " "tell me more ," or reflecting
smooth ,
·
the flow of the mtervtew
said, are other forms of feedback chosen to keep
tive exchange.
or to encourage or support the communica
·

ack is often more plentiful, in an at
In the final phase of a given interview, feedb
any further interviews, or to carry out
tempt to achieve closure and set the stage for
of the problems as they are currently
an interview plan. Feedback about the nature
issues or ideas �bout how the prob
understood requires some summarizing of the
t how to deal w1th the problems usu
lems or concerns came about. Feedback abou
back about the interview �rocess
ally involves some education or guidance. Feed
ing them about how pr? uctively they
itself can reinforce parents' strengths, inform
olving. Fe �db�ck sp clf1cally about the
have engaged in collaboration and problem-s
relationsh1ps, 1s parttcularly useful and
strengths in the child and parent-child-family
encourage a working alliance wi� the
important to parents, and is a good way to
ry and self-esteem; parental feehngs of
professional. It also facilitates parental maste
competence and confidence.

�

�

ing the course of the interview. It is not infrequent that these feelings are "clues" to
what the client might be feeling. Whether the client discloses these feelings in words
or not, often, if the provider is overwhelmed or anxious, this maybe a reflection of
what the parent is feeling. One's personal reactions and emotional experiences can
be a very important source of information about a client, and can thus, lead the way
to deeper insights.
Finally, one's "style", or personality type, their learned behavior, can have a direct
bearing on the manner in which an interview is conducted (Heinrich, 1988). Being
aware of one's strengths and limitations along the lines of introversion/extroversion
and other aspects of personality or temperament, the quality of behavior, can en
hance a skill-building effort (Heinrich, 1988). Knowing how one is perceived by a
client is facilitated by self-awareness and self-knowledge (Wender, 1983).

Giving Active Feedback
In all phases of the interview process, a technique commonly called "active feed
back" is an essential component of the dialogue. This comes in many forms, but is
called "active" because it emphasizes the professional making a decision about what,
and how to give feedback. The feedback is not a "knee-jerk, " spontaneous or invol
untary reaction, but a thoughtful, conscious choice to give information that can facili
tate the interview process.
Nonverbal feedback consists of a smile, nod of the head, encouraging or ques
tioning, raising of eyebrows, leaning forward in one's chair, gesturing with hands,
and the like. These types of feedback convey information to the other person. Often,
this feedback effectively says, "Please continue. You are on the right track." Some
times it is supportive, such as when conveying the attitude of "I see that this is emo-
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Related to the identified interpersonal relationship skills needed, are skills involv
ing self-awareness. One area of which professionals need to be aware is attitude,
such as personal biases or opinions about people, places, or things. Awareness of
one's own personal need to have control of a situation is equally necessary. It is
important to be aware of how these attitudes may be evoked by a given interview
either by the presenting problem, or by the qualities of the persons involved. If a
professional is unaware of personal biases or certain issues, his/her questioning
could easily proceed in inappropriate and unhelpful directions. For example, if one
is biased against large families or people of a certain religious background, facing a
family with eight children, one might ask, "Why did you have so many children?" It
is necessary to filter out one's biases and check one's need to control (Thomas,

1988), in order to maintain a helpful and supportive stance with families. Some ques
tions, as the one in this example, could easily be seen as judgmental, confrontational
or accusatory.
Being aware of one's own feelings is helpful in another sense. Sometimes a pro
fessional will notice sadness, anger, annoyance or other feelings in him/herself dur
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ing the course of the interview. It is not infrequent that these feelings are "clues" to
what the client might be feeling. Whether the client discloses these feelings in words
or not, often, if the provider is overwhelmed or anxious, this maybe a reflection of
what the parent is feeling. One's personal reactions and emotional experiences can
be a very important source of information about a client, and can thus, lead the way
to deeper insights.
Finally, one's "style", or personality type, their learned behavior, can have a direct
bearing on the manner in which an interview is conducted (Heinrich, 1988). Being
aware of one's strengths and limitations along the lines of introversion/extroversion
and other aspects of personality or temperament, the quality of behavior, can en
hance a skill-building effort (Heinrich, 1988). Knowing how one is perceived by a
client is facilitated by self-awareness and self-knowledge (Wender, 1983).

Giving Active Feedback
In all phases of the interview process, a technique commonly called "active feed
back" is an essential component of the dialogue. This comes in many forms, but is
called "active" because it emphasizes the professional making a decision about what,
and how to give feedback. The feedback is not a "knee-jerk, " spontaneous or invol
untary reaction, but a thoughtful, conscious choice to give information that can facili
tate the interview process.
Nonverbal feedback consists of a smile, nod of the head, encouraging or ques
tioning, raising of eyebrows, leaning forward in one's chair, gesturing with hands,
and the like. These types of feedback convey information to the other person. Often,
this feedback effectively says, "Please continue. You are on the right track." Some
times it is supportive, such as when conveying the attitude of "I see that this is emo-
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the boundary broadly, such as, "Today we will take a look at the things in your life
that are causing you distress." Or the focus may be set narrowly as, "Today we need
to examine whyJudy is having trouble sleeping through the night and what you
have tried to do about it."

Helping parents stay within the boundaries, for the sake of focusing and allowing
problem-solving in a limited period of time, is a skill in itself. It is important not to
give parents an impression that the professional does not want to know about other
things, or that their concerns or thoughts are not valuable unless they are in line with
the professional's expectations. Rigid boundaries are rarely helpful. If parents simply
cannot stay on course, due to their feeling overwhelmed or burdened by many problems, it is helpful to give them information about when and where their additional
concerns can be addressed. In doing so, however, one has to be very clear that the
boundaries set by the professional are appropriate. Many times, professionals delimit
ateal to address and end up neglecting the most important issues; often it is the parent who knows best what to discuss, and professionals have simply not listened well
enough. Other times, the parents avoid the most crucial issues. Knowing when to go
outside the focus defined for a particular interview, and how to stay within it when
there is pressure to expand the focus, is particularly challenging to an interviewer.
Table 3.5 reviews Communication Boosters (Partridge et aL,1993) to assist in the interview process. Some of these have already been covered in detail others are important reminders. Although parents have a role in and responsibility for how the
interview process goes, the primary responsibility falls to the professional. It is the
professional provider's responsibility to set the tone for the interview and take the
lead in faciliøting the interview process.
Table

3.5

Gommunlcatlon Boosters ln the lntervlew Process

.

Awareness

. Empathy

o Sensitlvity
o Understanding
o Openness
o Acceptance

. Validation
. Actlve Listening
o Good Questlons
. Reflection
o Affirmation
. Positive Attitude
o Proactive
o Constructive Feedback
o Commltment

o Cooperation
. Collaboration
o Consideration
o Caring
. Frlendly
. Flexible
o Tolerant
o Patient
o lnformatlve
o Supportive
o Helpful
o Respecüul
o Honest
o Realistic
o Relaxed
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o Knowledgeable
¡ Clear Communication-No Jargon
o Use of Positive Language
o lnclusion of Strengths
o Sollcitation of Parent's lnput
o Validation of Parent's Perspective
o Use of Self Disclosure
o Flnd Common Ground
o Clear Boundarles
o Non-judÉmental
o Non-blased
o NonôlaminÉ
r Nondefens¡ve
o Non-condescendlng
o Brainstorm Options
o Clariflcation of Goals

The interview process is a complex social interaction. Ttre interviewer who takes
time to polish skills in listening, empathy, inteqpersonal relations, awareness of the
interview process, feedback, and staying on track will greatly enhance his or her
ability to help parents and their children effectively. These are basic principles of
supportive interviews with parents. Employing these principles of practice in the interview process will serve to establish a relationship and development of a partnership with parents, enhancing dialogue. All of which will facilitate the interview
pto."6 toward understanding the child in the context of the family situation.

Maklng Use of lntervlews and Observatlons:
Synthesls and lnterpretatlon
The interview process, observations, and completed intake materials and other
documents all produce a gteaï deal of information or "raw data" about any given
case. To transform nw dar,a into meaningful hypotheses that suggest a course of action or intervention plan, the professional must think about the raw data in theoretical or conceptual terms. As has been referenced throughout this handbook, the
NMS: Deveiopmental Indtcators of Emotlonal Health, organizes raw daø into
meaningful categories3 parent-child attachmen( family lnteractlons; parental and
ctritd feelings of-mastery of basic and progressively complex comPetencies; and the
to and use of social support. These four domains organize data i¡to
family's
"""ãs
easiþ referenced dimensions of emotional health. Ultimately, the professional uses
these domains to ask what are the parent-child-family's strengtbs, and what are the
llmltatlons, concerns or þosstble problems in these areas? Making use of the multiple
sources of information, ihe professional constructs a ctlnlcøl proflle of strengths and
concerns (Mattaini and Kirk, LggD, The clinical profile is then used to determine
points of entry a¡d a Plan of action.

No matter what conceptual schema is used to categorize faw data, the clinical
profìle addresses two questions:

1. \fhat strengths exist?
2. Is there a concern, problem or a potential

problem?

Answers to these questions are best considered as hypotheses to be verified or
altered over tíme. Generally, the service provider looks at the balance between child,
parent and family resources- such as health, support, resilience, education, work,
and their llablhtles, such as stress, conflict, hardbasic necessities and the like
ships, lack of necessities and so forth. This balance is important to determine, as
**V families need their resources shored up. If liabilities outvreigh resources, then
the irovider needs to be alert to possible problems and needs to understand how
proËI"-r, or potential problems, are handled by the family. In very unbalanced situátions, ufimet needs will often emefge as priorities for intervention.
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In applying the AIMS conceptual framework to the following case
the Cannon
family, including twelve-month-oldJenny, who met with an early intervention, family
support professional, Brenda Adair
data is organized into the four ar- the toclinical
eas areas or domains considered relevant
understanding emotional health. These
domains-attachment, interaction, mastery and support-provide a conceptual
framework or frame of reference from which to better understand, assess and make
interventions toward strengthening emotional health development. These four areas
can be simply thought of as follows:
Attachment¡ Parent-Child-Family Feelings
Interaction: Parent-Child-Family Behaviors
Mastery: Parent-Child-Family Capabilities
Support: Parent-Child-Family Resources
Observations and other assessrnent data and information are given in Table 3.6
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Table

3.6

Cllnlcal Proflle: Synthesls of lntervlew, Observatlon and Bacfground
Data Utlllzlng A'l'M€ Gonceptual Framework
The Cannon Famlly*: Mother: age 32 Father: age 34 Female Chlld: age
> Concerns
{

t2

months

Stren4hs

Attachment

{ good level of commitment from

{
{

child
maternat
child
when
comforted

mother towards
predominanCe of positive
feelings toward
child ãpproaches mother
scared, ls easily

nse ambivalence in marriage,
expressed by parents
> father, says he's "uncomfortable
with babies"
> pregnancy highly stressful for both
parents; may not be resolved

lntelactlon

{ mother smiling, laughing wlth child
{ parents set clear limits when baby
{
{

> father qulet, uses few words wlth chlld
> mother and father do not talk to one
another
> father often tells child to 'be still"

crawls near danger
child brings toys to mother, who
loot<s at them and shows child how
toys work
father plays warmly with chlld

Mastery

{ chlld feedlng self
{ child crawling freely
{ child makes lots of sounds, says udan

> mother expresses worries about
baby's health
> father saYs he ¡s frustrated
> child had hernla surgery at 3 months,
parents scared
> mother had toxemia in Pregnancy
> child not sleeping well, wakes up often
screamlng

Support

{

{

housing

good finances,
Ootn parents ask questions, want

help

> family very isolated, no family near
> family just moved to area
> no clear support

.(Tt¡e daø about this family has been gattrered ftrom lnte¡views with use of the AIMS Parent Questionnaire, observainake forms and the
tioru with use of the AIMS points of Observatioru, and written materials, such as tt¡e AIMS
physiclan s referrat notes.)
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As this information is catalogued, it becomes clearer where additional attention is

needed. I

� the above case, a picture emerges of a mother and father who had possi

bly, emottonally traumatic experiences during the pregnancy and infancy (toxemia,

Measuring Progress and Working Toward Mastery
Chapter III has addressed many components of psychosocial practices in

surgery); these traumas may be unresolved. The father may feel rejected by the

children's services, including the needs of families with young children, the impor

mother, whose sole focus has become the baby. The marriage may have taken a

tance of partnerships, basic principles of infant mental health practices, development

back seat . The professional would seek additional information on parental emotional
mastery, or a aptation. he family's supports are questionable, given the family's re

viewing skills, development of a clinical profile, and general psychosocial interven

cent move, wtt no relattves n arby. At the same time, the child is developing well,
the maternal-chtl attachment ts strong, father-child interaction is warm and parents

young children and their families, such as how to conduct in-depth psychosocial

�

�

�

�

�

want t? ask questions and learn. In this case, the family needs support and empathy
rega dmg a pregnancy trauma, their infant's surgery, and the family's anxiety. The

�

marriage probably needs bolstering, and the father may need to feel more involved.

of working alliances with parents on behalf of their children, observation and inter
tions. There are, of course, many other topics related to psychosocial practices with
evaluations or to deal with specific problems of intervention. Only some general un
derpinnings of effective psychosocial practices designed to improve emotional health
have been addressed. Utilization of such practices maximize any opportunity to pro

Both parents could benefit from education and guidance about children's sleeping is

mote emotional health. These opportunities present themselves to all professionals in

sues. These emerge as some initial goals for intervention, but these ideas are open to

a variety of settings at any time, and at all levels of service.

change, in collaboration with the parents.

�

The AIMS re erence materials suggest intervention techniques that are especially
.
relevant for particular ages of children or for particular concerns related to attach

�

?

�

ent, i ter�ction, mastery, and su� ort. The techniques one chooses to apply in any
.
given sttuatlon depend on the mdtvidual case. Taken into account are an under

In addressing psychosocial or emotional health, a professional can easily become
overwhelmed by the vast number of goals and objectives, or by the lack of specific
ity of some goals, or the difficulty of measuring change. Is the child functioning bet
ter now? Do the parents feel happier? These questions may point to indicators of
progress, but feeling happier or better does not always indicate lasting developmen

standing of the nature of the problem, its severity and depth, the family's inner and

tal improvement. In fact, in the arena of emotional health, some improvement may

external resources, and capacity to use help, the child's course of development, the

leave individuals feeling worse at times, such

nature a�d stage of the working alliance between professional and family, and the
.
.
�verall chmcal ptcture and level of need. There is no way to make exact prescrip

feel grief or anger. Short-term emotional pain often precedes long-term adaptation,
such as when an alcoholic parent finally comes to terms with his/her disease and

tions for what to do and when (Liptak and Chamberlain, 1983).

feels depressed for a period of time. Thus, it is difficult to discern the degree of

The

��S System of �ractice provides guidelines for professionals, generalists,

and spe�tahsts to �allow m working towards the broad goals of improving a child
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and family s m�ttonal health. These suggestions are not all-inclusive or prescriptive.
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The AIMS gu�d�hnes suggest such techniques as: reassuring; giving suggestions to
�are�ts; provtdt �g education about child development or the helping process; active
hste�mg; v�li�tmg p��en�; monitoring child development; facilitating parental prob
.
�em Ide�t1ftcat10n;
facthtatmg problem-solving and coping skills; supporting parents

as

when denial is lifted and parents

progress when the primary concerns relate to mental or emotional health. Yet, pro
fessionals and parents need to know whether or not progress is being made. How
does a professional remain attuned to progress or lack thereof?

Tbe AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health is

a System of Practice

that emphasizes certain dimensions of psychosocial functioning - Attachment, Inter
action, Mastery, and social Support. Charting changes in any of these domains is one
way to track progress in any given child and his/her family. For example, when
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by "little things." Receiving feedback from a professional who notices these little
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Table 3. 7

an overarching goal of all human functioning: one seeks to achieve mastery of basic

Strategies and Skills Toward Increased Professional Functioning

abilities, of difficult situations, of challenges of all kinds. Achieving mastecy of an
event, conflict, or challenge, can move a person on toward learning other tasks or
achieving new goals.
In the case of professional psychosocial practices with families of young children,
mastecy is pertinent to all persons engaged in the helping process. With regard to the
child, some mastecy issues include: What developmental tasks is the child attempting
to master? Are there obstacles in the way of the child's capacity to achieve mastery?
Is the family providing the child opportunities to achieve mastery, as well as recog
nizing and supporting its presence? With regard to the family, issues related to mas
tery include: the parents' self-concept and self-esteem as parents; their capacity to
master the many facets of parenting a particular child; the health of their marriage;
the development of a capacity to grow along with the child; and their adaptation to
and coping with stress.

Build a Multidisciplinary Network
Establish Relationships/Partnerships
• Ask Good Questions
• Listen Actively
• Develop Common Mission/Approach
• Define Goals/Objectives
• Encourage and Support Participation
• Build Consensus, Collaboration
• Encourage Commitment, Cooperation
• Encourage Joint Decision Making
• Remain Open to Different Perspectives
• Focus on the Process

Identify Strengths
Acknowledge Resistance
• Be Aexible and Visionary
• Plan for Accomplishment of Goals
• Distribute Responsibility
• Develop Realistic Tlmeframe
• Be Clear on Expected Outcomes
• Provide Support for Plan
• Rethink and Revise as Needed
• Review Process and Plan
• Commit to Plan
• Plan for Follow Up

•

•

•

•

Mastery also enters as a significant personal issue, for professionals themselves,
when they engage in psychosocial practices to promote emotional health in young
children and their families. Many professionals not trained in a mental health disci
pline frequently experience distress when discussing difficult emotional conflicts with
parents and/or children. The fear of "opening up a can of worms" or "Pandora's
Box", is a commonly expressed concern that can often be used as a reason to avoid
addressing psychosocial issues.

One never completely masters emotional issues, at least in the same way a gym

�

�

nast might master a maneuver on the parallel bars or the balance bea . In ffect,
.
mastery is a perpetual goal, with degrees of mastery achteved
at an gtven t1me and

�

circumstance. A professional must remain open to change, informatton, and feed
back from others to facilitate increasing mastery over time. Promoting emotional
health in young children and their families hinges on professional practices that

The professional not only needs to learn skills in handling strong affect in his/her
clients or patients, but also needs to master strong feelings generated in

him/herself

parent, family, and professional-toward mastery.

when professional-client interactions become emotionally charged. Mastering strong
emotions, mastering the ability to set boundaries around one's role and function,
mastering communication skills, including the expression of empathy and clinical use
of one's self, and mastering one's own emotional conflicts to the degree that one can
identify and diagnose psychosocial issues in clients appropriately, are all highly im
portant objectives for professional functioning. Learning these skills takes time, prac
tice, and support from colleagues, agencies, and one's personal social support
system.
A summacy of strategies and skills toward increased professional functioning is
outlined in Table 3. 7. Increasing one's own sense of mastery in these various skills
provides additional opportunities to have positive impact on the lives of young chil
dren and their families.
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Chapter 4

Beyond lndlvidual Practice:
Organizational and System lssues
tobn Homsteln, Ed,D.
\W¡at does a þroulder ønd bls/ber organlzatlon encounter
when worktng to lncotporate the AIMS: Deuelopmental Indlcøtorc of Emotlonal Heahb lnto thelr routlne practlces?Just as a
cbltd exßts in a context, so too tbe proþslonal uorþs ln an
organlzatlonø|, cultural and systemlc contetct, Successful use
of tbe AIMS System of Prøctlce may binge on user's senslttulty
to ßsues of orgønlzatlonø|, cultural and soclal cbange, Thß
cbapter dßcusses tbe lmpøct of tbese lssues on lmplemEntatlon
of tbe AIMS System of Practlce.

Strengthening the foundations of emotional well-being in infancy and earþ childhood involves more than altering individual professional practice to meet the psychosocial needs of young children and their families. To make a tn¡e impact in a
systematic way, the broader organizational and social contexts in which professionals
operate must be considered. The make-up and structure of mental health agencies,
pädiauic practices, well-child clinics, child care providers, governmental and private
ägencies-the various systems in which we serve young children and families-must
bã øken into account in the application of new practices. Furthermore, the awareness and activity of policy makers and the general public must be engaged at a time
in which limited publi" and private resources, both human and financial, arc avail'
able to apply to comPeting needs.

Ghange ln Organlzatlons: Two Gases
In considering implementation of the AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health in an agèncy or service system, it is important to recognize that organizational change is a ðomplex process that takes place al a vaiety of levels. Change
occurs at the level of; pròfessional to client, professional to professional, professional
to agency, between units within an ageîÇy, and between one agency and anothef' as
welfas within alarger service system. Each of these levels contains both opportunities for and barriers to change.
Figure 4.1 illustrates a model in which the client of a health, education, or social

servicã is at the center of various levels of the service delivery system. Change al" any
level elicits change at the other levels, and change a particular level is most di-

^t

rectly experienced at adjoining levels, For example, the client is most directly affected by change in the behavior of the professionals who work with her. However,
the broader political and cultural changes may have a more diffuse, but profound effect over time. In implementing the AIMS Systern of Practice in a vaúety of settings,
we have found that attention needs to be given to all levels of this system.
Hgure 4.7

A Soclal Systems Model for System Change
As lt Relates to Professlonals Worklng wlth Cllents

and Polltkal Àruru

effect
[Note: Tl
of and utrt¡zatton o1 tamtly, commun¡ti arid otner tntormd supports are
llkely to have a far greater effect on the overall well.belng of the child
and famlly.l

This next section discusses these various levels of change in two cases: a pediatric practice and a statewide early intervention program. The process of change in
these orgaruzations will be addressed, and strategies identified that are successful in
accomplishing the changes necessary to adopt innovative practices for supporting
the emotional well-being of young children and their families.
The AIMS System of Practice has been implemented in avatiety of organizational
and community settings. Four communities in Maine were designated as community
development sites and, as such, received technical and resource assistance over a
four-year period (from 1987-1991). Field+est sites were also established to funher
test the AIMS materials. These sites included family and pediatric practices, a
hospital-based well-child cliníc, a developmental evaluation clinic, a city public
health nursing unit and health station, and a state-operated home-based early inter-
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vention program. In both the community development sites and the field+est sites, a
range ofstrategies was employed to address factors that presented obstacles to
implementing the AIMS System of Practice, as well as to the general mission of supporting the emotional well-being of young children and their families. The following
ã"r.r are composite case studies of the settings in which the AIMS materials were
used.

A pediatric practice decided to use the AIMS materials when a pediatrician from a
group practice of three physicians attended an informational session on Project
ÁffufS. He left the session convinced that more attention to psychosocial issues would
be of greatbenefit to the families he served. He decided that he wanted to use the
AIMS materials in his practice. The incorporation of a psychosocial component involved a maior change for this traditional pediatric practice.
A statewide earþ intervention program's initiation of use of the AIMS System of
practice was somewhat more complex. Many factors worked in favor of the change.
The evolution of the service from a child-centered to a famiþcentered program and
(P. L.
the advent of the Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1936
gg-41¡1 influenced the program's search for appropriate psychosocial practices. In
addition, local and statè representatives of this agency played a Part in the overall infant mental health movement in the state of Maine. Hence, there was a commitment
to the principles expressed by the AIMS materials prior to any effort to implement
the AIMS System of Practice.
The change confronted by this statewide program and its staff was subtler than
that for a traditional medical pracríce. The basic phitosophy of famiþfocused intervention, wíth an emphasis on the psychosocial domain, had in fact, been accepted.
However, despite the fact that this program seemed ready to adopt new-practices, institutional barriers and individual professional practice needed to be addressed. Ttrat
is, the program's procedures and the stafPs training and experience reflected a more
traditional, child-centered approach to service delívery.

The Plocess of Or$anlzatlon Ghange
How is change actually accomplished in an otganization when one or several
members would like to initiate a new practice? In the case of the pediatric practice,
one physician saw inclusion of psychosocial concerns as consistent with the mission
of thê practice, and persuaded his colleagues of the value of this innovation. offìce
staff, h-owever, wersless convinced. It took the ongoing attention of an outside clinical consultant to assist in initial implernentation of the practices and deal with resistant perceptions of addressing mental health issues. Sikes (1989) lists seven
principles- most lmportantfor underctandlng peßonal and organlzattonal chønge,
ftr.r" principles iliustrate the process of change that occurred in both the pediatric
practice and the statewide earþ intervention Program'
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Table

4.7

The Seven Ptlnclples of Slkes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

You must understand something thoroughly before you try to

change it.
You cannot change Just one element of a system.
People resist anything they feel is punishment.
People are reluctant to endure discomfort even for the sake of
posslble ga¡ns.
Change always generates stress.
Participation in setting goals and devising strategies reduces
reslstance to change.
Behavioral change comes in small steps.

The first three of these principles of change are highly relevant to the pediatric
practice case study, and the last four will be discussed with regard to the statewide
earþ intervention program. It should be noted, however, that each of these principles applies in various degrees to all organizational change. The influence of one
aîy particular point in
or several may predominate in any particular situation,
^t
time.
Principte 7: You must understand somethingthoroughly before you try to change it.
This principle includes an understanding of the roles, responsibilities, and attitudes of all office staff; who key decision-makers arc and how decisions are made;
expectations of the clientele; and operational procedures of the office. It further includes a sense of the overall mission of the organizalton.
This last element is critical. In the pediauic practice, if attention to the psychosocial needs of families was not seen as part of the practice's mission by either the
physician, the office staff, or the clients, then successful adoption of the AIMS material was unlikely. In this case, one physician was convinced by a presentation that indicated benefits to his clients and provided scientific evidence of the value of this
approach. He persuaded the other two physicians. Indeed, much of such chang*
whether it is physician to physician, educator to educator, or therapist to therapistcan come through dialogue within one's discipline. People often listen better to
people they see as similar to themselves.
One strategy that is particularþ useful for establishing an innovative practice such
as the use of AIMS materials in a service delivery setting, is an examination of the
organization's mission by all the stakeholders-in this case, the office staff and representative clients, as well as the physicians. If all involved can support the commonly
accepted mission, implementation will be far easier to accomplish.
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Prlnctpte

2:

You cannot change iust one element of

a system.

The AIMS sraff were continually reminded of this principle in all field test and
community sites. In the case of the pediatric practice, this idea included consideration that time devoted to use of AIMS materials was time that would not be spent
on other activities. There were implications for paper flow, office space, and søff
time that had an impact on other offÌce activities. Furthermore, the costs involved
also needed to be addressed. Consideration of resources needed to support these additional activities, and how these activítíes would be integrated into existing activities
so that they were cost-efficient' was necessary.
Change in one agency or organization within a community also can affect the
whole system of services. For example, increased attention to psychosocial concerns
at this pediatric practice resulted in more refenals to earþ intervention and mental
health services, as well as a realignment of roles among service providers in the
larger community.

The active participation of staff from the affected eady intervention and mental
health services, helped to manage both internal and external systems. The presence
of a clinical consultant from the mental health center not only facilitated the referral
process, but allowed for support to staff in adapting office practices. The use of earþ
intervention staff to implement the AIMS materials, relieved time pressures on office
staff and provided a concrete link to the broader affay of earþ intervention services.
Principte 3: People resist anything they feel is punishment.
The office staff of the pediatric practice carried out a large share of the interactions with parents and their children. They often got to know the families better than
did the physicians. In some senses, the psychosocial domain had been their responsibility. A change in the way the practice dealt with this domain easily could have
been seen as a response to the way it had been dealt with in the past. The attitude
of offïce staff toward adopting new practices and adapting old ones, was related to
how they felt they had been doing their jobs. A change in this role easily could have
been miÀinterpreted as "punishment" for inadequately dealing with psychosocial concerns. Furthermore, addition of new responsibilities, whether or not they were related to past performance, could have met with resistance unless they were
substituted for duties that were removed.
Staff also may have felt that they were protecting the families. The resistance in
this case was clearer. The effort to identiff areas of psychosocial concern was seen
as intrusive by office staff. Although there was an element of personal resistance to
dealing with "mental health," it may also be that staff who developed supportive relationships with families also wanted to protect the families from the presumed "punishment" of something seen as an intn¡sion.

The support of the clinical consultant was critical here, This provided staff the
opportunity to discuss their changing roles, to better understand the dynamics of in-
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teraction with families, and to resolve some of their resistance to adopting these
practices, The process of change in systems often reflects the same process in indþ
viduals. The pediatric office needed to look at itself and understand the barriers to
change in order to adopt new practices. The consultant helped staff identi$r, understand, and address those barriers. The process of change is also ongoing. Barriers to
implementâtion of innovative psychosocial practice continue within this pediatric
practice. However, both staff and consultants are committed to the process of change
involved in adopting new psychosocial practices.

To illustrate Sikes' remaining four principles of organizational change, they will
be applied to the second case, the statewide early intervention program. This program was primarily home-based and the workers who carried out these programs
were early interventionists. That is, they caried out home-based programs in compliance with the recommendations of avafiety of therapists. Accordingly, they performed some assessment and case management. These workers came from a vafieÍy
of disciplines, primarily education and social work.
\üØell

before the onset of training in the use of the AIMS materials, the workers
from this program had received a significant amount of training in infant mental
health practice, and the agency as a whole had adopted a family-centered philosophy. Yet the process of actually applying the materials and adjusting day-to-day practices, proved to be far more difficult than anyone had anticipated. Certainly, some of
this diffìculty can be attributed to the effect of the three principles of change abeady
discussed. The remaining four principles can provide additional understanding of the
process.

Principle 4: People are reluctant to endure discomfort even for the sake of possiþre
galns.

In general, the workers in the statewide earþ intervention program were conversant with basic infant mental health philosophy and practice, as well as convinced of
the benefits of such an apptoach. Hov¡ever, reluctance to actually apply the AIMS
materials was strong. Follow-up training sessions clearly revealed the díscomfort individual workers experienced in addressing psychosocial concerns with families.
This discomfort, for those whose professional lives are not fully defined by
psycho- social concerns (e.9., "I am a physical therapist, I deal with legs"), is a signifïcant barrier to implementing the AIMS System of Practice. The workers in the
early intervention program clearly felt that carrying out speech therapy recommendations, implementing motor activities, and finding preschool and daycare placements
were far more comfortable tasks than discussing the emotional health of the child,
relationships with other family members, and the parent's own psychosocial needs.
The workers feared delving too deeply into these issues, possibly opening up issues
they felt unqualified to deal with or raising their own personal emotional vulnerabilities, and losing focus on other aspects of their work. Yet attending to psychosocial
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concerns /s a component of their work. Infant mental health, by definition, is a
multidisciplinary field. Vhether carrying out developmental programrning or managing cases, the worker has an impact on the social-emotional world of the child and
family. These workers need to be aware of and understand the impact of their action
or inaction in relation to each family. Many early interventionísts found it difficult to
broaden their focus,

Follow-up training and support as well as effective supervision are essential in
dealing with such concerns. Of particular importance is providing support for workers atrempting something new in which feelings of doubt and possible failure is
high. Training and supervision must create an environment in which the worker can
take the risk involved in attempting a nev/ practice without fear of reprimand for failure.
Regional follow-up training, combined with group supervision, helped address
the abãve issues. The resultant process of reviewing actual cases, identiffing areas of
difficulty, and helping to determíne courses of action was structured to be productive
and supportive for the workers in this program. Helping workers defïne the limie of
their woik and responsibility, relieved some discomfort. It is a challenge for workers
to continually work through the dilemma of knowing that every interaction with a
child and family is, indeed, a psychosocial intervention, while at the same time recognizing the limits of their own expertise. This task requires on-going organizational

support.
Some form of group support and extemal supervision for infant mental health issues has evolved at each of the AIMS community development sites. However, the
needs and nature of workers vary gte tly, as do the capaciry of agencies and local
service delivery systems to provide support. In one comrnunity, an interagency support group facilitated by a clinical consultant, coupled with existing supervisory
ittu"tut"r, which seems to meet this need. In another community, the clinical consultant provides individual supervision for workers regarding infant mental health issues. In each case it is clear that an ongoing mechanism must be ín place to support
workers' efforts to focus on the psychosocial needs of young children and their families, This mechanism needs to include opportunities to process cases, review successful and unsuccessful strategies, and identifu concerns, as well as allow staff to
express feelings, recognize their own strengths and understand their contributions to
interactions with families.

Principle 5: Change always generates stress.
For the earþ intervention program, introduction of the AIMS materials involved
both procedural and personal change. Effects on procedures included changes in inøke irotocols, assessrnent methods, agendas for home visits, record keeping, and referrai procedures. On a personal level, use of the AIMS materials changed the way
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workers approached home visits. It formalized interaction and dialogue that had previously been informal, and caused an overall rethinking of the worker's role with the
family and even his/her own professional identity.
The stress of such change is rarely acknowledged by organizations adopting new
practices. The assumption that changes will be tolerated in order to improve services
ignores the fact that change of any sort can be stressful.
The earþ interventionists in the sample case, encountered and absorbed stress
from families on a daily basis, The added stress of adopting new practices and adapting old ones, could have raised the level of stress above the tolerable threshold alrcady approached in the work environment. Therefore, introduction and
implementation of the new practices needs to be carefully managed. Through
follow-up training and supervision, the rate of use of the AIMS materials was adjusted to meet the needs of individual workers. 'Workers were allowed to choose
families on their own for initial use of the materials, Follow-up training and supervision were made avaiable on a frequent basis to allow for necessary support and
problem solving. After a pilot phase of using the materials, the administrative decision was made to utilize the materials as part of the intake and developmental assessment, thus responding to the workers' procedural questions and further clariffing
their roles.

Principle 6: Participation in setting goals and devising strategies reduces res¡stance
to change.
The principle of involving people in decisions that affect them is basic to the
AIMS System of Practice. Just as the AIMS system relies on the families involved to
determine what their own strengths and concerns are, the use of AIMS materials relies on professional discretion to determine how their practices are to be affected.

In the earþ intervention program, the AIMS materials were presented to workers
prior to the agency's decision to use the materials. The frequency and conditions of
usage were based upon meetings with both workers and supervisors. Agency staff
felt strongly that follow-up training would be necessary if they were to try to implement the system. Such follow-up training was scheduled with workers at orientation
sessions, and agendas were determined with their input. The ultimate policy decision
about when and how to use the materials was made in full consultation with the
workers who would use them.
Usage of the AIMS System built upon the program's previous involvement with
infant mental health. The workers had already participated in an historical process of
mission development and goal setting that led to a readiness to accep[ new methodology in this area. Despite this readiness, adoption of new practices was far more
challenging than anticipated, This reflected the operation of all seven principles of
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change. Note, as well, that Principle 6 says participation reduces resistance to
change; it does not eliminate it.

Prtncipte 7: Behavtorat change comes in smallsteps'
As noted above, adopting the AIMS System of Practice in the earþ intervention
program involved changing the manner in
,families'
behaviors
Lach *orker approached Ñch an interact¡
of both
that were both unique and complex. Thes
training and experience. In their practice' some worke
social Irtu"t only after they had addressed motor and
cussed psychosocial concerns earþ in the relationship
not simPly be abancoffee. These behavioral patterns and styles of interaction could
doned and substituted with a "system."
It was important to integrate the AIMS materials into these existing behaviors,
AIMS materials
perhaps subsìituting for soÃe, while enhancing others. Prior to using
materials'
with families, workãrs needed to develop v ords to use in presenting the
to introduce the
They had to decide during which visit, and at what point in the visit,
the content of the mamaterials, Most importanti:y, they needed tc be able to discuss
for those workers
terials with family,nemueis. cléarþ, these changes wefe easier
to psywho already were committed to devoting a signifìca$ porti_on_ of their effort
changes' V¡hen
chosocial concerns. However, all the *otk"tt struggled with these

changecame'itcameinsmallsteps(e.g.,findingtherightwordswithwhichtoin-

questionnaire to use as a
troduce the forms, or identifying a response on the parent
mutual support
starting point for discussion). It was,
worked or did
that mãÅy of these small steps were
identifìed
eps
not work. ln bothcar.r, *ork"rs'efforts
for future progress.

gional and state levels. These strategies a¡
and earþ intervention settings'
irinciples of change as related to well-child
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Table

4,2

AIMS Systems Level Actlvltles (Local)
Actlvlty
r

Communlty
Demonstratlon
Sltes

Strategles Employed
o MentalHealth Forums, 2-3
hours, facllltated dlscusslons
among lnteragency servlce
provlders
ldentlflcatlon and support of
local cllnlcal consultant
o Small scate fundlng ($4,000/

.

¡

slte/year)
Collaboratlon wlth medlcal
communlty

Outcomes

.

Networklng on referrals, resource
development, awareness ralslng and tralnlng
o Development of locâl cllnlcal support groups
¡ Emotlonal health comænent added to ARENA

¡

.
.
.

assessment
MSW servlces offered at 3 pedlatrlc practlces
ln coordlnatlon wlth welþchlld vlslts
lnoreased IMH tralnlng
Fundlng for therapy for famllles who fall
through the cracks
Supervlslon of psychosoclal lntern of mental
health agency

o Cllnlcal supervlslon for dlrect servlce workers
o Mental health consultatlon to preschool
pfograms
lncrease ln famlly focus ln early lnterventlon
servlcos
o lncreased awareness amonE pedlatfc offlce
staff of mental health concerns
¡ lncreased referral to early lnterventlon

¡

¡

SmallScale Flel*
tesüng ln Medlcal
Practlces and Publlc

r orlentatlon to AlMs matgrlals
¡ Psychosoclal practlce tralnlng

¡

o Data collectlon and consultatlon

o lncreased

Center Flelôtost

referral for psychologlcal lnterventlon

o Data on usablllty and numbers for data analysls

Health Agoncles

o Malne Medlcal

lncreased awareness of mental health needs by

staff

.

Orlentatlon to AIMS materlals
o TralnlnÉ semlnars and consulta
tlon on psychosoclal practlces
. Vldeotape research
o Data collectlon and consultatlon
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¡

.
.
.

lncreased confldence by resldents ln
addresslng psychosoclal concems
Latée amount of data for factor analysls
Contrlbutlon to revlsed hospltal lntake forms
Change ln pedlatrlc resldent behavlor relatod
to psychosoclal lnterventlon

Table

4.3

AIMS Systems Level Actlvltles (
StnteEles Employed

ActlvltY

.

Development
of Needs

Assessment/
Plannlng toam

.

.

Collaboratlon w¡th the State
and Reglonal Level leaders
o Actlve partlclpatlon for MCH'
P/CHN Needs Assessment and
Plannlng

r)
Outcomes

.

.

Tralnlng ln lnfant Montal Health Pract¡ce and
the AIMS System of Practlce to all Reglonal
MCH, P/CHN
lncluslon of Emotlonal Health Assessment ln
MCH care

Coordlnatlon
wlür MCH, P/CHN
program

o Collaboratlon
around Tralnlng
Needs

¡

lmplementatlon of
Tralnlng

. ¡dentlflcatlon

of tralnlng needs
Program Plannlng around needs
o Schedullng of tralnlng

.

o Orlentatlon to AIMS System of
Practlce

o Presentatlon of lnfant Mental
Health and Psychosoclal Practlce

o Professlonal
Support

o Consultatlon and follow'up ln
lmplementatlon of the AIMS
Syst€m of Practlce
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. Recommendatlon for lnfant Mental Health and
r

r

A]MS tralnlng to all State and Reglons for
MCH, PHN

Addltlonal focused tralnlng to support use of
the AIMS System of Practlce
lncreased a$rareness of emotlona¡ health/
peychosoclal needs of MCH famllles by MCH'
PHN

o lmplementatlon of the AIMS System and
lnfant Mental Health Practlce as a routine
part of Asgessment

. Regular use of tho AIMS System of Prastlce ln
Assessment of MCH famllles by MCH, P/CHN

Table

4.4

A¡MS Systems Level Actlvltles (State)
Astlvlty

.

Partlclpatlon
ln Malne's

lnterdepartmental
Goordlnatlng
Commlttee for
Preschool
Handlcapped
Chlldren

¡

Collaboratlon
wlth the Bureau
for Chlldren wlth
Speclal Needs

. lnvolvement
wlth the Malne
Assoclatlon for
lnfant Mental
Health

o Cllnlcal

o Perlodlc reportlng of AIMS
actlvlty
o Astlve partlclpatlon ln
Commlttee work

lmplementatlon
Consultatlon Group

o lncorporatlon of psychosoclal practlces ln
lnterdepartmental Standards for Early
lnterventlon

o lncluslon of Mental Health wlthln Health
Perspectlve document

o Contlnued emphasls on servlng chlldren at
envlronmental rlsk
¡ Deflnltlon of ellglblllty for system servlces
under category of behavloral lmpalrment

o Membershlp on Early

.

lnterventlon Task Force
Fleld Testlng AIMS:
Developmental lndlcators
wlth statewlde homeùased
ear¡y lnterventlon program

o Task Force report whlch recommends
addltlonal Bureau focus on chlldren's mental
health and preventlon as well as use of a
wellness and famlly focused approach
. Trainlng for staff ln lnnovatlve psychosoclal
practlces
¡ lncorporatlon of AIMS ln lntake and
assessment procedures

o Sponsored organlzatlonal

o MAIMH exlsts as a network for lnfant health

meetlng
o Membershlp on the Board
. Tralnlng at annual conferences

practltloners, advocate for new and expanded
servlces and tralnlng resource
o Promotlon of AIMS developed practlces to
statewlde audlence

o Monthly supervlsory meetlngs

¡

wlth communlty slte consultants
and MMC staff

Consultatlon Group

o Tralnlng and

Outcomes

Strategleg Employed

.

Tralnlng ln the AIMS System
and lmplementatlon wlth MCH
populatlons served by P/CHN

Supervlslon on lnfant mental health lssues
o Network of key system members

o lncorporatlon of AIMS ln assessment of young
chlldren and thelr famllles

AIMS Goncepts as Guldlng Ptofesslonal Practlce
The importance of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery, and Social Support does not
end at age five, These concepts are of lifelong importance aîd can be applied directly to the work of health professionals, early interventionists, administrators and
policy makers. The interaction between a pediatrician and a mother is more than a
report on the medical status of the child. It is a partnership on behalf of the child
and family's health. The visit a public health nurse makes to a home is more than the
filling out of forms. It is an opportunity to support a family's emotional well-being.
The committee meeting among state program staff to develop program policies is
more than a bureaucratic task needing to be completed by a cenain date. It is an opporn¡nity to affect the emotional well-being of large numbers of families. Bringing
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these values to our work and to our professional relationships provides the basis for
our work with, and on behalf of young children and their families. Extending the
AIMS paradigm to this level provides an analogy that can help us view decision making in a healthier light.

In infancy and early childhood, Attachment refers to the tie between caregiver
and child, It implies acceptance, and leads to a sense of security, and of trust. Applied to our professional work, Attachment refers to an investment in the relationship
between physician and patient, between members of a service team and between
representatives of different agencies working together to manage services for children. At this level we don't ølk about deep emotional ties, but we do need to accept
divergent styles and opinions. And we must create an atmosphere of trust and cooperation in order to support a family's health, develop a service plan or affect state
policy.
Parent-child Interaction refers to a communicative exchange of information. In a
family, healthy interactions leave each member feeling some sense of control and
connectedness in an environment perceived as generally supportive. The nature of
our interactions at the professional level is critical to both effective work with families and to the development of public policy. As with families, Interaction between
professionals and families and among professionals need to be reciprocal, allowing,
again, for control and connectedness, as well as support. It implies teamwork, enioyment and feedback. In the case of an earþ intervention home visit, this means allowing the family to play an equal role in determining the agenda for the visit. In the
case of determining the training agenda for the earþ intervention system, it means
identifying training needs and strategies wltb the recipients of training and soliciting
their feedback subsequent to training.
Mastery refers to the parent, child and family's development of a range of skills
and abilities. Based upon secure attachment and positive interaction, the child encounters both the physical and social world in a manner that allows for the development of competence and confidence. The child recognizes that he/she can have an
impact on the world. Professional competence and confidence can be seen in a similaiway. The state ager(cy managef or consultant can passively respond to the requirements of state and federal mandates or, helshe can take the oppornrnity, the
initiative or the risk, to offer new ideas or reiect that which dis-empowers the
agenry's clients. 'lhe pediatrician can indeed support the emotional well-being of his
patients by mastering techniques that allow for a dialogue which encompasses more
than a checklist of physical health,

Support refers to a social network of people, resources, and influences available
to families, which enhances healthy parent-child attachment, interaction and mastery
of skills. Just as such a network allows family members to develop an increasing
sense of empowerment, competence, connectedness, and ability to cope and adapt
to life .u"rtr, so it is that the earþ intervention, health, and child care systems need
to create a professional support network to provide the same. At the level of service
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to clients, this may mean that the speech therapist is assisted by the teacher and the
pediatrician, toward helping the child achieve mastery in communication. At the
level of policy development, this may mean that the Division of Special Education
actively supports the establishment of Public Health Nursing positions.
The AIMS central concepts of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery and social Support, can be seen not only as elements of emotional well-being in earþ childhood,
but also as analogies that can provide insight into healthy professional behavior and
decision making. As with many ideals, the values they represent are not difftcult to
accept. The challenge is to apply them to the day-to-day work that we do, to the
individual interactions that we have with clients and colleagü€s, and to the specific
decisions we make.

Table

4.5

The AIMS Goncepts as a Patadlgm for Ptofesslonal Practlce
Attachment:

Professional Ties
o investment ¡n the provider-parent relat¡onsh¡p
o ¡nvestment in the team approach to provislon of serv¡ces
o acceptance of divergent styles
o atmosphere of trust and cooperation

lnteractlon:

Professional Behavior
o col aboration/comm un ication with parent-chi ld-fam i ly
o collaborat¡on/communication among providers
o sens¡t¡vity and reciprocity
o teamwork
I

Sastery:

Professional Capabllities
o accompllshment of parent-professional partnership
o team approach/relationship building
o effective communication skills /dialogue
o problem solvlng,/overcom¡ng barriers

9upport:

Professional Resources
o creation/use of provider support network
consultation with team members
referral to/consultation with other serv¡ce providers
o ongo¡ng collaboration wlth other service providers

.
.
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Training and Technîcal Assistance

Of all the strategies applied in achieving the organizational and personal change
discussed in the previous sections, the applications of trainíng, technical assistance,
and consultation were most pivotal in the adoption of innovative psychosocial practices. Experience in implementing the AIMS System of Practice in a variety of
field-test and community development settings has resulted in identification of the
four essential components of such training:

1. establishment of the basic conceptual components of emotional

2.
3.
4.

well-being and intervention in earþ childhood (Attachment,
Interaction, Mastery, Support);
acquisition of specific knowledge and skill in use of the AIMS
System of Practice;
assistance in adapting usage to current practices; and'
support in the process of personal and professional change.

Establishment of the basic conceptual components of the AIMS System of Practice must take place at two levels; those of the individual practitioner as well as
those of the organization or system. Training in the AIMS System of Practice begins
with a thorough review of the concepts of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery, and Social Support. These concepts as the foundation of emotional health in earþ childhood, are the basis for all of the AIMS System's assessment and intervention
practices. Implementation of the AIMS System for the individual practitioner, requires
an understanding of socio-emotional development in infancy and the nature of human relationships in supporting that development. At the organizational level, it requires institutional investment in a famtly and a wellness approach, as well as
investment in multidisciplinary and interagency approaches to serving families.

The acquisition of specifìc knowledge and skill in use of the AIMS System of
Practice is a two-fold process. First is an introduction to the actual materials. This includes an understanding of, and guidance in administering the intake forms, parent
questionnaires, and points of observation; interpreting data gained from these materials; and establishing a dialogue with the family. Second is application of the materials to case vignettes. This includes applying the AIMS materials to a case composite
or vignette, developing a clinical profile and plan, and proceeds to follow-up training, which discusses use of the materials with actual participant/tratnee cases.
The latter step may be the single most important element of the training process.
It is at the point of interaction with actual families that the AIMS materials become
most relevant. The oppornrnity for practitioners to discuss the nature of these interactions, the effect of use of the materials on the interaction with the family, and the
implications for further interactions is critical in enabling the practitioner to become
conversant in use of the materials. This discussion process can be carried out
through individual supervision of the practitioner, or within a group of users in
which the case review can benefit many at once.
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Assistance in adapting usage of the materials to current practices againtakes
place at both the individual and systemic levels. At the individual levei technical
assistance is necessary to help the practitioner "fìt" these new prectices into their
usual/
routine way of working
young children and their families. Some previously
usedpractices may need-with
to be discarded and others altered. Schedulei may need to
be adjusted, reimbursement mechanisms explored, existing paperwork revised, In
each of these examples, the assistance of someone who hãs experienced such
adaptation, can make the difference between successful implem"ttt.ìiott and frustration
or
abandonment.

A strategy that was particularly successful in two of the four AIMS community
sites at the interagency level, was offering mental health forums for local professionals involved in work with children/families who have emotional health issues,
These
forums were jointly planned by local service providers and project AIMS staff. The
forums reflected the unique characteristics of each community and were intended
to
serye the following purposes:

o
o
.
o
o
o

To develop opportunities for early interventionists to meet and
become better acquainted with mental health providers in their area,
To encourage wider professional networking.
To offer opportunities for peer counseling,
To establish such forums on an ongoing, local basis.
To potentially expand the base of local treatment resources.
To learn more about the educational/support needs of professionals,
in order to improve the AIMS training and products.

This range of purposes was addressed in various degrees at each of the sites. In
one instance, networking became the major focus. At another site, a smaller support
group of service providers from five agencies evolved from the orþinal forum format. At a third, the forum provided the opportunity for providers tð work together
ro
plan development of new resources. tn eâðtr instance, tÀe effect of the initial forums
was to allow components of the service system to work together, as a whole, in
adopting innovative psychosocial practices.
Support in the process of personal and professional change must be available if
practitioners are to successfully integrate new practices into their work. Use
of the
AIMS materials as a new practice invariably brings up points of resistance, such as
personal psychosocial history, and professional boundäries. Successful change
requires ongoing supervisory and collegial support. Table 4.6 summarizes the
various
training, technical assistance, and consultation strategies utilized by the AIMS staff in
addressing these needs.
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Table

4.6

A Summary of AIMS lntegratlon of Ghange

Communlty Mental
Health Forums

Needs Addressed

Format

Strategy
L

/24ay presentatlon and dlscusslon

Orlentatlon
Tralnlng

2day ln-servlce for potentlal users

Follow-up

1,/24ay sesslons for users

bulldlng an lnteragency,
multldlsclpllnary network
o a common language and goals

o establlshlng baslc concepts
o acqulrlnÉ sklll ln use of materla¡s

.

lntegratlng materlals lnto practlce
o contlnulnS, sklll development

Tralnlng'
Cllnlcal
Consultatlon

r

o removlng organlzatlonal barrlers to usage
o provldlng support ln the process of change

Perlodlc on-slte vlslts

In summary, application of a raîge of training and technical assistance strategies
is necessary in the ãdoption of innovative psychosocial practices such as the AIMS
for onSystem of iractice. It should be noted that these strategies are not a substitute
going supervision and administrative support to professionals in the fields of health
ãnd ãarþ intervention. The strategies described will be far more successful in service
growth and
áelivery settings that provide a context conducive to healthy professional
development.

Public Policy and AdvocacY
The mission of strengthening the foundations of emotional health in eady childhood is advanced not oãty ttrrough improving professional practice' but also by afan
fecting broader public poíi"y. tn its coãception, the AIMS Proiect was designed as
has had the
element within the statà of Maine's earþ intervention system. As such, it
opportunity to affect public policy through linkage witlr key decision-making bodies
within the state system. The following examples of such linkage illustrate of how
public policy can indeed be affected to betær meet the emotional health needs of

young children.
serAdvocacy with a state legislature can lead to a direct impact on mental health
to
vices for chiidren. In 19gg, AIMS staff worked closely with local represent¿tives
pilot or demthe State Legislature on a bill to allocate funds for infant mental health
by the
onstration pfograms. As a result, $40,000 was appropriated to be administered
supBureau foiChlt¿ren with Special Needs for direct treatment, trainíng, and family
porr. This bill marked the first time in the history of the state that mental health
their
funds were appropriated specifically for services to infants, young children, and
families.
under P, L. 99-457, the Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1986,
oversee its
each state is required to establish an interagency coordinating council to
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early intervention effort. For the duration of Project AIMS, thís role has been carried
out by the Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee for Preschool Handicapped
Children (ICCPHC) for the state of Maine. Throughout i[s history, the AIMS project
maintained close coordination with this committee, and has kept issues pertaining to
children's mental health needs on its agenda.

A specific example of collaboration with ICCPHC, is AIMS' involvement in the development of interagency standards for service delivery. The Interdepartmental Standards for Family-Focused Early Intervention are des that govern the operation of
state-supported earþ intervention seryices. AIMS participation in the development of
these søndards assured that psychosocial concerns are addressed in assessment, program planning, and intervention procedures; that both prevention and treatment are
addressed; and that families are truly partners in making decisions about services for
children with special needs.
Along with participating in the State's interagency effort, AIMS has maintained
strong linkages with specific agencies that setve children. Notable in this regard is
the State's Bureau for Children with Special Needs (BCSN), whose home-based early
intervention program served as an AIMS field+est site. AIMS staff also participated in
a task force on eady intervention whose responsibilities included making recornmendations for future overall Bureau policy. The task force report made recommendations to the Bureau as follows:

o
.
o

Adopt a wellness- and family-focused perspective;
Take primary responsibility for mental health services for
children from binh to five years old, and;
Increase efforts towards primary prevention through staff
education and public awareness.

Public policy and advocacy activities need not be limited to efforts within government institutions. In the proiect's second yeaç AIMS sponsored an organizational
meeting that resulted in creation of the Maine Association for Infant Mental Health.
As a viable and self-supporting organization, the Association is active at a number of
levels that foster its mission of strengthening the foundations of emotional health in
earþ childhood. Specifically, the Association disseminates training materials in infant
mental health, holds annual conferences, carries out various training events, seryes
as a network for infant mental health practitioners, publishes a newsletter, and advocates development of new and expanded private and public resources. As a private,
non-profit organization, it can serve its overall mission without the restrictions of a
timelimited proiect or governmental entity.
The importance of emotional well-being in earþ childhood is a value not always
well-represented in American society. Material acquisition and personal achievement
often seem to express the values of our culture more than caring for others and feeling good about ourselves. The roots of these values are established in early child-
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hood. Attachment, Interaction, Mastery and social Support, as components of emotional well-being in early childhood, represent more than a means to help children
develop and grow. They also represent a value system that society needs to embrace.
Certainly, growth in professional practice and change in agencies, otganizations,
and governmãntal institutions affect the development of greater societal attitudes. But
the alwareness of the larger public itself, must also be considered. In recent years,
newspaperc, magazines, and even
topics relating specifically to emoti
to advertisements for junk food or
age is small. The news media will respond
iriforce the importance of emotional health in early childhood. A case in point is the
,,Stand for Children" rally at the Lincoln Memorial, Vashington, D.C. inJune of D96.

opportunities to affect public awafeness do arise each day. In our effort to use
th" pà*"rc of mass media, we should not neglect the power of day-to-day human
the wait in
interaction. Such seemingly minor events as the trip to the supermarket,
to disopportunities
the doctor,s office, und tñé neighborhood picnic, offer countless
and social Support'
cuss and expfess ihe values of Attachment, Interaction, Mastery
professionals who are committed to the well-being of children and families' must
embrace every chance to make a positive difference'
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Chaprer 5

Study of the AIMS System of PracticeUsability, Practltloner Ghange and Psychometrics
Jobn Homstein, Ed.D. andJayne D, B, Marcb, M.S,N., M.P.A.
How useful ß the AIMS System of Practlce to þractltlonerc ln
tbefteld and bou ß tbelrpractlce lmpacted? Study of the AttuIS
System of Practlce has been ongolng sínce tbe tool uas deueloped lncludlng a ptlot study, fleld-testlng, Pre- Post-test study
þr practitloner change and psycbometñc study. Thß chapter
dßcusses tbese studies in the contetct of usabillty of the AIMS
Systern of Practlce, cbønge in Practlttonerc wbo baue been
tralned I,n use of tbe AIMS System and psychometrlc study to
date of tbe System.
Study of the AIMS System of Practice has been a complex and multifaceted undertaking. This is due, in part, to the system's multiple purposes- a) as a clinical
tool used to establish a dialogue toward early intervention on emotional health with
families, b) as an assessment of emotional health and development, and c) as a
means of training professionals in early emotional health. Each of these purposes, in
turn, is directed toward particular outcomes. As an intervention system' use of AIMS
yields effects on the child and family, the practice of individual professionals, and
the institution in which the practitioner operates. As an assessment instrument, the
AIMS: Indicators of Emotional Health includes not only separate parent selÊreport instruments for each of its t'welve ages but also intake materials (demographic data and
a family concerns indicator), observ¿tion forms and reference materials for more focussed interviews and brief interventions. And, as a means of training health, social
service and early education professionals in psychosocial practices it effects both the
professional's understanding of emotional health as well as specifïc skills in working
with families. As a result of this complex anay of elements, several discrete ate s
have been selected for study including usability, practitioner change, systems
change, and the psychometric properties of the assessment instrument.
The selection of these areas of focus was based upon a developmental process
for the system itself, and the nature of proiect funding. The initial focus on usability
was essential to the development process, and is directly related to tool development
and dissemination for the purpose of use in clinical practice. The system's use as a
practical means of supporting healthy emotional development in families of young
children was the highest priority of the system's developers.

subsequent to original materials development, initial field testing,
and,dissemination, AIMS project activíties
training.
to
fhreeie parate training
.
grantsr were funded after th
,d. A,s a result, Ëvaluation of
th"r. efforrs led to study
,lrtillo on pracririoners.

of

development, the project has included an
ry of the AIMS: Indicators of Emotional
ol as an assessment instrument was initi_

ArMs,however,onlyincrudedtunds"r.åT,t".",i#l;ïiJÏ;,i:':1iil:ì3':Ërf,:
data independent from AIMS funded projects has
data yielding sufficient samples for more sub_

t

atea central to the AIMS mission, but not yet sufficiently
studied is that of direct effects on children and families. The effects of
interventions based upon the use
of the AIMS System on the emotional well being of children, parenting
cåpacity, and
children require thorough examination. To
r such research. As the AIMS staff con_
grams around the country continue to use
luate its effects, we expect to establish a
more substantive body of evidence for the effects of
using AIMS on children and
families.

'[n

of

of practice has addressed
alysis. The specific research

iú,

Usabilitv can the AIMS system of practice be efficiently integrated into
pediatric well-child practice?
How do parents respond to application of the AIMS system of
Pracrice in well-child settings?
Practitioner Change _
Does training in the AIMS System of Practice affectpractitíoner,s
interactions with families?
In what ways does training in the AIMS system of practice effect
practitioners' understanding of emotional health in
early childhood?
Psychometric Do the AIMS: Indicators of Emotional Health reliably assess
attachment, interaction, mastery, and support?
Is the four-factor structure of the AIMS: indi"utorc of Emotional
Health supported by the daø?
fede_ral' Division

of Maternal

and Child Health
i;ä;itdräiir,"i,äitu¡;¿;;-iüd;å'ffi
üßtrsÍ"*Fåääi:ff :iïiìlil':'
of early lnterventlon¡sts.
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Usablllty
The first arca to be studied was usability. The purpose was to examine how the
settings. The
AIMS materials could be used in direct practice with families in various
ine both how pediatrícians and other
system into their practice, and how famiice. The information gained by this early
e materials as well as to inform the develse the system. The results of these studies
(Marsh, 1990) and the Bureau for Chil(Hornstein,lggl),
and the Expanded Field
dren with special Needs Field-Test Report
Test Report (Marsh, tggà), (USM Publications)'

Method
sites in Maine
Sampte.In 1988, during the development phase of the proiect, five
practice
into existing service delivery.
were serected to irri"gr"teìhe AIMS system of
one public health well-child
These sites consisted of three private pediatric practices,
pediatric site was in an urban
nursing clinic, and asocial service pui.ttt center. One
In addition to getting provider
area with the four remaining sites serving rural areas.
alsoaccomplished a small study of parent reh site. In order to broaden the sample, a second
afentsidentifiedbypractitionersonthedevelopEmotional Health, and rement team wefe asked to complete the AIMS: Indicators of
and family-practice
spond to a survey. Further, a focused gfoup of pediatricians
usability studies were
the
physicians from an urban afea was coáducled' And in 1990
ãupplemented when field-testing was
*ith Special Needs (BCSN) staff throu
and 1992 when six additional sites were a
collection toward usability. Those sites inc
th
and ahospital o.rrp.ii"r,, .tirri. all in Portl
in
stations utilizing pèdiatric Nurse Practition
rVaterville.

n usability studies daø collection' The five
r 223 well child and social service visits'
scussion Panel. 36 BCSN child
with 112 families. }.;:rd,39 Par
The expanded fìeld test sites utilized the
e twelve develoPmental ages of the
forms.
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Table 5.1

Number of Subfects ln AIMS Usabl llty Studles
Study
# parent
#of
# parents
partlclpants
practltloners
surveyed
Pilot study
223
39
4t

Focused group
BCSN Field Test

Expanded Field Test

Total sublects

7

LL2

l-304
1639

39

36
24
108

Procedures: Each of the site staff were trained in the use of the AIMS System of
Practice during t-9"t training. This training included an orientation to the materials,
and discussion of how AIMS could be integrated into their specific practice settings.
In addition, BCSN-staff developed sample case profiles and ãir"us"d the implical
tions of AIMS for families of children with special needs.

The procedure outlined for use of the materials in pediatric practices was as follows: parents completed the AIMS forms in the waiting area priór to their scheduled
appointments or, having received the materials by mail, bringing them completed
to
the scheduled visit. The materials would then be reviewed Uy office staff and forwarded to the provider who was to see the parent/child. Thé provider would then
review the family concerns indicator and the parent questíonnaire for strengths and
concerns. These areas would then be used as points of entry for discussion with the
parent/child. The supplemental psychosocial materials (points of Observation, Suggested Interview Questions, Focused Interyiew and Brief Interventions) would
be
used in coniunction with the assessment materials as references for these discussions.
In the case of the BCSN sites, the materials were integrated into the home-visiting
program with the family concerns indicator and the parent questionnaire being filled
out during a home visit. Procedures for review and àiscussion were essentially the
same as for the health care providers.

_Æ.t the ftve pilot sites implemented the AIMS System of practice both providers
and parents were interviewed. Feedback from BCSN child development workers and
therapists and the expanded field test sites was elicited during foliow-up training sessions.
Resu/ts

Prøctitlonerc, Ptactitioner's responses to usage of the AIMS system were predominantly positive but varied, Pilot study users were unanimous in their perception that
AIMS was successful at providing information about family relationships, fãmiþ identified issues, the child's impact on the family, and family rlr"rrorr. Both pilot site and
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BCSN field-test users also found that the system provided an effective and positive
way of getting at family mental health issues. Furthermore, they felt that the instrument supported family strengths and validated their own clinical impressions.

The two issues of most concern were the amount of time required for administradon, and the difficulty of integrating AIMS into existing procedures. The time and
cost that the perceived additional materials would add to well'child visits was a significant barrier to use at the pilot sites and was reflected by the physician's panel.
Time was not alarge issue for the earþ interventionists. Since they conduct relatively
frequent home visits more time is available. However, both pilot study sites and
gCdN staff saw integration into existing procedures as a barrier. The pediatric practices saw their procedures as already complex, and their environments hectic. The
BCSN staff were challenged by the complexity of integrating the AIMS focus with
those of developmental prograrnming for children and case rnanagement with parents as they were attempting to comply with new federal and state regulations governing theii work with families. For some workers the use of the AIMS system was
seen not as a means to achieve such compliance, but rather, as an additional demand.
A fìnal concern was related to the readiness of providers to address psychosocial
issues, which may have been reflected in the previous concerns of time and cost.
The physician's panel pointed out that physician's training is inadequate in preparing
practìtioners to ãddress psychosocial concerns. That AIMS could
äddt 55 this shortcoming was acknowledged. However, in worki
study users and BCSN staff AIMS consultants noted the role that
ners, despite
puyäd in rhe adoption of the AIMS System of Pr
rns, have peracknowledging thl appropriateness of addressin
It was stated
sonal ¿ifficutty entering into discussions relating
concerns.
health
that they arc afraid of opening "Pandora's Box" related to emotional
parents.Feedback from parents through structured interviews and written surveys
indicated that the AIMS: Indicators of Emotional Health can play a positive role both
in helping parents reflect on their parenting and in establishing a relationship with
their servicê providers. In response to the Parent questionnaires, parents indicated
rethat they *.i" receptive to cõmpleting the forms as they were away f9t them to
relaflect upon themselves as parents bottr in relation to the particular child and in
tion to support and resources, Typically, they felt reaffìrmed and supported by
respondinj to the quesrionnaires. They additionally felt validated in their knowledge
of their child.
In response to the relatíonship to providers, parents indicated that completion of
the forms helped them identiff .ônc"tnr to discuss with their service providers so
their inthat they *"rê more preparedfor use of that time. A secondary benefit was
their
t"rpr"tuiion that.N" óf tñe AIMS Indicators represented a true concern for
parchiid's well being by their provider. In contrast to the practitioner's responses'
the forms'
ents indicated that tir"y *"i" glad to take the time necessary to complete
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the forms was 20 minutes. Tt ey did in_
they expected the practitioner to address
was valuable even when the practitioner
h them.
Parental criticism of the AIMS forms and use of them
by their providers was minimal' A few parents felt that some items were redundant,
and that it was difficult to
cale provided (very often, often,
relationships with siblings, fitting
hasis. Overall parent response ü/as
omplete the parent questionnabe, even af_

Table 5'2 summarizes findings on use of the AIMS system
from the usability studies and more current feedback from additional providers.

Practltloner Change
At its heart, AIMS is a strategy for changing how our society
supports families of
young children' Research on parent perceptions of
the adequacy orïeu-ctrild health
care (Sharp et al, 1992); of relationships wìth special
education providers (Leff &
rØalitzer, 1992); and on relations bewLen child'care providers
and parents (shpancer,
1997), shows the need for more effective strategies
oï the part of pïofessionals in establishing partnerships with families. A focus oñ emotional
health is central to such
partnershiPs (Greenspan,7997). Hence, AIMS
has focused much of its research on
the effect use of AIMS has on practitioners from the
various disciplines that work
with young children and their families.
study of practitioner change as a result of training in the
use of the AIMS System of Practice has occurred in several stages as Íncreasiãg
numbers of practitioners
have been trained..Atl of this study is charãcterizgdby preand posr-training tesring.
The first phase of this testing took the form of a formäl'research
model carried out
with pediatric residents at Maine Medical Center in portland, Maine
Jrti"g the fieldof
(Maine Medical cenrer Research study s"-r""ry,
the
project
111.¡nas9
Marsh,
1997)' subsequent training with public and communiry
health, matemalärila health
nurses as well as with early interventionists, utilized
a written pre- and post-test
methodology to examine change in practitioner's responses
[o a hypothetical practice
Th^e

case.
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Table

5.2

Usablllty Study Flndlngs Summary
Pa rents

. enjoy filling out the parent questionnaires
o do not feel that completlng the parent questionnaires are too time consumlng
¡ helps them reflect on parenting - brlnging up aspects of parentlng not consclously
considered and affirming parenting capaclties
. feel more prepared for the tlme wlth their provider
. feel that use of the indlcators by the professionals represents a commitment
toward them, tholr child, and thelr famlly

Physlclans

I

find information useful, but administration can be too time consumlng for
traditlonal practice
o when offlce staff and/or additional resources are available, the additional
dimension is seen as very useful
. express some fear about broadenlng the domain for whlch they are responsible,
due to lack of training and resources to meet psychosoclal needs
. use of materials increases abilig to address psychosocial concerns during
wellchild care
. awareness engendered by use and trainlng results ln qualitative changes ln
weltchild care interactions (e.g. responsiveness to parental cues, body positlon,
lnteractlons w¡th parent and child)
r provides words and a method to lncorporate omotional health assessment and
lntsrvention into routlne wellchild care

Early lnteruentlonlstg

o

.

o
o

¡

helps organize lnformatlon - offers multlple entry po¡nts for dlscussion,
clarifies optlons, identlfl es issues, identifies parental prlor¡tles
use of the system results in lncreased awareness of famlly stren$ths
provldes a method for assessment and indlvidual plan development
helps establlsh a connection with the parent/child /tamily
raises questlons about the role of the early interventlonlst (developmental
programmin E/tamlly support/caso management)

Mental Health Gllnlclans
o helps organ¡ze informatlon - as wlth early interventlon, but often

wlth more

interpretation of family dynamics

o conflrms clinical lmpressions
o offers multlple sources of data about the parent/child /tamlly

o provides

a means for discussing dlverse perspectives on family issues when
forms are fillod out by more than one family member

Tralners

o

contalns an lmportant and often neglected body of lnformation ln a

r
r
.

philosophlcally satisÛlng and usable form
able to be used in practlce or as didactlc trainlng material
provides a framework for dlscusslng emotional health
encourages case discussions, peor reflectlon and collaboratlon
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Phase lMethod

ident study consisted of 1,4 residents at
enüs, five second-year residents, and four
n and six women. The residents were vid_

conrinuirvcrinic.rhecrinicservesro*-ir,.3liîL?i,iåff
atea.

:ii"iäH,Y"¡:ff;*

Procedure. Residenæ were dividcd in

included an introduction to emotional
tion of psychosocial practices into well_c
month after the first filming, a second fil
providing regularly scheduled well child
the second filming, group B received the

changes in the routine provision of the
care wefe made. only a hidden micropho
families. Parents were informed that AIMS
ner better understand the family and for reser
anteed. Results of the study were for researcl
families was received prior to filming by way
of signed consent forms.

op
cia

d of coding the tapes using
Devine, 1,99D to assess the
wefl_child visits, Categories

evelychoso_

opening the interview/ruppo*building,
nsiveness,
adaptability, c) gathering information ar
and d) giving
positive feedback. Each category consisted
tors for the cat_
rated on a 1 - 5 scale with rhe highest possibre
ruting as a
s carried out separately by two coders who
observed the vidres wefe determined by calculating the average
ratings in
each category by each observer, Intemater reliäbiüty
for the coders was .g6.
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Phase I Resu/ts
Ratings for the Maine Medical Center resident study indicated that 620/0 of the resident group showed a change in the quality of their interactions with families after
trainiãg in the AIMS System of Practice. Eight pediatric residents had an avetage in.r."r" of 3 points in their scores immediately after training, This total reflects 2 resþ
year residents, 4
denüs from group A and all 6 from group B. Of these 2 were third
(both from
were secottá y.ât residents and 2 were first year residents. Two residents
group A) showed no change in rating post training. Three residents had a decrease
I" tfrãir global raring by an averuge of 2 ø 3 points immediately after training. These,
again, were all grouP A residents,
The mean total scores for residents before training was 12.08 and after training
post-test differL3.42,A Student's t-test was applied to the data to test for a pre- and
A significant differen.. *ut found p < .5. Figure 5.L shows study results by
#3, "Gathering infor"rr.".
subscale scores. The largest differences were found on subscale
mation on social/emotíonal issues" (p < .05). The smallest difference was for "Giving
pásitive feedback', with pre and posi difference not achieving statistical significance.

Phase ll Method

pan of
\ühereas Phase I study consisted of assessing behavioral change on the
of
thinking
practitioners, phase II consisted of whether training had an effect on the
method was applied.
þractitioners. Hence, a more qualitative
public-health, maSample.The sample for this study included 41. state employed
in
temal uÃ¿ .trild health nurses who completed pre- and post-tests around training
Public
of
use of the AIMS System of Practice in tgg4, The State of Maine Division
nurses so
Health Nursing made the decision to train all its Maternal and Child Health
for home visthat AIMS .orrld be included in the assessment and evaluation protocol
is of families with young children. Trainings were carried out at three regional sites
Public Health, Ma- Houlton ,Bangor, and Áugusta, which represented the statewide
ternal and Child Health Nursing System'
procedure. Training consisted of presentation and explanation of the four conin the
ceptual area|underþiãg the system; presentation, description and instruction
and profile develuse of the AIMS matãrialls, discussion of a ample case composite
n of implementation issues specific to the
ining, particiPants completed a pre-test utiaterials. Subsequent to the initial training,
families of young
nurses wefe asked to implement the matefials in their work with
to discuss
children. This experiencå was used in the follow-up training sessions
training,
implementation issues and use of the system. At the close of the follow-up
in
the
as
Pre-test
participants completed a post-test utilizing the same sample case
and responded to the same set of questions'
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The pre- and post-tests consisted of a vignette that describes the family of an 1.8month-old child such as might be obtained through a rcferal, along with completed
AIMS materials (Family Information, Family Concerns Indicator, an 18 month Parent
Questionnaire and an 18 month Points of Observation), Trainees were asked to respond to the case vignette in narative form via a set of seven questions which follow.

1,

2.
3.
4.
5,
6,
7.

Think about what may be going on for this family.
\[¡hat strengths do you discern?
\Øhat concerns do you discern based on the parent's response to
the questionnaire?
\l¡hat would you try to observe to verify or confirm these hunches?
\Øhat questions might you ask in an interview to round out the
clinical picture you gathered using the questionnaire?
Frame one or two objectives that might be appropriate in
establishing a program plan with this family.
rüØhat strategies might be used to accomplish these objectives?
How would progress toward these objectives be evaluated?

.LL+-

Analysß.pre- and post-test resporises to the case study were analyzed both quantitativeþand qualitatively. First, pre- and post-tests were paired by subiect. Next, the
numbei of resþonses per question was enumerated. And, finally, inductive content
anaþis via patterns of word usage, length of responses, and response content was
canied out.
Phase ll Results
Results of pre- and post-testing with 41 public health nurses in Maine who were
to
A,IMS trained ãre multifbld, First, training in the use of the AIMS system is related
an increase in the ability of practitioners to describe both strengths and concerns in
families. This tendency was a quantifïable increase for both strengths and weaknesses and a qualitative result in that post-test descriptions of family capacities
showed greater detail. A second finding was that the responses displayed a more
op.rr-"rrã.d and exploratory attitude toward the family. Post-test descriptions tended
less judgmentâl in language and requests for additional information were au-

to U.
thentic inquiries vs. confirmation of previously held assessments.
A third finding indicated a moderately greater tendency to view emotional health
postas a dyadic phenómenon" That is, in framing possible obiectives for the_family
test there was a tendency to come up with strategies that view the "mother and
child" issues in tandem as opposed to as distinct developmental issues that reside
in
solely in one or orher member of the dyad. A fourth finding indicated a change
perception on the nature of the practitioner-parent relationship. Post-test responses
ino*å¿ a great..'j. sense of partnèrship in identifoing obiectives, strategies, and means
of progress evaluation. Resþonses also indicated a +leat:',. focus on the quality and
importance of the relationship itself.
Contrary to expectations, there was no clear increase in focus on emotional
health issues. Topics like attachment or social support were not likely to be more apparent in post-test responses. Thus it seems that the effect of AIMS is related more to
lhe "how' of practice than to the "how much".

Psychomeülc StudY
The AIMS: Indicators of Emotional Health are simultaneously interventions and
with
assessments. practitioners use them simultaneously to establish a relationship
This
families.
families as well as a means to provide data on the emotional health of
psychodual purpose resulted in instrument design that was not driven primarily by
."tri. qùaüties. Certain properties of the instrument, such as the number and phrasing of items were chosen not to strengthen the tool's capacity to discriminate
the emobetween children or families but rather to sefve as a means of impacting
tional lives of families.
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A second concern that needs to preface a discussion of the instrument's psychometric properties is that it is actually many instruments. Items are different at each
developmental age. tUØtrat describes attachment at 4 months may not describe attachment at 4 yearc. Hence, the reliabiliry of items and the overall scale must be examined at each age of which there are twelve in the AIMS Sytem. Furthermore, since
the tool has different components (int¿ke materials, parent questionnaires, guidelines for practice) each component part needs to be assessed.
To date the focus of psychometric anaþis has been exclusively on the parent
questionnaires. These are the only components that can be easily scored, and, more
importantly, they are the core of the AIMS system. They were the primary focus of
the instrument developers, and as parent report measures they provide a particularþ
relevant source of information on the child and family's emotional health. In this regard, they reflect the use of parents as primary informants on the psychosocial development of young children in the tradition of instruments such as the Child
Behavior Checklist (Achenbach, 1983) and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale
(Sparrow et al,1)84). However, in contrast to those highly prevalent instruments, the
AIMS lndicators are wellness and family focused.
Instrument construction was a thorough process that included an emphasis on
content validity. A detailed description of the instn¡ment construction process is
available in the AIMS User's Manual (Partridge et aL,7996). The scale went through
repeated iterations guided by a multidisciplinary development team utilizing the literature on attachment, interaction, mastery and social support and being mlndful of
literacy and cornprehension as this was to be completed by parents and families, not
professionals. Review by national experts and pilot-testing were also used to reftne
the instrument. Psychometric analysis, however, was not used to guide item selection,

Method
Sømple.There are several sources for the parent questionnaire data used for psychometric analysis, The AIMS field test resulted in the collection of approdmately
525 forms across the twelve ages. Data collection among childcare agencies yielded
an additional166 forms for typically developing children aged 2,3 and 4 years old.
And, data from the Spurwink child development clinic yielded data on children with
special needs aged 2, 3 and 4 yearc,
The portion of the sample used for psychometric study to date includes 6 month,
L-year,Z-yeaq 3-yeaq and 4-year samples, This was done through two separate studies. The first study focussing on the 6 and 12 month parent questionnaires utilized
only data from the AIMS field test. The second study focused on the 2, J, and 4year-old questionnaires and included the childcare and Spurwink special needs data.
Summary background information for the samples for both studies is included in
Table 5.3,
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Table

5.3

Percentagles of Typlcal and Speclal Needs Respondents to the AIMS
2,3, and 4 yearcld Parent Questlonnalre by Background Varlables
( n=585)
Typlcal

Gategory

Varlable

Speclal Needs

Total

Gender

Male
Female

53lo
47%

67%
33%

62%
38%

AFDC

receive

L8%

32%

27%

Maternal Education

Less than 12

LO%

25%

20%

t2

42Yo

35%

Greater than 12

24%
67%

32%

45%

Caucasian
African-Amerlcan

89%
4%

9L%

90%

2%
2%
3%

3%
2%
2%
2%

Race/Ethnlclty

2%
L%
3%
2%

Hlspanlc
Am lndlan
Asian
Other
Siblings

o
L

2or more

34%
43%
24%

t%
t%
20%
40%
4OYo

L%
25o/o

4L%
34%

As can be seen in Table 5.3, the samples are not as racially diverse as across the
country as a whole, but more so than the overall population in Maine.'lhis is a result
of the sample being drawn, in large part, from the Portland area. Also, two of the
childcare programs serve alarge portion of children from military bases, which essentially d¡aw people from throughout the country. Economically, the samples tend
toward lower than average income. This resulted, in part, from the AIMS field'test
data comin g laryely from public health clinics, and children served by the Spurwink
clinic coming, in part, through Maine Department of Human Services referral.
Procedure. Field-test site staff were trained in use of the AIMS system prior to use
in a similar manner as described for the public health nurses. Subjects were all typical clients of the service provided and the AIMS forms were integrated into well-child
exafns, earþ intervention home visits, and other routine contacts. Parents were informed that AIMS was being used both to help the practitioner better understand the
family and for research purposes, as in the resident research study. Confidentiality
was guaranteed. A similar process was used in the childcare sites witþ the exception
that all the sites did not opt for staff training. In the case of the Spurwink daø, AIMS
forms are included as part of the intake package that parents are required to complete prior to a developmental evaluation, AIMS scores and background data on the
sample were collected through manual review of the case files.
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Anølysß. After the initial field-test phase of the project descriptive statistics were
generated for the data at each of the twelve ages. Subsequent data analysis was conducted primarily via confirmatory factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis is preferable to the traditionally used exploratory factor analysis when the construction of a
scale is based upon a clearþ defined theoretical foundation (Floyd & \lidaman,
1996). Separate single factor anaþes, attachment-interaction-mastery-support, were
caried out in establishing the internal reliability of AIMS items. Subsequent to examination of item reliability, Cronbach's alpha statistics were estimated for the scale at 2,
3, and 4 yearc for the entire scale and the four subscales - Attachment, Interaction,
Mastery and Social support. In examining the construct validity of the instrument,
four-factor confirmatory factor models were tested to determine the relationship between the factors and to support the contention that these four factors are independent contributors to emotional health at each age,

Results
Initial examination of field-test data indicated that the items varied in the distribution of responses at each age. Some items were very strongly skewed toward positive responses and others showed a more normal distribution over the 5 point-Likert
scale. At that point the decision was made not to exclude items exhibiting non-normal score distributions. This choice was made in the belief that there is clinical utility
to items that do not, in fact, discriminate between subiects. Given this decision, later
analyses of the instrument focus on the subset of well-functioning items. Single factor
analyses were carried out at each age tested 6 months, 12 months, 2 yearc, 3 yearc
and 4 years. Internal reliability estimates were calculated at each age. A set of twenty
items, five for each factor, was selected for use in further analyses at each age.
Overall scale and subscale reliability statistics (Cronbach's alpha) are shown in
Table 5,4. These results show that the scale as a whole predominantþ meets the
standard of .80 for a screening instrument (\(/ittmer, Doll, & Strain, 1996). However,
the subscales do not routinely reach that level.
Table

5.4

Gronbach's alpha statlstlcs for the 2, 3, and 4 yeat
AIMS Scale and Subscales
Scale

2 Veat

3 vear

4 year

AIÙIS

.86
.66
.86
.66
.55

.85
.52

.79
.57
.64
.58
.80

Attachment
lnteraction
Mastery
Support
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.71,

.75
.75

Four factor confìrmatory factor models were tested at all ages, and at all ages
four-factor models fit the data better than a model positing a single, overall emotional health, factor. The four-factor models, however, do not fit the data closely. Review of factor-factor correlations for the four-factor models (Table 5.5) indicates that
the strongest relationship exists between interaction and mastery at three of the four
ages. And, social support is almost uniformly less related to the other three factors.
Table

5.5

Gorrelatlons betwcen AIMS Factors ln the
Four-Factor Model of Emotlonal Health at 6 months, 2, 3, and 4 years
AttAchment

6 mo.

2yr.

3 yr.

4 yr.

lnteractlon

Interaction
Mastery
Support

.844

lnteractlon
Mastery
Support

.562
.513
.460

.436

lnteraction
Mastery
Support

.666
.986

.474

lnteraction
Mastery
Support

,656
.118

.875
.109

Mastely

.057

776
.332

.278
.520

.300

330

.343
.547

.979
.426

.349

Between-group anaþes comparing item-factor correlations of responses from
parents of children with special needs indicate both similarities and differences between groups. Mean item scores are typically higher in the special needs group.
However, the items that figure largest for some factors differ between grouPs. For example, on the scale for two-year-olds the attachment item "I feel proud of my child
doing things on his/her ow1" exhibits a item-factor correlation of ,67 for typical children and .38 for children with special needs. \flhereas the item "I like being a parent
even though it can be tough" exhibis a item-factor correlation of ,54 for typical children and .7L for children with special needs.

In sum, psychometric analysis of the AIMS instrument at five ages indicates satisfactory levels of internal consistency reliability fol the purpose of screening. Examination of construct validity indicates that the four-factors-attachment, interaction,
mastery, and social support-provide a better representation of the data than single
factor models for emotional health. However, in themselves, they do not sufficiently
chancteñze the complexity of emotional health in early childhood as independent
indicators, Taken together, as the tool was designed and intended for use, the four
factors of attachment, interaction, mastery and support hold up. That the pattern of
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factor-factor correlation seems to hold over different ages does lend support to an
underlying factor structure that is represented by the four constructs. Variation in
item-factor correlations between groups of typical children and those with special
needs provides initial evidence that the AIMS measure offers the capacity to develop
a picture of the unique stnrcture of emotional health under a vafieïy of circumstances that may effect emotional development, The AIMS System of Practice with
the four constructs or domains of Attachment, Interactíon, Mastery and social Support
does seem to provide a reliable frame of reference with which to assess and intervene in the emotional health and development of young children ín the context of
their families.

Dlscusslon
Study of the AIMS: Indlcators of Emotional Health has demonstrated its usability, its effect on practitioners (and parents) and its technical soundness as a screening
instrument. Each of these areas of study has indicated the multiple benefits as well as
the limitations of the system,
Based upon the study of usability, the major benefits are that the system provides
parents and practitioners with a meaningful mechanism to support communication
around issues of emotional health and development, It provides a means for practitioners to join with parents and validates the important role parents play in the care
of their child. It provides a methodology for assessing and intervening in emotional
health issues, as well as evaluation over time. It gives parents information and it
gives practitioners a framework through which they can better understand parent,
child and family concerns. The limitations in terms of usability are that in some settings the procedures can add to time demands. Also, practitioner resistance to inclusion of emotional health in their medical or educational practice plays a role in
whether they can effectively utilize the AIMS System.
Based upon the study of practitioner change, the major benefits are that use of
the system helps practitioners see family strengths as well as improve their capacity
to establish productive relationships or partnerships with parents through enhancing
dialogue from the multiple points of entry the tool provides. The tool additionally
gives providers a language with which to better understand and describe the emotional life of young families. However, a surprising result of the study of practitioner
changes after training in use of the AIMS System of Practice was that it did not necessarily lead to a gteater focus on emotional health issues in spite of enhancing the
parent-practitioner relationship. The practitioner him/herself remain a variable in
how the tool can assist in focusing on emotional health issues.
Psychometric study of the AIMS: Indtcators of Emotlonal Health demonstrated that, for the ages examined, the instrument provides satisfactory reliability (internal consistency) for a screening instrument. Further, it is apparent from
between-group comparisons that the Indicators provide a richly textured picture of
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emotional health in early childhood and a base for assessment and intervention.
However, results of psychometric study also indicate that caution should be taken in
interpreting the four subscales as valid independent factors, for which they were not
intended at the outset of the tool development'
Further study of the instrument's ability to discriminate between typically developing children and those at-risk for emotional and behavioral problems is indicated.
As a wellness measure, the primary intent of the instrument is to help practitioners
ioin parents in considering, being more aware of and supporting the emotional
healttr and development of their children. However, given the instrument's overall ¡eliability and the complex picture that the items provide it is likely that the instrument
could help in the earþ identification of children at emotional risk.

In sum, the AIMS System of Practtce should be seen simultaneously as an intervention and as an assessment methodology. It provides a means through which the
emotional health of the young family can be understood in the context of forming a
relationship or partnership with the family. It is through this partnership with parents
that the practitioner can have the greatest potential impact on strengthening the
foundations of emotional health of the young child. In an era in which children are
íncreasingly both the victims and perpetrators of social dysfunction, attention to the
emotional health of the youngest members of our society is essential. The AIMS System of Practice provides one approach to joining parents in the construction of emotionally healthy children.
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A Word of Encouragement
Tbe Autbors

Over the course of the first five years of working on Project AIMS, as well as the
four years subsequent to the development of the AIMS System of Practice, we have
learned almost as much about the professionals we introduced to the AIMS materials,
as about the families they are seeking to help. \üØe have come to understand how
professionals feel about integrating psychosocial practices into their usual activities,
and what barriers or problems they encounter in so doing.
For professionals who have had previous training in mental health fields, such as
social work, psychology, psychiatry, psychiatric nursing or counseling, leaming to incorporate the AIMS materials is often a matter of utilizing familiar skills but from a
new vantage point, or with heightened awareness or attentiveness to new sources of
information about young children and their families, For professionals who do not
have specifìc training in mental health, such as those from traditional health care,
education or earþ intervention fields, attempting to incorporate the AIMS materials
into ongoing practices can expose a number of barriers to effective psychosocial
practices, Ve have found that it helps to identify these challenges, acknowledge
[hem, and plan for ways to deal with them.
Incorporating psychosocial practices into delivery of service or care, for many
professionals, represents a change in their basic routine or usual activities. Any such
change can incur difficulties or barriers to successful implementation. rJíe have discussed a number of bariers to change throughout this handbook. They include professional barriers, such as; professional's lack of training, knowledge, or confidence
in addressing emotional health and family issues; a deanh of supervision or consultative support for his/her efforts; and lack of knowledge about or access to community
infant mental health and family resources available to families with young children.
There are also personal barriers, such as; dealing with these kinds of client issues
can stimulate uncomfortable introspection about one's own immediate family and
childhood experience. Professionals may also feel discomfort at delving into emotional issues with clients, either because they fear opening a floodgate of parental
emotions for which they may not be able, much as they desire, to ameliorate or prescribe a quick "cure"; or they find such new awareness, knowledge or responsibility
too great a burden,

And there are system barriers as well, such as: too little or no support for this
work, no reimbursement for time spent and/or inadequate understanding about the
importance of this work. Conducting psychosocial assessments and brief psychosocial interventions takes time, which may not be fully compensated financially. This
kind of care may also not be sanctioned or supported by the system in which the

professional works. Practitioners often feel pressure to stay with their usual practice
or priorities, such as physical well-being, leaving no time for incorporating additional
priorities, such as psychosocial well-being,

In addition to their professional, personal and/or system barriers, professionals
may feel they have to work to overcome resistance to psychosocial practice in some
of the families they treat. They may feel that some families are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with the practice of psychosocial/emotional care, Practitioners may fear losing clients because of a new approach or a changed professional image, not realizing
how much families do want to open up to a willing listener. In actuality, the incidence of reported family or parental resistance to service providers' use of the AIMS
materials has been very small. Parents have actually reported feeling more "cared

for" by the professional who takes the time and makes the effort to include psychosocial/emotional care in their delivery of service.

It is never easy to take on new challenges, It takes some time to be successful.
\Øe do not expect professionals to become experts in infant mental health practice, It
is not our goal to train all professionals to become infant mental health clinicians.
Nor do we expect practitioners ín any one field to drastically overhaul their practices
in order to utilize the AIMS materials. In fact, we have painstakingly designed the
AIMS materials and training to facilitate integration and use by professionals within
their existing practices. Our goal has been an attempt to fïll the gap in delivery of
care to incorporate psychosocial aspects by providing a methodology to accomplish
this. This methodology and training helps deal with some of the various barriers presented.

There are additional ways to cope with these bamiers. Ve have learned from parents, and try to help professionals understand, that even a few sentences of professional support can go a long way toward having a positive impact on parents and
families. The range of AIMS interventions professionals can use with families also
provides great flexibility, so the professional can utilize those with which they are
most comfortable, Change can also come in small increments, from increased professional awareness of psychosocial issues, to expanded knowledge, to application in
practice; each resulting in behavioral changes and increased skills. And once the professional adopts these practices, networks with other professionals, receives organizational sanction and support, as well as supervision and consultation, barriers to
this work can be reduced or eliminated.

In short, the task is not insurmountable-and the rewards are great Investment
in early intervention can lead to crucial improvements in young children's overall
health and well-being, and their futures. Assessment and earþ intervention helps
serve young children and their families through prevention of relationship problems,
school or work difficulties, and a broad range of other social maladies. '\üle share in
common the fact that we have chosen the helping professions for a fundamental rcason: to use our abilities to help others. Every one of us can help in our own unique
way. \fe may not be able to work miracles overnight, but like any other preventive
intervention, our efforts now can pay off many-fold in the future.
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Appendix A

Feedback on the AIMS:
Developmental lndicators of Emotional Health
Nbert Elnsteln College of Medlclne, Eaf,ty Chlldhood Center, Bronx, l[Y
materlals ...[baue beenJ,. exîremely usefù tu Mentlfiilng lssues tbat mlgbt bøue
lead to more lngrøtnedproblensforþørenß, andparent-lnfant lnteractlorts, bad they not
been tdent{led and addressed at sucb an early stage,
The AIMS

AIMS proutdes us wttb a tool wltb ubich to ßsess and tracþ areas of crltlcal lmportønce
bealtbJ- Attacbment, parmt-cbtld Interactlon, Mæteryfor botb tbe cbtld and

[to tnþnt mentøl

caregher, and Soclal Suþþort, ønd to proaide supportlue intententlotts tbat lmproue outcomes
þr cblldren and famlltes.

AIMS... maþes sucb a unlque ønd necessary contrlbutlon to the cøre and well-betng of lnfønts and young cbtldren,

Dartmouth-Httchcock Medtcal Center, Department of Pedlatdcs
wlll enable us to preþare our resldents by way of a Eectflc
currlculum of sktlk and lnformatton. .. tn the euahntlan of tbe emotlonal bealtb of lnþnæ
and cbtldren wltblnføtntlles and eørly lnteruentlon uben lndlcated.
[The AIMS System of practtcel...

Boston Ctty Hospttal, Boston Unlverstty School of Medlclne,
Department of Pedlatt{cs
There ß deJfnüeþ a needþrmore knowledge and toolç to assßtþrlrnary care and cbtld
care prouldets ln assesslng and respondtng to the emotlonal bealtb care needs of chíldren 0'5
years and thdrfamllies. We would welcome IAIMSJ tralnlng,., around E¡notlonal bealth and
early tntentmtlon as we also see lt as tbe køy to emotlonal well-belng and deuelopment ln

earþ cblldhood,

Matne Medlcal Center, FamfryPractlce, Portlandr Malne
The AIMS Tool bas ø track record ln maktng a dtfference ln tbe confldence, btowledge
and sþlll of ..,resldentsState of Vermont, Department of Soctal a¡rd Rehabtlltation Servlces,

Child Care Servlces
Practlce ,,, offerc fue aduanced lnfonnatlon and tools to suplott tbe
knoulcdge. , , ønd sensttiuity heededl ln worbing ülth Íatnlltes. ., [toward] tbe bealtby deuelopment of young cblWren,.. tbat uould be welcomed by many early cblldboodprofesstonals.
Tbe AIMS System of

Appendix B

The AIMS Developmontal Indicators

of

Emotlonal Health
Intake Forms:

Family Information
Family Concerns

Parent Questionnaires
(Samples):

2 months
18 months
4 yearc

Points of Observation
(Samples):

2 months
18 months

4years
Guidelines for
Psychosocial Practice:

Focused Interview Questions
Brief Interventions

AIMS: Developmental Indicators of Emotional Health
(Attachrnent

Interaction

-

-

Mastery

-

Support)

F'AMILY INFORMATION

t_tday

Date:

A.

IDENTIFICATION
Name of nhil.l.

year

Home Telephone:

f¡rs¡

middle

(nickname)

last

Sex

Daæ of Birtt¡:

Child's Current Age:

Male

Female (Circle)

Name of Fatl¡ec

Name of Mother:

Mother's Address:

month

Fadrer's Add¡ess:

-

zip

ztP

Tlith whom does child
Billing Add¡ess

hve?. (CheckaII

tlat apply.) E Mother

E Father

tr

Other, specify

Ad¡lre.ss

of Responsible Parry:

zip

zíp
Medicaid #
Cert. No.

Insurance Co.

Group No,

Ettrnicity of Child: @prtonal)
Cunent mariul status of

parens: tr tvlarried tr Divorced tr

Toøl number of people living in

home:

Se,parated

adults

Number of

Have there been any changes in the past year of people moving in and out of your

B.

EMPLOYMENT
Mother

.

employer

addrqss

phone

Father

number

job title

tr Single tr Living together E

lVidowed

Number of child¡en

home? E Yes

employer

address

trNo

phone

number job title

C. EDUCATION
Highest grade completed

Mother: (Check one.)

tr high-school graduate tr.higher
Cunently enrolled in school? [J yes E no

tl

D.

Iæis than

12tl¡

FatÌ¡en (Check one.):
Highest grade completed
læss than l2th Elhigh school graduate tr higher t]ran 12th

-

E

Cunently enrolled in

school?

E

yes

TRANSPORTATION
Do you have reliable

E.

ttran l2th

uansportation? tr yes E no

SERVICES
Does anyone in your family currently receive services from any of tlre following? (Check all

Economic Services
I] AFDC

Child/Family Services

tr Adoption Services
tr Child Day Care (foster
tr Employment Services
tr Legal Services
tr Other:

D Food Sømps
tr ssr

Care, preschool)

EducationaUSocial Services
E Counseling
tr Housing Assistance
E In-home Parent Aid Services
D Parenting Clæses
E Preschool Education Services
tr Special Education Services
E Transportation Assistance
tr Other:

tr

lvluuVun

Other:

Health/Rehabilitalion
[1 Drug/Alcohol Services

tr

Family Planning

E Psychotherapy ft unily Counselin g
tr Rehabilitation
E Therapy (e.g., speech, PT/OT)

tr wrc
ClOther

Other Services
Specify:

9t20ß9

Oæpy¡lsl4 Èoþal AIMS

tlat apply.,

(Over, please)

Elno

F. BIRTH IIISTORYINFORMATION:
1. PREGNA}TCY,LABOR ANDDELIVERY
Pregnancy (Provifu as much infornution as you have available.)
(Check if adopæd tr )
tr Alcohol or Drug Use
E No problems
Age at adopdon
tr Prema¡rity. How early?
tr Bleeding
tr Other
E Infection
Was the timing of this pregnancy good for youl
Did you receive regular medical care during this pregnancy?
rWhat month of the pregnancy did you start fo see a medical provider?

tl

E Yes
tr Yes

No

trNo

rühere was tl¡e child born?
Town

Hospital

Child's birthweight:
Circu mstances at birth:

Labor and Delivery:

Newborn Status:

D
E
D
E

Vaginal delivery

tr

Cesarean delivery
Premature

E Jaundice
tr Low birth weight

Breech

tr

tr Twin (lst
tr Other:
Hospiøl Søy: Child:

2.

Breathing problems, how long?
Vontilator, how long?
Surgery:

days

days

OTHER PREGNANCIES: How many?

Problems: EYes

ENo
- this child
E Before
Type of experience: E Abortion
lf

!
3.

E
E

born, 2nd born)

Healthy, no problem

yes:

tr After this child
E Miscarriage tr Stillbom

[]

hematu¡e

Other:

EARLY LIFE WITH CHILD (birth to six rnonths):

Sleeping:

E No problems E

Problems

If problems, describe:

Feeding:
If problems, what

E Breastfed
E No problems

kind:

[1

Sucking

tr

Bottle fed

D Prcblems

tr

Swallowing

[J Eating problems (Fussy

ú

eater, excessive spitting of food, allergies)

Other:

How would you describe your baby during infancy?

! Quiet

! Irrirable

!

Ha¡d to deal

with

E Average

E Overactive

E Other:

4.

LATER LIFE WITH CHILD (six months to five years)
How Would You Dcscribe Your Child Now?
ú
. tr Hârd to deal with

tr
E

Quiet

Inilable

E

Average

E

Other:

This information will be kept private. Thank you.

Overactive

E

Aggressive

FAMILY CONCERNS INDICATOR
Name of child:
Name of parent:

//

Date:
month

year

day

Fs¡nilies often have to deal with many different stresses and cballenges. Heve any of the following occurred to you
or anyone in your farnily? Is this of cunent concern to you or anyone in your family? If "yes", pleæe indicate with
next to the item under the appropriate column.
a check

(/)

Occurred lütû¡h
My Famlly

PHYSICAL IWELL.BEING

Of Conce¡¡

At thls Tlme

¡

Pbysical Problems/Disabilities

n
SOCIAL SERVICES
Problems

with Childca¡e Help or Services

FAMILYLIFE
Troubles

LIFECHANGE
Divorce or

of Marital St¡tus

OTHER CONCERNS
SpecifY:

gnot89
@

copyrlglrl Project AIlvfS

This information will be kept private. Thank you.

Comrnents

2

Months

V"ry

A.

5.
o

b¡
_ç

é
6

Often Often Somellme Rerely

Funlly tr'edlngs olAtt¡chment

I believo my baby likos to

me up at

t2

dght.

o
6

âo
É

Ê

worry

tomy

!

6

¡Ë
Ê

C.

72

whon he/shc is all alone'

is

9.

3

45

3

45

3

45

Famlly Abllltle¡ and Feellngc ol Masterl

o

.E
,tt

EI

ê

o
a

A

6

'¿

ú

5, I wondsr

if I will ever get usod to hoving

t2

o baby.

able to cope with e ¡e\r'

o

Êl

É

z

ID

Ë

9,

I believe that infanls

D.
l.

Famlþ Rcsou¡ces a¡ral Supporls
This part covors tho kind of help and supports you and your
Peoploholp me outwhen I ¡eed ¡break

7.

I fcol it

9,

I f¡nd

it

i¡

for me to

the start that

miDister or others

façily

hard to get out ofthc house,

o
É

ñ

z

.o

6

havo.

t2

fof

E

6

t2

lifo is

rÃ9

Ocopydglrl PDJ*TAIMS
AIMS: DovolryIorrtrl lrldc¡lofl of Énoüqn¡ lL¡ltb (AÍ¡olû¡o¡t Inlarutloq M¡.bry' s@{.¡ supgør)

1

2

Never

18

Months
very

A.

FrmJly Feellnge of Aftec.bment
This part covers ways that family mombo¡s feel sbout or€ atrothor
on his/hor own.

child do

5.

Otten Oftcn Sonetlme Rareþ

12345
123

Ifeel

45

u¡nts a¡d

ö
Þ¡

o
d

,
EI

âo

6

€

mo moro.

b
ã

¡E

B.

l,

Femlly Be.havlorc ¡¡rd Interactlons
This part covers thc ways yoq your child, and your famity play, work and talk togothor
time togother.

Our

45

123

orr clúld,

€
6
ê

Él
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Indicators of Emotional llealth

AIMS

tN'l'tìRv ¡Ew
jrts'r'loNs
Qr

2 MONTHS

l'O tN 1'S Ol' OIìSEllVr\'l'I ON
Concerns

Strenglhs

E
E

E
E

parcnt is at ease when holding baby

puent describes baby in positive þnns

parent appears stiff or awkrvard when holding baby
parent is unable to dessribe baby or rses

pimuily

negativo temrs

parent shows concem over baby's crying or distress

E
E

E

baby molds to parent's bodY

0

E
tr

porent able to qalm baby down when disüessed
baby appears alert" socialy involved

E
tr

E

parent's stimulation of baby is appropriato

E

porent appears intnrsive, over-stirtulat'rng, or
under-reactive toward bgbY

E
E

puent and babY give

E
E

no eye cont¿ct between parent and baby

E

parent appears confident in role as parent

E

parent appearo moro enxious' depressed or
overwhelmed tban exPected

E

parent is able to perform basic child care t¿sks
(e.g., putting on clothing, diapering)

E

parent is not able to

E

parent is prepared for baby's needs (e.g.' brings
bottle, tattle, diaPer)

E

puent is ill-prepared for meeting baby's needs

E

parent asks for help or info¡mation

El

parent appears besitant or unable to ask for

E

prent

E
E

UaUy

is able to be comforted by parent

baby remain¡ disüessed despite parental efforts
parent does not aPpea¡ to "hpar"
cries

ü

feact to babyts

baby recoile, arches, or stiffens when hold by

paront
parent is unable to calmbabY
Uaby apl,eats letharglc, apatbetic, socially

uninvolved

eYo contact

parent seeks to protect baby from possible bar¡l
(o.g., covers when cold, comforts after shoÇ guatds
baby from falling off table)

puent appoars una\ryãre of possible harm

peiforrr basic child care skills

beþ or

inforsration

E

parent reject¡ offere of helP

parent appea¡s rested and healthy

E

puent eppears ove¡whel¡red, tired, stressed or

family appears and/or reports baving adeqlate
housing, tansportation, finances and cbild ca¡e

tr family
housin

ie responsive to inforuration, advice

or other

forms of help

E
tr

lG23-89 @copYrighÇ Èoject AIMS

unbealthY
inadcquate

child care

AIMS Developmental Indicators of Emotional Heal th

tN'l'Ellvllìw

tr()t N'¡'s

olì oIìsEll\/ A'l'loN

QUlts'l'loNS

cbild tolerates periods of sepuation from parent
parent and child show pleasure in each otler's
comPeny

E
E

parent appealc to enjoY child

E

parent responds to child'¡ needs or requests for

parent beb¿ves and talIs sboutchildin generally
positive ways

comfott ¡nd co¡e

Û

.

chtld uses worde and pbrases to communicate with
parent or othere

tr
E

child asks puent to heIP

E

parent sets reasonablo li¡rit¡ on shildts behavior,
when necessarY
childresponds to patent's limit-setting

child Êppears interested in adults and cbildren
a¡ound

E
0

@

Concerns

Strengths

tr
E

lù23-E9

18 MONTHS

coPYright Project AIMS

hi¡n¡ìer

older sibling rtsponds poeitively to ohild

E
E
E

ohild uses 10-20 words
puent allows child to be ctuious

tr

child shows age-appropriate assertiveness (says
"no", protests, wants own rvay, eto.)

E

child's behavior shows prupose; 8Plte8r6 to know
what be/she want! and bow to get it

E

parent appears capable of handling child's terrper
outbursts

E
0

child clings oxcessivoly to parent
parent aud child engage in constant conflict or
stsuggle

E
E

parent appears angry with or distant towa¡ds child
parent talks oritically of'and beháves negatively

towa¡d child

El

tr

parentignores orrejects child's needs orrequests
for comfort and ca¡e
child sbows little or no verbal communication

E
E

skills
child does not askParentto belP

El

child sppears uninterest€d or avoids ¡ocial contact
with others
parent sets no ll¡nlls or limits which a¡e too har¡b

tr
E

cbild ignores perent's lfurit-setting
older sibling aPltears angry witb child

E
E
E

child does not usc words
parent unnecessarily resEicts child's exploration
parent tppears scared, overwhelned by or punitivo

E

towa¡d chilcl's tonPer outbursts
cbild Bppears excessively angry, insistenÇ
cornpliant or Passive
child's behavior appsars random or disorganized

parent aPPeBrs to enjoy being a parent

E

parent shows distess over his/her role or feelings

E

parent asks for heþ or infor¡ration

E

E

parent is responsive to inforrration, advice or other
forms of belP

E

parent appears rested and healthy

tr

family apPears and/or reports having adequate
housing, transportation' finances a¡rd ohild caro

tr

as a parent

parent appears hesitant or unablc to ask for

heþ or

information

E

parentrejects offers ofhelP

E

parent appears ove¡whetmeð, tired, st¡eesed or
unheeltbY

tr

faurily appears and/or reports to have inadeguate
housing, tranËPortation, finances and cbild ca¡e

Indicators of Emotional Health

AIMS

tN'l-EllvlIiw

4 YT'ARS

I'OI N'I'S OII OßSEII.\/,\TION

Qults'l.loNS

Concerns

Strengths

E
O

cbild tolerates periods of soparation fiom par€nt
parentbebaves and tdks aboutcbild in generally

E

parent and child show pleæure in eacb other's
comPany
cbild internittentty looks at or talls witb parent

E

while exploring
puent expresses pride in child's developmcnt

spPeafs
a¡ound him/her

E
E

E

parent and child engage in frequent oonflict or

E

child does not look at or t¡lk with parrent wblle

stuggle
exploring, or refu¡os to leave parentts eide

0

puent responds to ohild's needs or requests for
comfort and cote
puent sets reasonable limits on sbild's behavior,
child responde to parent's lirnit-setting
parent and child pay atÞntion to e¡ch other's

patent encourages child's exploration and
independence

E

parent appears capable of handling cbild's terper
outbr¡¡sts

tO23-S9

@

copnight, Èoje.ct AIlvfIi

tr

obild shows age-appropriate assertivenese

tr

child appears to bave good feelings about bim./
hersslf

tr

or avoids

contact

with otbers

El

parent ignorcs or rejects
for comfort and caro

E

parent sets no lisrlts or set¡ limits whlch are too

E
E

feelings and behaviore

E

paront expresses disappointment ol shows lack of
interest in ohild's develoPment

sPpears

and

wben necessary

tr
E

child clings excessively to Parent
parent talkr crltically of and behaves negatlvely
tow¡rd cbild

positive ways

E

E
Û

child'¡

needs or requests

ba¡¡h
sbild ignorcs puent's lfunit'setting
parent and child ¡emain distant and avoíd
emotional contsOt

E

parent rcsiste or struggles with child's exploradon
and striving for indePendence

E

parent appears scared, overlvhelmod by or punitive
towa¡d child's temPer outbursts
child appears excessivoly angry, insistent'
compliant or Passive

tr
tr

child is self-abusive or withdrawn

child talks clearly

E

child's epeechis difficultto underst¡nd

E

parent asks for help or information

E

parent appears hesitant or rurable to ask for beþ or

E

parent is responsive to inform¡tion¡ advice or other
forms of help

E

parent appsars resþd and bealthY

tr

family appears and/or reports having adequate
housing, bansportatlon, finances and cbild cue

information

E

parent rejects offer¡

E

parent appears overwhel¡ned, ti¡ed, stessed or
unboaltby

tr

family ûppears and/or reports to have inadequato

ofbeþ

housing, üansportation, finonce¡ and child care

'

AIMS: Developmentot lndicc¡tors of Emotionol HeoÌth

Focused lnterview Questions

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proclice:

About ATTACHMENT
The following ore Focused lnterview euestions to Pursue Concerns or Obtoin More lnformolion

Any Age Ch¡ld
(0 - 5 yeors)

lnfoncy Stoge

Eoily lnfoncy Stoge

(6months-lyeor)

(2weel<s-4months)
1. How did

you feel wben You

l.

2-

3.
4.

Are you ùoubled bY anYthing
ùat happeæd duing ¡lotn
¡regnancy or deliverY?
Is tbe baby diffe¡entfrrom what
you had imagined'? In what
ways?
Is it easy orha¡d

b how what

your baby wans?

5.

How does yorrbabYresPond to
being comforted bY You?

6. flo

you think your babY feels

close to you?

Is it easy orhard

b know what

(lSmonths-2yeorÐ
l.

Is your cbild becoming sensitive
ûo otherfamilY members' feelings? In what waYs?

2.

Does

yorrbabywanb?

frstsaw yornbaby?

2.

How does yourbabYæsPondto
being comforted by you?

3.

Do you thirik your babY feels
close to you?

b

4.

Does yorn baby seem
you to otbers?

5.

How does your baby's hrotber(s)
aod sister(s) get along with hin/
her?

Preschool Stoge
(3 yeors - Syeors)

Toddler Stoge

Is it easy for yourchild to come
to you witb anY questions?

2.

Is your child becoming sensitive
to otherfanilY membe¡s' feelings? Ia what ways?

3.

How do you deal with Your
child's greater indePendenoe and

yourchild seernmo¡e

-

entlùan he/she used
to? How doe.s tbis affect You?
independ

3.

Hoq¡do you feelyou andyou
child a¡e getting along?

4.

How do Yoru child's bmther(s)

Prefer

1.

and sister(s) get along u¡ith
her?

hin/

5.

Do you think Your cbilds need
for you is chaoging? How?

6.

A¡e you ery¡ectations of
child chaoging? How?

?.

Does yorn cbild feel secqe
the family?

Yor
in

tùose tineswhen he/she has
ideas different than Yorrs?

4.

How do pu feel you and Your
child a¡e getting along?

5.

How do yorr child's bmther(s)
an? siste(s) get along witb bim/
ber?

6.

Does yonr child feel secure
tbe fanily?

7.

Do ¡'ou think yourchild's need
for you is changing? How?

8- Are yorr

expectations of Yom

child changing? How?

7r2ôreo
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AIMS: Developmentol lndicc¡tors of Emotionol Heolth

Focused lnterview Questions

Guidelines for Psychosociol ProcTice:

pursue Concerns or
The following ore Focused lnterview euestions to

Any Age Ch¡ld
(0 - SYeorÐ

(6months-lYeor)

(2weeks-4months)
1.

Wben yorr babY gets fussY'
wha? things wort best to soothe
him/her?

2. How cefeedings goin¡?
3. How do you getYoubabY to
sleep?

4.

Do you bave time to enjoY Yow
baby?

5.

Do you and your babY enjoY
"tâIking' togetber?

6.

How involved is the baby's
otherþrent in thê babY's life?

l.

rñ¡hatdo you do when yom babY

How ue feedings going?

Do ¡'ou have "'ne

b

enjoYYour

baby?

5. Whatdo

You andYorrbabY

most enjoy doing ûogetber?
otber familY members?

6.

Do

pu

l.

\Yhat do You and Yorr child
most enjoy doing together? With
other family members?

ìVhat do you ancl Yourchild
most enjoy doing together? S/ith
otùer family menbers?

2.

Doqs your chikl's other Pæent
play an activerole in You

Do you and yourchild enjoY
'telking" together?

3. Whatlimit

1.

Do you enjoY watching Your
child explore?

2.
3.

How do you getYoubabYto
sleeP?

4.

4.
With

and yornbabY enjoY

7.

5.

'

seEing nethod do
youuse?How do theYwork
with youchild?

9.

lVhatdo you and oôerfamilY

6-

youcùild

cope withfrustration?

11. lVhat games to 1ou and Your

babyplay?
12. ß yorn babY showing interest in

otùercbilôen?
13. How ttoes Your babY reactto
strangen?
14. \lthatdoes yorn babY do when
you show excite,ment aboutwbat

Do pu see signs thatYour child
is strrrggling with indePendence?
Tell me about tbese stuggles.

?.

\1¡hat do you and other familY
members do to beþ Yorrchild
cope withûusüation?

8.

Wbat do you do when Yornchild
geb angry or loses hisÀer te¡n-

lO. Does yorn babY laugh witù You?

he./she has dooe?

What limit setting nethods do
you use? How do theY work

with yourchild?

3. grþ¿llimit

mernben do to belp

Does yom child's other Pæent
play an active role in Your

child's life? How?

'talkingt' togetber?
How involved is thebabY's
otber pcent iu the babY's life?

PEI?

9.

What does Your child do when
you show excitement aboutwhat
hey'she has ilone?

10- Does your child show You he/
she ca¡es or is aware of how You
feel?
11. Does yorn child use some words
to saY whatbe/she wants?
12- If you ask Yoru child simPle
çestions, how does he/she

answayou?

Continued on Reverse.
ocopÍlolû.Prcþct

A¡trls

(3 yeors - Syeors)

(lSmonths-2YeorÐ

is irritable?

2.
3.

INTE RACTION

Preschool Stoge

Ioddler Stoge

lnfoncy Sloge

Eorly lnfoncy Sloge

obloin More Inforrnotion About

cbild's life? How?
1ou use?

setting metbods do

How do theY work

wi6youchild?

4.

Are you using aoY familY rulas
with ¡our child? What are theY?
How re theY working?

5.

Do ¡rou see signs thatYour child
is struggling with indePendence?

Tell me about these stnrggles-

6. \ilhat do you and other

familY

membe¡s do to encouageYou
child o do things on bis/he¡
oqrn-

7.

What do you do when Your cbild
gets aog¡Y or loses his/her temper?

E.

Does your child enjoY being
with othet children? Are tbere

opportrnities fo¡ bin/her to ilo
so?

9.

What activities does your child
like to do with otberchild¡en?

1O- Does your child show You hd
she carcs or is awae of how You

fe¡,l?
11. Are you and Your child usuallY
able to avoid Power stmggles?

Continued on Reverse.

Toddler Sloge
(15months-2years)
13. IIow do you and others in the

family deal wíth you child's
constant

aaivity?

stuggles?
15. How do pu and ¡oucùild
wort out¡roblems?

**

lorr

(Syeors-íyærÐ
12- Do ¡ou and

lou

child spend

tine talking bgelüer?l3- Do

¡lou find iteasyto be with

14. Are ¡rou and your child usuall¡r ableb avoidpower

16. Can you and

Preschool Sloge

child take

o,¡6¡ r¡lking?

17. Does you child enjoy r€ading
wiü ¡'ou?

cüild?

¡ou

14. Do ¡rou enæurage yo*' child's
cuiositY about tlrings?

15. llthatdo yor do to heþyour
cbild fe¿l good abouthin/
hemelf,|
16. How

&

you

ad otherfamily

møbers belp ¡ou child ex¡ness his/bøfeelingp?

17. Does

lonrchilil pticipate in

family taditions

srrch as

boli-

days and birtbdays?
18. Do

pu

invite you cbild to

¡nrtÌcþate in family decisions?
19- How do you handÞ all of your
cùild's questions?

20. How does your child play with
his/her brolüers ând sisErs?

21. Does you child enjoy reading

wiùpu?
22. How do ¡ou and lornchild

wut

out ¡rroblems?

23. Is it okay for ¡our child to
¡lisrgree with you or any otber
familymembers?

Tw/po

lgçggylþ]û. PraÞct A¡lìiS

r

AIMS: Developmentol tndicotors

of Emolionol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proclice:

Focused lnterview Questions

The following ore Focused lnterview euestions lo Pursue concerns or

Any Age Ch¡ld
(0 - 5 yeorÐ

lnfoncy Stoge

Eoily lnfoncy Stoge
(2weeks - 4 months)

l.

(ómonths-lYeor)

Is it easy or hard forYou to
figure out what You babY

1.

needs?

2.

2. Arcyourecovering from¡tregnancy and child birth?

3.

3.

How does the babY's otber
paleot feel about.being

a

4.

4.

Did you feel prePaed for the
new baby?

5.

In what ways is yom familY
finding life witù lùe new babY
.A¡e you feeling

5.

líke a'treaf'

mother (father) now tbat the
baby is h .ete?

7.

How is yorrbabY adjusting to
or showing inÞrest in his/her
srrroundings?

8.

How does YourbabYletYou

howwhen

he./she wants some-

6.

7.

10.

þr

yorr baby feel prouil of his/
oew abilities and want )¡ou to

Whatkinds of routines has Yom
family been able to cteate? Do
all memben of the familY feel
How does yowbabY show hiV
br distess wben he/sbe seParates from You? How do You
h¡ndle it?
Does your baby have temPer

4.

How does yornchild showhis/
he? disùess when he/she seParates from you? How do You

haodle it?

5.

tanEums? Wbat haPPens? How
do you feel?'Whatis ÞlPñtl?

7.

lVhat do you do wbenYoucbild
misbebaves?

8.

'What

æe You handling Your

10. How
baby'

I increasing nobilitY

amund tbe house?
11. Is yoru baby able to sPeod aDY

tineplaYing alone?
12. How does Your babY settle him/
herself down afterbeing rPset?

2.

9.

10: How areYou bandling Yonr
child's increasing nobilitY

aor¡nd the house?
11. How has YourfamilY adjusted to

tüe nore independent behavior of

your child?

Continued on Reverse-

Whatkinds of ¡outines'has Yot
family been able to c¡eate? Do
allmembers of tbe familY feel
Does your child bave tem¡rr
tantn¡ms? VÍhat ha¡ryens? How
do you feel? Whatis helPtul?

4.

Do you feel zuccessñrl in setting
clear and specifrc limitsz

5.

lYhat do you do when Yourchild
misbehaves?

6-

Does your child show anY interest in pretend plaY? Describe this

play.

7.

Is your chikl able to dress him/

herselfl
What can yorr child do forhin/
herself?How does this make You
feel?

9.

üing?

want

3.

PlaY? Describe the

How does Your child let You
know q¡hen hey'she wants some-

ad

okay about these routines?

8.

PlaY.

feel¡roud of

you to ¡naise himrher?

Doqs yorn child show anY inter-

estin preÞnd

Does your child

hisÀer new abilitiqs

Does yorr cbild have t€,mFr

Do you feel successñrl in se$ing
cle¿r and speciñc limits?

How have You and Your familY
adjusted to life with a new babY?

arre yorn baby's waking/
sleeping and feeding Patte'ms

What kinds of routi¡es hag Your
family been able to create? Do all
merrbers of the familY feel okaY
about these ¡outines?

Do you feel successfi¡l in se$ing
clear and sPecific limits?

baby?

fike?

7126190

3.

6.

does Yourbabylet You
know when he/she wants some-

9.

Does yor:r child feel ¡xoud of his/
her neq¡ abilities and want )tou to

1.

praise him/ber?

thing?

How have you and YourfamilY
adjusted to life with a new

How does tùe child's otherParent feel about being a Parent?

tåntn¡ms? ìYhat haPPens? How
do you feel? Whatis belPfitl?

8. How

thing?

9.

2.

okay about these routines?

enjoyable?

6.

How does the babY's otherParent
feel about being a Parent?

paisebin/her.

Pæ-

ent?

(lSmonths-2yeors)
1.

Does

Preschool Level
(3 yeors - Syeors)

Toddler Sïoge

it easY or hard forYou to
figue out what yorn babY needs?

Is

obloin More lnformotion About MASTERY

Is yorn chikl able to sPend anY
tirne plaYing alone?

10. How does your chilcl settle himr/
berself down afterbeing uPset?
11. Is yorr child interested in other
children? Does he/sbe bave
playmates?
12- Do family members unclerstand

your child's speech?

Cqrtinued on Reverse-

Toddler Sloge

(l5monîhs-2yeors)
12. Is yourchild able to spend auy

timeplaying alone?
13. How does your child settle bim/
herself down afrer being upset?

PreschoolLevel

6

yeqrs

- Syeg/rs)

13. How long is youchild able to
ooncenEate on an activity? Are
you concerned abouthow long
your child can attend to an

activity?

14. Is your child interested in other
chil&en? Does he/she have
paymates?

14. Is your child using the toilet?
How is this going?

15. Do familymembers understaud

15. How do you think your cbild
feels about hiu/he¡self?

your chíld's speech?
16- How loug is yorr child able t?
conceDFate on an actiúty? A¡e
you concerned about how long
your child can attend to an

activity?

16. Does your child have liüle jobs
to do? Does hey'she like to do
them?
17. Is yorr child able to follow
di¡ections?
18. Is yorr child able to take û¡rns in

talking and playing with others?
19. Does your child show inbrestin
le-rniug? Is he,/she ready for
school?

ã). Is your child

able to 'told hilber
own" with otherkids?

7n6l9o
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AIMS: Developmentol tndiccrtors of Emotionol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proclice:

Focused lnterview Questions

Mole lnformotion About SOCIAL
Focused lnterview Suestions lo Pursue concelns or obtoin

SUPPORT

AIMS: Devetopmentol lndicolors of Emotionol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proclice
'lhe followi
Any Age Chlld
(ùSYeors)

F INTE

NS

Toddler SToge
(lSmonths-2yeorc)

PteschoolStoge

l.

1.

ore Brief lnterventions Which Con
Eorly lnfoncy Stoge

lnfoncy Stoge

(2weels-4 months)

(6months- I yeor)

l.

Comnentons¡rcific

1.

qualities of tbe infanÇ
pointing out to parent
tbe baby's capabilities
(alerEress, ÈackÍng,

2,

intercst)'

3.

Congratulatepuenton
tbe birth.
Acl'cnowledge the first
several uront¡c as a
s¡roial "getting ac-

quainted" time for
baby and Parent.

4.

4.

Conñrmparent's
positive feelings about
baby; acknowledge the
nonnalcy of eome
negative or anrbivalent
feelings.

tant parent continues to
be to the cbil4 as tbe

PointouttbatPalent

child.becomes mo¡e
self-suffrcient,

2.

Re-assure'parèntthàtit
is normal to furd
parenting conñrsing'
difñcult ànd challenging at times.

ReæsuretbatitisokaY
fcr babies to have
etong preferences for

3.

4,

3.

4,

social and communication sldlls and compli-

Explain that babY'e

normal.

Shareyourobsøvations about the cbild's

Reæsure thatitis okaY
fon children to hove
Sùong preferences
certain people.

7,

for

whofeel æcurelY

geting tbtoughtbe
first few months.

¡ttached to someone
are able to confidentlY
explore thc world.

birthdaY.

5.

8.

complimentparenl

6.

Explainhatpaænt

rny

see

with other children,

7.

Pointouthowchild's
increased independence and secruity will
beþ in trar¡sition to
school,

8-

Explain tbat some
children have difüculty leaving homo
and adjusting to
school schedt¡le.

9-

Encourageparentto
be supportive and
æsistherlhís child
with this tansition to
school.

sl17l90
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abmader

range ofbehaviors æ
herÂis child interacts

Explain tÌ¡at child's
fear of shangers or
difñculty leüing pa¡ent
leave her/him is a sign
of a süong attacb¡nent
to parent¡ explain such
separation anxietY is
normal,

Shateyourobservations about the child's
social and communication skills and

Pointout tl¡atchildren

CongraNatePrenton

Congraürlateparenton
anival of child's l¡¡st

independent.

mentparent.

6.

Heþparentunderstand tbat she/he maY
experienco a sense of
loss as her/his child
becomes more

her/bis child becomes
more independent'

5,

Explain thatitis
normel forparents to
feel frusEation and
some mgry feelings
wiö tbeir gowing

cbild.
Helpparentunderstand
that she/he uray exPeri-

separation aruietY is

8.

style <it teur¡nraurenl

fn¡stsation and sono
angry feelings with
their growing child.

Pointoutthatbabies

fearofstrangers or
diffrculty leüing Par€nt
leaveher/trinis asign
of a stsong athcbment
to peent; explain sucb

7.

which parent accepts
the child's unique

once a gpnse ofloss as

who feel serurelY
attached to someone
are able to confidentlY
explote the world,

6.

Explainthatitisnor-

PointoutwaYsln

malforparcntto feel

certain people,

5.

2,

PointoutwaYs in

Pointouthow importantparent continues
to be to the child, as
tbe child becomes
more self sufficienl

which parent lanws
, cbildls unique style or
te¡nlrefâment.

høAis babY'

3,

Pointouthow imPor-

tant (ineplaceable)
puentis to bis babY'

alreadyknows utd
unde¡star¡ds e lot about

imitation, signs of

2,

PointouthowimPor-

(3-Syeors)

AIMS: Developmenlol tndicotors of Emotionol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proclice
The following ore Brief lnterventions Which Con Help

Any Age Chlld
(ù5 Yeors)

Eorly lnfoncy Stoge
(2weeks- 4 months)

1.

Askifparenthas found

lnfoncy Sloge
(ómonths-lyear)
1.

AskifthebabYie
rrore difficult tro ca¡e

it difñcult to adjust to
tho boby,

2,

3.

for tban anticiPated.

Suggest that it is normal
for parents of newborns'
to need sorre tiure to get
ther¡rselves and the babY
settled.

Discuss the imPortance
of getting to know her/
his unique babY (e.g.'
temperaurent and stYlc

of communioating),

4,

Allow paront to diecuss
her/bis feelings;
discem unusual
postpartum dePression,
extraordinarY familY
stess, unresolved birth
teuma 9r extremelY
ne

gative PercePtions

infant.

8^71e0
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of

2.

Encourage Parent to
frequently hold:babY,
tslk !o the babY, and
watch carefullY to
leam mo¡e about babY

', as an

3.

individual.

Explain thatmost new
parents feel some
difficult omotions;
determine if puent
stitl feels more or less

overwhelmed now
compared to a few
months ago,

RVEN ONS
B IEF I
TO DISCUSS CONCE RNS
ABOUÏ ATÍACHMENT
PreschoolStoge
Toddler Sloge
(3 - 5 yeors)

(lSmonths-2Yeors)

1,

Ask if it is difficult to
care for the cbild now
that he/she is more

verbal and
independent.

1.

Acknowledge the
cballengo of dealing
with a preschooler's
independence and

. assertiveness,
2, Discuss witb Parent
her/his feelings about

child starting school
ancVor growing uP.

Heolth
AIMS: Developmentol lndicotors of Emotionol

Guidelines for Psychosociol Ploctice
BRIEF INTERVENTIONS
The followi

Any Age Chlld
(ù5 Yeors)

ore Brlef I nterventions Which Con H
Eoily lnfoncY Stoge
(2weeks-4months)
1.

2.

EncourageParents to read
and view materiale on
child develoPment to learn
¡rore about their own
babY's temPeranent and
oapabilities.
Discuss how Parents and
baby interact at this developmental agc' Comment
on how these earlY lnteractions teach the babY
about relationshiPs.

3.

Interpret babY' s behavior;
suggest wbat babY might
be courmunicating bY
certain behavior.

lnfoncy Stoge
(ó months' I Yeor)

l.

Interpret babY's betavior; suggeet what babY
might be communicat'
ing by certain behavior.

á.

AsÈwbatþarent's
wishes are for child'
Point out the Parent'r
lnteractions which heþ
the baby to reach:tbese

5. Ttlk

3.

Encourage Pafent to
ftequently hold and talk
to baby and learn about
the babY æ an individ'

4.

bab¡

one ParentmaY
stimulate while the otl¡er
may calrr and console.

7.

Re¡ssure that Parents will
not always feel confident
in the earlY weeks that
they know what the babY
ne¿ds. This earlY Period
is a time when confidence
is being establisbed.

Pointout the imPortance of listening to
what the child is com'
municating about his/

5,

Talk to Parent about tho
importance of resPecting the babY's foelings'
especiallY at times when
baby is crYing from
ftustration or anger.

6,

EncourageParentto
provide times of undi'
vided attention to babY.
This beþs the baby to
lower his/her demands
on the parent.

ùantsu¡¡r

Discuss tbe imPortance
of consistent, clea¡ and
age-appropriate limits
on cbild's behavior.

4.

Remind Parent th¡t
praieo and positive
reínforcement work,
end tbat children
generallY want to
pleaso their Parents.

5.

Evalu¡te Parent about
how a toddlet is depe¡dent and indePend-

Point out the inPortance of listening to
wbat the child is communicating about his/
ber feælinge during a
tanEu¡n or outburst.

2,

Reæsure parent that
limit-setting can bo
frushating. Discuss
the lmportance of
oonsistenÇ clea¡ and

firm limits.

3.

Remind Puentthat
praise and positive
reinforcement worh
¡nd that cbildren
generally want to
please their Parents.

4.

EncourageParentÛo
communicate to the

child tbeir own feelings and exPoctations,

5.

6.

7.

L

Bxplain that children
need to test limits and
rules in ordcr to leam
about themselve¡ and
tbei¡ wo¡ld,

Explain tbatchildren
need to test limits and
n¡les in order to lesrn
.about themselves and

ent at the same tlure.

tlreir world,

6.

Bxplain thatParents
need to help children
learn to pIaY with
others.

Encourage Parent to

7.

find waYs'for cbild to
play safely without
parent's gonstant
attention.

Encourage Parents to
give children cboic¿s.

8.

E<lucateandsuPPort
parent's efforts to deal
with child' s increasing
autonomy.

9.

EncourageParentto
talk with his/ber child.

Help parents to undetst¿nd the stress felt bY

older sibling living
with a toddler.
Reurind Parent that
toddlers cannot be
expected to behave
perfectlY all the tlme.

10. Educate and suPPort
puent's efforts to desl
with child's increasing
autonomy.

st17l90
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1.

or outburst.

3.

9,

@

(3 - 5 Years)

her feelings during a

personalities,

or 8nger.
Comment on tbe different
styles that mothers and
fathers often u¡e with theif

2.

tomperament and the
t'ftt'' between Parent's
and child's

importance of resPecting
the babY's feelings' eePeciallY at times when babY
is crying frorr ftustration

6.

Provide info¡mation
about babY's unique

PreschoolStoge

wishes are for child'
Point out the Parent's
interactions wbich helP
the babY to reach tbese
goals.

ual.

will

ûo Parent about tho

1. AskwbatParent's

goals.

4.

period and that this
not spoil them.

Toddler Sloge
(15 months'2 Years)

AIMS: Developmentol lndicolors of Emotlonol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proctice

BRIEF INTERVENTIONS

lnfoncy sloge

TO DISCUSS CONCERNS
ABOUT INTERACTION
PreschoolStoge
Toddler Sloge

(6rønths-lyear)

(15rwnths-2years)

The following ore Brief lnterventions Whlch Con Help

Any Age Chlld

Eorly lnfoncy Sloge

(0-5 years)

(2weeks - 4 months)

1. Acknowledge that
parents want positive
interaptions with thei¡
baby.

1.

Acknowledge that

1.

parents want positive

Reassure that most
parents ñnd young

(3 - 5 years)

1.

children demanding
and challenging at
times.

childten denanding
and cballenging at
times.

interactions with their
baby.

2.

Bxplain the irnportance
ofrecognizing, and responding to the child'¡
frusbations, to help tbe

2.

ofrecognlzing and

problem-solving.
Suggest that calmness
and an accepting attih¡de ue ¡rost helpful

Explain the importance
responding to the
cbild's fn¡strations,
to belp the cbild loarn
effective problemsolving.

child le¡¡n effective

3.

Reæsure that nost
perentõ find young

3.

Suggeetthatcal¡nness
and an accæpting attitude ue most helpful
when dealing with
children's behavior.

4.

Tatk with parent about
8ny conoenr8 or lrower

wben dealing witb
children's behavior.

sEuggles he/sho migbt
be having with his/her
presohooler.

8lt7l9o
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AIMS: Developmentql Indlcotors of Ernotlonol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proclice:
BR
The

Any Age Child
(ù5yeorc)

Which Con Hel

ore Brief

Eorly lnfoncy Stoge lnfoncy Stoge
(2weeks-4months) (ó months- I yeor)

l.

Bncourageparentto
appreciate hisÀer

1.

baby's unique style
and pace

of

development.

2.

Pointout how parent's
skills have grown and
confïdence increased.

2.

Encouragepatent to
appreciate bis/her
baby'r unique style
and poce of development.

Toddler Stoge

(15months-2yeors)

l.

Discu¡e patent's
perceptions of hisrber
own skills and

2.

Remind parent thst

1,

2.

child's need for
independonce and the
patent's need to ensure

safety.

5,

Pointout that to¡Idlers
a¡e not able to undorstand the concept

ofsharing andparents
will have to pley s
mediating role.

6.

ioral control.

3.

Help parentrecognize
that it takes time for
his/her cbild to
devolop intemal
emotional and behavioral control.
Point out the irnportaqce of continuing a
balanoe betwecn the

Hetp parent recognize
the patterns and under¡tand the meanings of
child's outbursts.

Help parentrecognizc
that it takes time for
his/her child to
develop intcmal
emotional and behav-

.parent will discover
new knowledge and

4.

Discues parent's
perceptions of bis/her
own skills and
sEengths as pa¡ent.

trcddlerhood can be a
time of rapid changes;
both the child and the

Poínt out how parent's
skills have gown and
confidence inc¡pased.

3.

Ùlt?190

(3 - 5 yeors)

stongtbs ss parent,

feelings.

@copydghl. ProþctAlMs

PreschoolStoge

Point out the importance of continuing a
balance between tbe

child's need for independence and the
parentts need to ensu¡e
safetY.

4.

Talk with cbild about
how well he./she ls
doing.

AIMS: Developmentol Indicotors of Emotlonol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociol Proctice
IN

The fol

Any Age Ch¡ld
(ù5Yeorc)

ore Brlef lnterventions Which Con He

lnfoncy Stoge
(2weeks- 4 months)
1. Identify with

parent
the overwhelming
lrressures of having
a newborn.

2. Askifpuentis
feeling overurhelmed'

lnfoncy Sloge
(ómonths- I Yeor)
1. Ask if parent

is feeling
overwheLned,

2.

..A,sk

if

there,:are a¡e8¡t

ln wbich the parent
wants to gain moro
confidence and feel
urore compoÞntwitb
his/ber parentíng.

"

TO DISCUSS CONCERN S
ABO UT MASTERY
PreschoolSloge
Toddler Sloge
(3 - Syeors)
(15 monlhs'2 Yeats)
1. Ask iftbere

are areag

1.

in whicb tbe palent
u,ants to gain more
confidence and feel
more compotent witb
bie/ber patenting.

2. Ask parent lf there are

Ask if tt¡ere arc ueas
in which the Parent
wants to gain morc
confidence and feel
more competontwitb

bis/her parenting'

2.

power struggles with
his/ber cbild. Encourage parent to exPloro
his/her own feelings
abouttbese rtruggles.

Ask parent lf tbere ¡re
po$'ef struggles with
hisÀer child. Encor¡r'
age parent to exPlore
bis/her own feelings
abouttbese stsuggles.

3.

Bncourage Parentto
set aside time to
discuss faurily nrles.

4.

Explore with Puent
bis/her feelings ¡bout
the sshool the child is
entering and PerceP.
tions of the child's
ability to succeod in
school.

8/r7190
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AIMS: Developmentol lndicotors of Emotionol Heolth

Guidelines for Psychosociql Proctice
BRIEF INTERVENTIO
ore Brief lnterventions Which Con

The fol

To Promofe Use of

Sociol Supports

Any Age Ch¡ld
(0 - 5 Yeors)

sl17l90
@

copylght Proþct

AIMS

H

TO PROMOTE USE & DISCUSS
CONCERNS ABOUT SOCIAT SUPPORT

To Discuss Concerns

Sociol Supporls
,An:y AgeÇhild
(0 - 5 Yeors)

oboul

Appendix

C

ScreeninÉ and Assessment lnstruments
Reviewed by Profect AIMS

Screenlng and Assessment lnstruments Revlewed by Ptofect AIMS
April,

1988

ACQ BehaviorChecklist
Abuse and Neglect Indicators and Index
Adult-Adolescent Parenting Index
Attachment Assessment Form
Bayley Scales of Infant Development (1969)
Birth to Three Deveþmenøl Scale
Borgess Interaction Assessment
Brazelton Neonatal Behavior Assessment Scale ( 1973)
Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Early Development (1978)
Broussa¡d Neonatal Perception Inventory ( 197 I )
Carey Infant Temperament Questionnwe (1977)
Carey Toddler Temperament Questionnaire (l 978)

Carolina Record on Individual Bohavior (CRB)
Child Abuse Potential Inventory Form (CAP)
Child Abuse/1.[eglect Risk List for Infants and Toddlers
Child Behavior Checklist
Child Development Scale
Child Expectation Scale
Child Rearing and Education Instrument
ChildWell Being Scales
Childrearing Scale
Communicative Evaluation Chart, from Infancy to Five Years
Coopersmith Self Esteem Inventory
Coping Questionnaire
Denver Developmental Screening Test (1973)
Denver Developmental Screening TÞst Revised (1981)
Denver Prescreening Developmental Questionnaire (PDQ)

Developmenøl Activities Screening Inventories (DASI'[)
Developmental Therapy Objectives Rating Form
Early Coping Inventory
Early Iæaming Accomplishment Profile @arly-LAP) (1978)
Eco-analysis of Family Functioning (1985)
Environmental Prelanguage Battery (EP3)
Family APGAR
Family Adaptability Cohesion Evaluation Scale (FACES)
Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scales (FACES
Family Assessment Device GAD)
Family Assessment Scale
Family Assessment Scales (1985)
Family Awareness Scale
Family Centered Assessment (1985)
Family Crisis Oriented Personal Scales (F-COPES)
Family Functioning Rating Scale

ltr)

Family Needs Scale
Family ProblemList
Family Relations Indicator
Family Resource Scale
Family Responsibility Checklist
Family Support Scale
Family and Community Functioning
First Year Parent Interview
Flint Infant Security Scale (1983)
Greenspan Emotional Health Checklist:
Hawaiian Early Iæarning Profile (HELP) (1979)
Health and Well Being Index
High Priority Infant Program Home Visit Worksheet (North Carolina)
Home Observ¡tion for Measurement of the Environment (HOME) (1978)
Home Screening Questionnaire (HSQ) (1981)
Humanics National Child Assessment Form
ISIS Reciprocal Caægory System. (1970)
Index of Parental Attitudes
Infant Monitoring Questionnaire forAt Risk Infans
Infant Rapid Screen (IRS)
Instrument for Systemic Assessment of ParentAttachment Behaviors
Interaction Rating Scale (IRS) (1980)
Inventory of Parents Experiences
Inventory of Social Support
Kent Infant Development Scale (KIDS) (1980)
Lexington Developmenüal Scales
Life Satisfaction Scale
Maine 0-3 Preventive Intervention Risk Screening and Family Assessment (1986)
Massie-Campbell Scale of Mother-InfantAttachment Indicators During Stress (AIDS) (1977)
Maternal Developmental Expectations and ChildrearingAttitudes Scale (MDECAS) (1980)
Maternal Effectiveness Scale
Minnesota Child Development Inventory (MCDI) (1974)
Minnesota Infant Development Inventory (MDD (1980)
Mother-Child Interaction Coding Schema (1977)
NCASTTeaching and Feæding Scales (1978)
Objectiveslhoblems Checklist for Infancy hograms (Tableman)
Observation Scale for Assessing Family Empowerment
Observation of Parent-child Interaction
ParentAssessment of Needs (PAN) (1986)
Parent Behavior hogression (PBP)
Parent Child Observation Guides (Ounce of Prevention)
Parent Questionnaire
Parent Self-Awareness Scale
Parent as Teacher
Pa¡ent¿l Questionnaire of Infant Temperament
Parenting Strpss Index (PSI)
Perceived Social Support Measures

Peri-natal Anxieties and Attitudes Scale (PAAS) ( 1980)
Personal Network Matrix
Personal Well Being Index

Preschool Attainment Record (PAR)

heschool Behavior Checklist
Preschool Behavior Rating Scalc (1980)
Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language Scale (REEL)
Resource Scale for Teenage Mothers
Revised Attachment-Separation-Individuation (ASI)
Rochester Adaptive Behavior Inventory (PABD

SEED
Self Report Family Instrument
Self-Rating Depression Scale (1974)
Sensory Motor Questionnaire
Social Support Inventories
SEess, Support and Family Functioning Interview Schedule
Support Functions Scale
Syracuse Scales of Infant Deveþment and Home Observation
Test of Early Socioemotional Development (TOESED)
Texas Preschool Screening Inventory (TPSI)

Toddler Care Questionnaire

Uniform Performance Assessment System (LJPAS)
Uzgiris and Hunt Scales Of Infant Psychological Development (1980)
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales
Víneland Social Maturity Scale
Yale Inventories of Development

Appendix D

Selected lnstruments Address¡ng
Early Soclal and Emotional Development

ADDRBSSING EARLY SOCITIL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

sELEcTED.

^sSEsSMENTS

Age

Assessmenl/

Ordering Inlormation

Comments/

Rangc/

Dimensions

Type

¡\lMS:

Developmcntal Indlcators ol 2wks5yn
Emotlonal Hcallh

ÈojcctAIMS
Ilu¡¡an Services Develognental Institute
Univcrsity of Southcrn Maine

Questidnnairc

96 Falmouth Strcc¡

Obscrvation

l)

Attachmcnt

Procedurcs

Who can ¡dmlnister

l)

AIMS is a systcm of practicc to aide

lnrakc Forms:

2) Intcraction

Farnily Information form

3) Masßry
4) Support

(background)
Family Concems lndicatcn (sucss

lnlcrvisw

invcntory)
3) Gcncr¿l qucstions and points of
obscrvation guidelincs
4) Focus inlcrvisw qocstions ond
briof intervcnt¡ons

04103
Pordand,
(207) 780-4430

cmotional hcalth,
2) to idcntify possiblc concerns in
thc dcvelopmcnl and ¿motiond

2) Parcnt Qucslionnaircs

ME

profcssionals lo:
l) ídcntify strcnglhs in four arcas of

Thc rn¡ærials producc no sco¡e or
labet, thcy iuc dcsþcd to faciliretc
hrief asscssmcnt' not indePlh

hcalth of childrcn.
3) to faciliaæ dialogue bclwccn
pafcnfs end profcssion¡l scrvicc
providcrs ¡o promotc cmotìonal
healrh.
Refcrences:

Parridge (1990)

assessmenl. Research on fhc. i\IMS

is ongoing.
Baylcy Infsnt Ilehavlor Record
Bayley Scalcs of Infant Devclopmcnt
Thc Psychological Corporation
5!5 -¡.ced+-c Cci¡-.
San Anlonio, TX 78204
1-800-233-5ó82

ßinh -

2 lï2

yrs.

Observa¡ional
scrcening

Thc Baylcy lnfant Bchavior Rcconl
is ¡rart of thc llaylcY Scalcs. Thc

lBll

is

É:q4 i!:r=:3* :h=

obscrvalion madc during the
adminisration of the llaylcy
Scales. Arc¡s includc:
1) Àuitudcs
2) lnlercsts
3) Emotions
4) Encrgy

A componcnl ofthc BaYlc¡ it

can

bc uscd as a psychoçoci¡l scrccninq
insrumcnt to ¡dcn¡¡fy childrcn at

Rcfercnccs:
Mccuq+. 5=!==r¡:eiì, Fl¿ti.
Glazewski. & Sillari (1990)

risk.
(Scc dcscription ofrhc C¡rolina
Rccord of Individual Bchavior
CRIB, which is an adaption and
extcnsion of the IBR-)

5) r\ctivity
6) Whcthcr thc child approachcs or
rrithdraws from súmularion

Bor!ess Interaction

Assessmenl
Michigan Dcpartmenr of Mcntal Hc¡lth
Prcvcnlion. Dcmonstration and Sefviccs

Posl-partum

Rcsca¡ch Division
Lcrvis Cas¡ Building - 3rd Floor
Lansing. M¡ 48913

chccklisr

(5t7) 373-36n
ffraining

prograrn

tl

30.00)

Scrccning

The Bl^ has 3 pa¡ts:
l) Situational fåctors Govor¡ng
infant's vutnerability, expcricnccs
of tl¡c mothcr which maY imPair
auachmcnl, potcntial slrcsr¡rs
r¡,hich could impair nururailcc.
2) Obscrvation ôf intcractions afær
delivery Q items) covcring
cxploratory. physical. vcrbal ¡nd
visual, paraltcling and nurturing
fcsPontcs.
3) Observ¡tlon of intcr¡ctions
durins thc hospi¡al stay (12¡¡c¡frgf-

Post-parlum obscrvalional rating
scalc of mothsr-infant ¡ntcrôcfion
to idcnrify infants at risk tot:

-child abusc./ncglccr
-social adjustmcnt problcms
cmotiond difficul¡ics

-cognitivc dclays

Can bc
1ærsonncl such as nurscs, social
workcrs, and othc¡ i¡fan¡ hcalth
professipnals- Vidcotapc rraining
packagc availabtci
Validatcd as prcdictivc ofpa¡cnlinfant inlc¡action ¡lt one ycar; usod
in Michigan for in-hospital
scrccning ¡nd refcrr¿|.
Rcfcrsnccs:
lVcathcrslon & Tablcman

r
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AsscssmenU

Age Rengc/

Commcnts/
lVho crn cdmlnister

Orderlng Inform¡llon

TyPc

Dlmensions

C¡rolina Rçcord of lnf¡nt ltchavior
(cRrß)
Runc Simconsson. Ptr.D.

b¡rth - 2{ rx¡s.
or any child
functioning

Frank Porrcr Craham Ccnter

wi¡hin the

'fhc CRIII may bc complctcd in onc
Thc CRllì ¡rnasures:
of two ways:
t) activity/arousal lêvcl.
3) social orienlalion, part¡c¡pal¡on, t) It can bc complctcd immcdiatclY
following the administration of e
fcarfulncss. cndurance.
dcveloprncntal assessrncn l
communication-exprcssivc.
instrumcnL
communicalion-rccop¡ivc. objcct
2) It may also bc cornplctcd
oricnlalion, and consolabilitp
imrncdiatcly following an
4) act¡v¡ly. ßacl¡v¡ty, go¿rl
extcnsivc pcriod (minimum @'
directcdncss, rcsponsc ltr
min.) oÍ observnlion ¡nd/or
fruslralion, atlcntion span,
inter¿clion wi¡h the chid in a
rcsponsivcncss lo cârct¡tcr.
setling pcfmilting a displaY of
Postural Lonc, rcsponsivcncss lo
va¡ious behaviors.
ex¡mincr
Bchavisrs mus¡ bc obscrvcd ralhcr
S)prevcrbal communication,
rhythrnic habit patterns, play/self- than infcgcd.
rccog nilion/a tlach ment.

University of North Ca¡olina
cBfr 8180Itwn 54, Bypass 'West
Chapcl llill. NC 27599-8180

Early Coping Invcntory
Scholastic Tcsting Scwice
Benscnville,
60106-8056

IL

QO8) 766-'7ts0
tùJ r.)J,

sensorimolor

lcvcl
Obscnation

4 mos.- 36 mos.
Obscrvation
inslrumen¡

l)

Sensorimotor organization

2) Reactive bchavior
3) Sclf-ini¡ia¡cd bchavior

Procedurcs

Obscrvation i¡slrumcnl that asscss
coping-rclared bchaviors that a
child uscs to Íianago lhe routincs,
opportunitics. ehallcngcs, and
frustrations cncoun¡crud in dailY

living.
A Frve-poínt rat¡ng scalc is

uscd-

Tlic CRIB was dcsigncd to bc uscd
by individuals involvcd in the
provision of scwice ro young
childrcn ft may be complctcd by
anyonc rvho has familiarized
thc¡r¡selvcs wilh lhe CRIB. I¡ is
rccomrncndcd fha¡ lærsons

documcn¡ inlcrratcr rcliability with
a training vidco tapc or rvith
àrolhcr pcrson who has es¡ablishcd
relirbility as Â ralcr.

Authors nolc ¡hat repe¿tcd
obscrvations in diffcrcnt situations
a¡c needcd bclore rating a chìId ¡nd
lhat lhc specific bchaviors a child
uscs in a coping cffórt may vary al
diffcrcnt stagcs of developmcnl
Assists in looking ar v¡hat infan¡
brings to thc mothcr-inlant

interac¡ion.
Refc¡cnccs:

Williamson & Zcttin (1990)

'Ihe Five

P's

Varicty Pre-School€r's ll/orkshop
llunrphrcy Drivc

,17

Syossa.

NY lt79t

(516) 92r-7t71

CAildrcn with

SÍx catcgorics of bchaviors a¡r:

lcarning,

asscssed:

languagc and

ndJustmcnt
2) sclf help (¡oileting and

bch¡vior

l) classroom

All sc¡les with thc crccption of rhc

Oassroom Âdjustmcnr Scalc rc
cornpletcd by thc rcaclrer and thc
parcnt in thcir rcspcctivc sc¡tings.
Parcnls and teaclrcrs indcpcndently
completo rhcir ratings on thc scalcs
ovef,a lwo to four wcek obscrr¡ation
pcriod in lhc tall and s¡ning (sixnnnth ínlcnral). Rchaviors a¡c

problcms

hygienc. mcal¡imo bchaviors,

functioning

drcssing)

bctwccn 6 and
montùs

3) language (communication

Obscrvational

4) sodal (cmcrging sclf.
relntionship lo adult¡,

ralcd as:

relerionsbþ to chiklrcn)

S=somctin¡cs

()

competcnc*. rccúpl¡ve language,

crprcssíve languagc)
scdc

Y=16
N=no
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Àge Rangc/

Asscssmc¡t/
Ordcring Inform¡tion
HOMB Obscrration

of thc

Environmint

for

Type
Measuremcnl ßirth - 3yrc

ßcily Caldwcll
Child Dcvelopmcnt and Bluction

3yn - 6yrs

C-cntcr for

Univcrsity ol .r¡rrkansas at L¡ldc Rock

Li¡¡lc Rock.

^R

72204

t

Comments/

Dl mensions

Procedurcs

lYho can administcr

Designcd to s¡mplc thc quantity rnrl Dctailcd i¡rstructions for
administration arc givcn in thc
quatiry of social, cmotional anrl
manual and lirdc subþtivc
cognitivc support availablu lo
judgcmcnt is rcquired for
young childrcn in thcir homcs.
cvaluation- Probably can bc
Birth - 3ycars:
administc¡rl by a widc varicty of
l) emotional and vcrbal
pcrsonncl.
rcrpons¡v¡ly of mother
2) avoidancc of n:striclion and
punishmcnl
3) organization of physical nnd
tcmpornl punishntcnt
4) provision o[ appropriatc play
m¿rcr¡al

5) matcrnal involve¡ircnt with child
6) opportunitics for viuicty in daily
slimulatior-

Michigan lnf¿nt History and

Nccds

Form

fnta¡cy (no agc
givcn)

^sscssmcnl
Michigan Dcparmcnt of Mcntal Hsalrh
Prcvention. DemonsraÉon and Scrviccs
Rèscarch Division
l-cwis Cass l]uilding - 3rd Floor
Li,rsing. ¡vi¡ 4ö9t3
(517) Tt3-1627
(tn Infant Mental llcalth Scrviccs:
Supportinp Compctcncies/Rcducin g Risks,

F¡amcwork to
guidc ongoing

eÞs:íc=ii+n;
and asscssmcnls

fn[ormation lrom qucstions anrl
obscrvarions locusing on:

l)

lnf¡n¡

2) Parenr as carcgivcr
3) Parcnt-infint rclatirrnship

4i Íin'íronnrr-nt

5) Family mntctL

Â scrics o[ qucstions rhût arc

Morc o[ a clinicnl practicc guidc

intcndcd to guidc thc

lhan an 'csscssmcn¡:

intcrvcntionist in hcr wor* with
familics. Ansqrcrs to thc qucstions
çft t!¡c thra!:u !r
=-bæ:--.'a'.ioäs.
s¡rccilic informarion may also bc
rcques¡cd of drc parcnl.

6) Family thcrncs/issucs
?) Pilrcntal history
8) Iiamily culturc

s25.00)

Mtcs
Molhcr/Inl:rnt Communic¡lion

lnfancy

Screeni

Scrccning

n

g

Communicalion Skilt Buitdcrs
3830 ti Bcllcvuc
P.O- Box 4205ùE;92
'fucson.
(602) 323-7500
^'¿85733

l)

l,anguage and Synchmny

2) Distruss

of

mothsr-¡nfonl
intcractivc

3) Fculing
4) Play/Ncutral Starc

5) Rcst

bchaviors

¿\ refcrrat scorc on MICS only
indicalcs ncc¡J for addi¡ional

intcivcn¡ion.

NCAST Teaching and Fceding Scalcs Fccding:
Nursing Child Assessmcn¡ Satellite Training Binh - I yr
Univcrsity of 'Washington.
cDùrRc. wJ-to

WÂ

communication.
asscssmcnl. Prsvcnu¡tivc
progra¡ns. and/or ca¡ly

(s69.00)

Scaule,

Obscrvational scrccning dcsigncd
to identify mothcr-infanl dyarls at
risk for disonlers of

98195

Parent:
l) Sensitivity to cucs

Tcrching:

2) Rcsponsc ¡o dis¡n:ss
3) Social-cmorional g,rorvth

Birth - 3 yrs

foslcring

(206) 543-8528
surrturcd
obscrv¡tion

child:
4) Clarity of cucs

5) Rcsoonsivcncss to ó¡rcnt

Srucrurcd obssrvalion of fecding
and teaching cpisodes bctwecn
mothcr and infant.

Pe¡sons musr bc traìncd by NCAST
to bc ccrtihcd in using thcsc scales.

Training involvcs obscrva¡ion of
bchaviors and gaining rcliability in
thc ¡uc of ¡hc ssal¡:s-
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Âge Range/

Assessmen ß/

Ordering Inform¡tloh

TyPe

Comrnents/
Proccdurcs

Dlmensions

Who can administer
raditional dcvclopmcntal lesls in
conjunction with obscrvational
tools tha¡ rsscss suslaincd
aucntion, parcnl-child inrcraclions

Symptonf Checklist
(conrinucd)

and sensory processing and
thc

rcaclivity. In ¡hi¡ casc,

Syrnptom Chccklist is useful in
vnlid¡rinc clinical obscrv¡tions.

Vlncl¡nd rldaplive lleh¡vlor
r\mcric¡¡

C uidancc

ûirlh -

Scsles

À¡lullûood

Scrvicc

P.O. Box'99
Publishcr's Building
Circls Pinc¡, MN 5501+1796

REVISED

'fl¡cre arc th¡ecc vcrsions <if thc
tcsc Survcy l"nrm. I'xpanrlcd f:orm
¡nd Classroom l:orm.

Dom¡ins:

l)

Communica¡ion

2) Socializ¡tion (intcrpcrsonal
rclationships, play and tcisure
rimc, coping skills)

3) Daily living stills (pcrsonal,

dorncstic. communitY)
4) motor skills (gross and linc)

Optional maladaptivc bchavior
domain (for thæc 5 ycars and oldcr)
is includcd on lhe surveY and
aÉp==dd ls:83.

ll¡isconsin ßchavior Rating Scale
Ccnral Wisconsin Cantcr for thc
Dcvel opmcnlallly Disablcd

317 Knutson Drivc
Madison, Wt 537Ot

Birth - 3 years
(stanilardiz.ation
bascd on
Pcrsons who

Providcs e mcasure of adapt¡vc

bchvior for devclopmcntal lcvcls
from bi¡th to 3 ycars. Subscalcs:

l)

gross motor

wcrc profoundly

2) finc rnotor

menlelly

3) cxprcssivc languagc
4) rcccptivc languagc
5) play skills

disablcd

functioning in
thc birth-3
rangc)

Tlie scale is complctcd bY a
profcssional famiíar with clicn¡'s
bchaviors. Dírect testing ls not
ncccssafy.

Thc purposé of this asscssmcn¡ is
to ¡r¡rscss ovcrallcvels of
functioning. a¡eas o[ strcnth and

limitaions, moni¡or progrcss
[ollwing program changes, and
dcvclop long and short rcrm goals.

Þ

ó) socialization
7) domcstic actiY¡tics
8) cating

9) toilcling

l0)

ll)

drcssing

srooming

Child

Branch, lhrough thc National Inst¡Iuta o[ Mcnhl lleallh. Gran¡ Numbcrs u87
Servir:cs Branch. through thc Div¡sion of Mcntal UcaJ.h. Developmenul

Disabilitics. ¡ud Sub
Principal Invastigalor.
Slatc Conlact:
Susan Robinson or Ca¡t¡ Brown
CIrild A Femity Scwicrs
325 N. Salisbúi Srrccr. R^rlcigh, NC

North Ca¡olin¡ 27603. Fo¡ morc informalion contact: Lcnorc llchar. Ph'D.,

Funded by thc

M¡444gi end lRtg

(919)

7310598.

I¡rc¡LScrvicc Progr¡m Cont¡ct:
Judy Ncbrig. Su¡rcrvisor

2?603

#rrr'
¡ìw 16t tz

